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Who shou ld /shou ldn't use t hese gu idelines?
These guidelines are for anyone who is faced with making dif ficult decisions
concern ing the planning and management of natural resource and other
developm ent programmes. They provide a guide to the use of Bayesian
networks- an approach to decision support which is holistic, easy to use and
encourages stakeholder involvement . People who have used them have
found that they can help make the formulation of management strategies
more rigorous and comprehensive.
While the guidelines have been developed within the water sector (and
specifically to promote integrated water resource management) it should be
clear that they can help in any planning process that requires a hol istic view
to be taken and the involvement of many disciplines. As such , it is hoped
that they will be useful to those who are planning and implementing
integrated development programmes, whether they are primari ly water
focused or not .
The guidelines should be used by those who have responsibility for manage-
ment decisions or those who have been asked to make recom mendations
about part icular decisions. They may be used by individuals but, as they
have been designed to facilitate integrated water resource management , it is
more likely that they will be used by small multi-discipl inary teams. The
gu idelines will help the team to build a Bayesian network and then use it to
develop integrated management plans. Although they will do this by
drawing on information from a wide range of stakeholders, in most cases
Bayesian networks will not be used by stakeholders themselves.
H ow sho u ld t hese gu idelines be used?
The guidelines are intended to provide a foundation from which to begin
using Bayesian networks for water management problem s. They are not
meant to be rigid but should be adapted to your needs once you are familiar
with the tool. One of the advantages of Bayesian networks is their fl exibility.
Throughout it is assumed that you have access to and are familiar with the
use of software for build ing and analysing BNs. If this is not the case, then
you should obtain software from one of the suppliers listed below and follow
the instructions suppl ied.
Two pack ages have been used during the development of these guidelines:
• Netica  (w w w.norsys.com)
• Hugin  ( w w w.hugin.dk )
Fully -funct ional versions are available for free download, although network
size is lim ited in both demonstrat ion versions. Both have easy to use
graphical user interfaces and detailed help files and are, as a consequence,
excellent pack ages to begin with. They also support a ful l range of
funct ionality for more advanced users.
A full list of available soft ware, together with details of their functionality,
can be found at:
h ttp :/ / w w w.cs .berkeley .ed u/ - m u rp hy k/ Bay es/ b nsoft.h tm l
A gu id e t o t he gu idelines
The guidelines are arranged into five chapters. The first chapter provides a
brief description of the concepts of integrated water resource management
(IWRM) and presents some general ideas about how IWRM strategies can be
formulated. The second deals with the specific ways in which decision
support systems in general and Bayesian networks (BNs) in particular can
and should help in the formulation of IWRM plans. Chapter 3 gives a short
technical descript ion of Bayesian networks and then presents the key skills
that you will need to acquire to use them effectively. Clearly it is important
that you read this chapter so you can acquire these skills, but also because
the rest of the guidelines will make less sense without the information it
contains!
Chapter 4 contains the core of the guidelines, divided into 12 consecutive
steps. The first step is crucial in that it encourages you to ident ify the
problem clearly. If you don't do this then you are likely to end up devising a
solution to a problem that doesn't exist! Steps 2 to 8 are largely concerned
with stakeholder consultat ion. Such consultations are essential to ensure
that your final management plans can be implemented. As noted above, it
will rarely be appropriate for you to use BNs direct ly with stakeholders and it
is not strict ly necessary to use them at all at this stage. However, it has been
found that their use can help ensure you fully understand what stakeholders
are telling you and highlight areas for further consultation. Ult imately, as
with Step 1, the aim is to ensure that you have properly identified the
problem .
As each situation is unique, Steps 2 to 8 provide only general guidance. It is
recommended that you consult with someone who has local experience of
facilitat ing stakeholder participation.
The remaining steps guide you in building and using a Bayesian network
which represents your best understanding of the nature of the problems to
be solved and contains the best information available to solve it . Many of the
activities here are repeated from earlier steps assoc iated with stakeholder
consultat ion. Examples are provided throughout.
Finally, Chapter 5 presents a hypothetical case study, describing the
development of a single BN through each of the 12 steps.
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Glo ssar y a nd acr o ny m s
Adaptive management:  A management approach that is fl exible enough to
change as a result of new information about the effects of init ial
intervent ions  (q.v.) . It  is an exp licit , structured and systematic process for
learning from one's experience through a cycle of planning , acting ,
monitoring and evaluat ion.
Addit ional impact s: Factors that are changed as a result of interventions  (q .v.)
that do not affect anything else in the environmental system  (q.v.)  and are
not direct ly related to management objectives  (q .u ).
Bayesian net work : A graphical tool for building decision support systems
(q.v.)  to help make decisions under uncertain condit ions.
Bayesian network diagram : The graphical component of a Bayesian network
(q.u.),  consisting of nodes  (q.v.)  and links. It does  not  include the
condit ional probabil ity tables  (q.v.) .  It is more form ally called a directed
acyclic graph or DAG.
BN: Bayesian network.
Case data: A set of observations as to which state  (q.v.)  a variable was in
given the states of its parent variables  (q.v.).
Child variable: A variable that has links feeding into it from other variables.
Condit ional probabil ity table: A table underly ing each chi ld variable  (q .v.)  in a
Bayesian network  (q.u.)  which expresses the probability that the child
variable wil l be in a par t icular state  (q.v.)  given the states of its parent 's
variables  (q .v.).  Distributions across the states of the child variable are
given for each possible combination of the states of the parent variables.
Continuous variable:  A variable that can take a value between any other two
values. See also "Discrete variable ."
Cont roll ing factors: Factors that cannot be changed by intervening at the scale
you are considering but control the environmental system at that scale, in
some way.
CPT: Condit ional probabil ity table.
Decision Support System: A collection of tools which, together, faci litate a
decision mak ing process. These tools can be conceptual and
methodological as wel l as computer-based.
Discret e variable: A variable with a well def ined, finite set of states  (q .u.).  See
also "Cont inuous variable."
Divorcing: A technique for simplify ing the structure of a Bayesian network . It
involves grouping a number of parent variables so that they feed into an
extra , intermediate child.
DSS: Decision suppor t system.
Elicited probabi lity table: The same as a condit ional probabil ity table  (q.u.)
except that they only contain some of the possible combinat ions of parent
variable states  (q.v.).
Environment al system : A special class of management system  (q.v.)  relating
specifically to environmental management . It typically includes physical,
econom ic , social and institutional factors.
EPT: Elic ited probability table.
Implement at ion factors: Factors that direct ly affect whether an intervention
(q.v.)  can be successfully implemented.
Int egrated water resources  management:  An approach to water management ,
which recogn ises that mult iple obj ect ives must be met through a variety of
means. Achiev ing sustainability is fundamental to the approach.
Int ermediate factors: Factors in an environmental system  (q.v.)  that link
object ives  (q.u )  and intervent ions  (q .v.).
Interventions:  The things you wish to implement in order to achieve your
object ives  (q.u ).  They can also be thought of as management opt ions.
IWRM: Integrated water resources management
Learning: The process by which a Bayesian network  (q.v.)  updates its
condit ional probability tables  (q.v.)  as a result of receiving case data (q.u )
about variables in the network .
Management obj ect ives: See "Objectives"
Management system: A set of interlinked components, which are related by
their common association with an entity that is to be changed through
human intervention. The system is described by a set of variables, the state
these variables are in and rules governing how these variables change.
Model : An aid to conceptualising and investigating the interact ions between the
linked components of a management system  (q.v.).  It need not be
implemented on a computer, although it often will be.
Modifying parent : A parent variable  (q .u )  whose effect on (some of) its
children is dependent on the states of other parents of those children. See
also "Non-modify ing parent ."
MP: Modifying parent .
NMP: Non-modifying parent .
Node: The element of a Bayesian network that represents a variable in the
system being modelled. It is usually shown as a box, together with the
name of the variable. In these guidel ines the term is used interchangeably
with "Variable."
Non-modify ing parent : A parent variable whose effect on its children is
independent of the states of any other parents of those children. See also
"Modifying parent ."
Obj ect ives: Things you wish to affect through management of the water
resource. These may be things you wish to improve or things you wish to
prevent from worsening.
Parent var iable: A var iable that has links going out of it to other variables.
Stakeholder: An individual or group who can affect or are affected by a
decision making process.
State: A value that may be taken by a Bayesian network variable which may
be quant itative or qualitative. Variables must have at least two states. The
states of a variable must represent al l values that that variable can take
and must not overlap with each other.
Variable: See "Node".
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Chapt er I :
For m ulat ing
int egrat ed
w at er resource
m anagement plans
Int egr at ed w at er r esou r ces m anagem ent
Taking an integrated approach to water resources management means
recognising that a successful strategy must meet mult iple object ives
through a variety of means. What these objectives are and the most
appropr iate means of meeting them is highly dependent on the scale of the
environmental system ' to be managed (see boxes) but an effective strategy
will invariably address a mixture of environmental, economic, social and
political issues. Clearly, identify ing all the important issues means taking an
overv iew of the whole system to select those features that might help or
hinder the attainment of management goals.
This approach underpins the whole Concept of integrated water resources
management (IWRM) in that it seeks to link the management of water use
sectors that had previously been handled separately. It is believed that by
doing this, plans can be devised to maximise the benefits obtainable from
water resources without causing significant adverse effects. These benefits
will only be obtained, however, if the management plan can be successful ly
implemented and this rel ies on the support of all those affected by
management changes. Consequently, ideas of stakeholder participation in
planning processes have become fundamental to the IWRM approach. The
aim of IWRM can now be reformulated as a need to meet multiple
stakeholder  object ives through a variety of means.
' The word "system" is used extensively throughout these guidel ines in three ways:
I . In the phrase "Decision Suppor t System". Th is is defined as a col lect ion of tools which,
together, fac il ita te the decision mak ing process. These tools can be conceptual and
methodological as wel l as computer-based.
2. In the ph rase "management system" . This is def ined as a set of inter-l inked components that
are related by their co mmon association with an entity that is to be changed through human
inter vention. A system is descr ibed by a set of variables, the state that these variables are in
and rules govern ing how these variables change.
3. In the ph rase "env ironmental system". This is used as a special c lass of management system
relat ing specif ical ly to environmental management . It ty pically includes physical , econom ic ,
social and inst itutional factors.
Where "system" is used in isolation, the sense should be clear from the context but it wil l general ly
refer to an env ironmental system. L
B ox 1:  Wat er resou rce m anagement in a r iver b asin
The Deduru Oya fl ows  140  km from cent ral Sri Lanka to the west coast through a basin of
area 2623 km2.The basin is subject to both the south-west monsoon prevailing from April to
September and the north-east monsoon prevailing from October to March. In an average
year, t he basin captures 4397 x I 0' m' of water,of which 44% is lost through natural processes,
24% is removed for human consumption and 32% fl ows into the sea.
The populat ion of the basin is just under I million people, with 10% of t hem living in one of
the two main towns. 80% are employed in farming or fi shing. 63% of families have a monthly
income less t han US$ 13.60 and only 2% of the populat ion have access to piped water The
rest rely on shallow wells for their domest ic water, often at distances of 2 to 3 km from their
homes.
Land use is fair ly evenly divided between plantat ion crops (most ly coconut), paddy rice and
other irrigated fi eld crops. 24% of t he land is uncult ivated and only 2% is forested. Other
agricultural act ivit ies include poultry and livestock farming, and shrimp farming at the river
mouth.There are also several small industries dealing wit h food processing, metal quarrying,
saw milling, rice milling and cement product ion.There is widespread mining of sand from the
riverbed to provide building materials.This is leading to bank collapse and increased seawater
int rusion resulting in t he salinisat ion of groundwater.
Six government inst itut ions are responsible for dif erent aspects of water resource use in t he
basin. Coordinat ion of water related act ivit ies is carr ied out by t he Ofi ce of t he Divisional
Secretary in each of t he 27 divisions into which the basin is split .
Object ives of water management in this basin include: increasing agricultural product ivity,
improving access to clean drinking water,expanding industry and the control of saline intr usion.
Strategies for increasing agricultural productivity may focus on increasing water supply through
dam construct ion.W ith limited finance, however, similar results may be achieved by improving
the quality of seed and fert iliser provided to farmers, and the usefulness of either solut ion
depends on the availability of markets.Access to drinking water may be improved by dr illing
more wells but this may have lit t le impact if saline intrusion is allowed to proceed unchecked.
Expansion of industry will provide jobs but will lead to an increase in demand for water and
a reduction in the supply to other water users.Any strategy developed must be able to be
implemented and administered by the existing inst itutional structure.
Fo r m u lat ing IW R M st r at egies
The formulation of IWRM strategies involves deciding which management
strategy to pursue from among a number of possible opt ions. These
decisions will not only be made at the beginning of a proj ect but throughout
its lifetime in response to monitoring and evaluation of project progress and
changes in the environmental system. Decisions should be made by the
group of people responsible for implementing them.
Som e decision theorists use three phases to describe the way peop le make
dec isions. The First phase, called the "Intell igence Phase" , is concerned with
ident ify ing exactly what the problem is. The second phase, called the
"Design Phase" , sets the criteria by which a decision will be made, ident ifies
the opt ions available and attempts to predict the outcomes of each opt ion.
The final phase, the "Choice Phase", comprises the select ion of the best
option from those avai lable. For most decisions, this procedure will be
carried out informally, although a more formal approach may yield better
results, particularly when the decisions to be made are complicated.
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Stakeholders can contribute to each of these phases in different ways. In the
Intell igence Phase, consultation with stakeholders is crucial as water
management problems always relate in some way to water use by people.
Therefore, as the problem relates to them, an exact problem definition can
only be produced by finding out how stakeholders perceive the problem.
During the Design Phase, stakeholders can help identify the options
available and will be able to provide information to help predict likely
outcomes (as these outcomes will oft en depend on stakeholder responses to
Box 2 : Wat er resou rce m anagem ent on an ir r igat io n scheme
There are 199 farmers in the Chipiwa irrigat ion scheme in Zimbabwe, each farming 10 ha of
sugar cane.The land is owned by the commercial Mkwasine estate although negot iations to
transfer the t ide deeds to the farmers are progressing.The estate also controls the water
supply to the scheme through three distribut ion canals and, in addition, provides agricultural
extension advice to t he farmers.
The scheme is arranged into several blocks, typically managed by 6 to 8 farmers.Current ly, all
farmers irrigate using overhead sprinklers, although some of them are interested in moving
to fl ood and even drip. For each block, a single pump supplies a shared mainline running
central to the block. This feeds a number of sprinkler lines (typically 4 to 6), which are
rotated by the farmers to achieve full coverage.ln any one year, yields can vary widely depending
on a number of factors including farmer skill, position relat ive to t he pump and land quality. In
general, however, a farmer will obtain between 50 and 120 t
The farmers want to increase this yield and see water as the main factor constraining this —
current ly many farmers do not receive enough water and find it is unavailable when they
most need it .They believe that the problems are a result of water distribut ion within the
block rather than the supply in the dist ribut ion canal. Strategies to address this may involve
better maintenance of pumps and pipes, improved cooperat ion amongst farmers and controls
on water applicat ion by farmers, achieved by social or technical means. Changing irrigat ion




different management options) . Following the Choice Phase, it is important
that the decisions made are endorsed by as many stakeholders as possible,
otherwise the proposed plan will not receive the stakeholder support
required to im plement it .
As indicated above, there are certain situat ions when it may be benefi cial to
follow a formal approach to the procedure. Poor decisions can be taken
because dec ision makers have a psychological bias towards certain
inform ation. For example, a proposal presented as having a 20% chance of
failure may be rej ected, while one presented as having an 80% chance of
success is accepted. Equally, decision makers may pay more attent ion to
the most recent information, events which are dramatic (though rare) and
facts that support pet hypotheses rather than those which do not . Moreover,
when implement ing particular act ions which may have more than one
consequence, it can be diff icult to keep track of what those consequences
are.
Clearly, the more complicated the management system and the greater the
vo lume of information to be considered, the more likely it is that poor
decisions can be made. In these situations, some form of decision support
may be appropriate. Since the environment is characterised by complexity,
and the quant ity of information needed to describe all the relevant factors is
necessari ly large, decision support has much to offer those involved in water
management .
•
Chapt er 2 :
H ow Bayesian net w or k s
can help m ake decisions
abo ut int egrat ed w at er
resou rce m anagem ent
U sing Decisio n Suppor t Syst em s
Decision support systems (DSS) can help structure decision processes and
support analysis of the consequences of possible decision choices by
making data easily accessible and allowing "what-if" analyses. Specific
benefits quoted in DSS studies inc lude:
• An increase in the quantity and quality of information identified as
relevant to the decision
• An increase in the num ber of alternatives examined
• A better understanding of the management system
• New insights and improved learning
• Better decisions
• Better use of data resources
• Improved communication
• Improved documentation of the issues and j ustificat ion of decisions made
However, there are a num ber of potential drawbacks:
• Decision makers can become over reliant on DSS to the extent that they
allow it to make decisions for them
• Decision makers assume that all relevant factors are included in the DSS,
when other important issues have been ignored or have arisen since the
DSS was first constructed
• A poorly designed DSS can transfer power from the users to the DSS
designers
• A DSS can exclude people without the technical ability to use it
• Decision making is emphasised at the expense of other management
processes (e.g. people management)





6While good design and sensible use can avoid many of the problems listed
above, it will always be necessary to consider whether the time and effor t
required to produce a DSS can be j ustifi ed by the benefits expected of it .
The potent ial benefits are listed above. However, the degree to which they
are obtained depends, to a certain extent , on the complexity of the environ-
mental system and the way in which decisions might otherwise be made
about it . As each situation is unique, it is diff icult to estimate the expected
benefit of using a DSS before actually doing so. To help potent ial users to
j udge this, the fol lowing sections suggest a number of questions to consider.
Pr o s a nd co ns o f Bayesian net w o r k s
A Bayesian network (BN) is a tool that can be used to build a DSS. Like all
too ls, BNs can be used in a number of different ways and, c learly, the way in
which they are used will have a strong effect on the quality of the decision
produced. It is helpful to distinguish between (at least) two ways of using
them :
1. BNs can be developed simply to provide a mathematically opt imal
decision on the basis of the information provided to the BN
2. BNs can be used in a way that promotes an improved understanding of
the environmental system, leaving the decision makers to reach their own
conc lusions on the basis of that understanding.
The second approach is recom mended as it supports decision makers
rather than making the decision for them and allows account to be taken of
other factors not included in the BN (e.g. unstated polit ical considerations) .
The nature of BNs encourages users to take this second option. Specifi cally :
• The basis of a BN is a diagram conceptualising the environmental system
to be managed. To construct this diagram, it is necessary to think
careful ly about how the system works as an integrated whole.
This is not easy, but improves understanding of how management options
may affect the system . As a result , it is more likely that users will be making
a decision based not only on the outputs of a DSS but on a ful l under-
standing of how those outputs have been produced. Moreover, it allows the
user to adapt the decision recommended by the DSS in the light of factors
not included in it . A further advantage of using a DSS in this way is that it
helps avoid the first two drawbacks listed in the previous section.
Bayesian Networks have other features Which allow them to be used in ways
which can help avoid the drawbacks identified in the previous sect ion:
• Building and using a BN does not require specialist skills. This means that
decision makers can learn to use the tool to develop their own DSS.
Power transfer from the users to the DSS designers is avoided, as the
users are the designers!
• As BNs are diagrammatically based, it is relat ively easy to understand the
outputs prov ided by a DSS built with them. This facilitates the communi-
cation of information to people without technical abilities so they can
part ic ipate more fully in the decision making process.
• It is relatively simple to adapt BNs to new situations. Th is means that,
when new factors emerge which are relevant to the decision, they can be
included in the DSS.
Bayesian networks were originally developed to allow the impact of
uncertainty about management systems to be accounted for in the decision
making process. This means that decision makers can balance the
desirability of an outcome against the chance that the management option
selected may fail to achieve it . This facility is particularly important for
environmental management where the complexity of the natural world
means that it is rarely possible to predict the exact impact of any manage-
ment intervention. In an uncertain world, Bayesian networks allow users to
estimate the chance that a management intervention will have a particular
effect and then investigate the consequences of their uncertainty.
Unfortunately, a BN does not avoid the need for t ime and money to develop
a DSS. In fact , using a DSS to promote understanding generally takes more
time than using one simply to provide answers. Moreover, the production of
uncertainty estimates requires more data to be collected. Although it is to
be expected that improved understanding and the explicit recognition of
unavoidable uncertainty will lead to better decisions, the time and money
may not be available to do this. When this is the case, using a BN may not




A r e Bayesian net w o r k s fo r yo u?
Do you need a DSS?
As noted above, a Bayesian network is a tool that can be used to build a
DSS. Therefore, the first question when deciding whether to use them is
whether you really need a DSS. Consider the following questions:
• Are there many possible management opt ions to choose from?
• Will your decision about which management option is best be based on
more than one criterion?
• Is it diff icult to predict how each of these criteria are affected by the
management options you are considering? LA
7
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If the answer to any one of these questions is YES, then it is likely that a
DSS will be able to help you. Proceed to the next section.
Shou ld you bu ild it your self o r obt ain specialist help?
Unt il fairly recently, most DSS were developed by specialist "knowledge
engineers". More recent ly, many soft ware packages have been produced
which al low non-specialists to construct DSS for themselves. These are
called DSS generators, and Bayesian networks can be considered to be
among them . Therefore, the next question is whether you wish to employ
specialists or construct the DSS yourself. Consider the following questions:
• Do you need the DSS to help with a well -defined problem, which you
have to deal with regularly?
(as the environment is constantly changing, it is more likely that the
problems associated with managing it are il l-defined and change regularly )
• Can you afford specialist help?
• Are you confident that a DSS built by someone else will ful ly meet your
requirements?
(or consider whether a self-built DSS may be more likely to meet your
requirements?)
If the answer to any one of these questions is NO, then it is likely that a DSS
generator will be your best opt ion. Proceed to the next section.
Do you need t o answ er " What - if ?" t ype quest ions?
Consider the following questions:
• Will you be able to reach a decision simply by looking at and analysing
existing information?
• Do you need to predict the outcome of possible act ions in order to reach
a dec ision?
If your answer to the first question is YES and the answer to the second is
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be sufficient for you to collate and organise the data available to you with in
a database (such as Microsoft Access) and analyse it using a spreadsheet
(such as Microsoft Excel). On the other hand, if your answer to the fi rst
question is NO and the second one YES, then you do need to build a DSS
with modelling capability. Proceed to the next section.
Select ing t he most appr opr iat e DSS approach for yo u
There are many tools that can be considered to be DSS generators and will
enable you construct a DSS to answer "what-if?" type questions. Obviously,
you should select the one that best meets your needs. The questions below
will help you identify what your needs are and you can then match these
with the descript ions of different DSS generators which follow.
I . A t w hat lev el d o you need t o r epresent t he int er nal w o r k ings
of t he env ir o nm ent al syst em yo u w ish t o m anage?
This depends on the way in which your decision will affect the factors in the
environmental system which you have decided are most important (i .e. the
criteria on which you will base the decision). For example, your decision
may be concerned with whether to use flood or overhead irrigat ion for a
particular scheme. The criteria on which you have decided to base your
decision m ight be crop yield, capital costs and running costs.
If the links between the decision and the criteria are simple and obvious,
then it is likely that you will not need to represent the internal workings of
the environmental system in great detail . If, on the other hand, the links
between the decision and the criteria are complex, then you will probably
need to represent the environmental system in a more detailed way. For
example, although the link between irrigation type and capital costs may be
clear (a fixed price can be obtained from the supplier), the link between
ir rigation type and yield is less so, as yield will depend on numerous other
factors (soil fertility, pest control, etc.) .
The degree of detail that you will need will depend on the level of complexity
that exists. However, you should also consider how much detail you, the
decision maker, want to represent. It is important that you are able to under-
stand where the outputs from the DSS come from . If you cannot do this,
then you are relying on the ability of the DSS to make a decision instead of
your own . So it is important that the DSS does not represent more detail
than you can understand easily. There is a possible except ion to this rule: if
you are developing the DSS as part of a team, it may not be necessary for
you as an individual to understand all parts of the DSS, as long as there is
som eone else on the team who does!
Because of the complexity of the environment, it is usually necessary to
represent the internal workings of the system in some detail . However, it will
be impossible to make an informed decision if you have too lit tle detail to
represent the most important factors or if you have too much to understand.
2 . H ow im po r t ant is it t hat yo u can co m m unicat e t he reasons
under ly ing you r decisio n?
It may be necessary to j ustify your decision either to your superiors or to
people who will be affected by it . If so, you should consider the best way to
communicate your reasoning to them. While a written report may be
suitable in some cases, a picture-based explanation may be more helpful.
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3. H ow ca n p eop le w ho ar e not dir ect ly involved in t he
co nst r u ct io n of t he DSS feed inf o r m at ion int o it ?
As discussed above, stakeholder participat ion in decision-making is an
underly ing concept of IWRM. Therefore, it is important to account for their
opinions on how a decision will affect the environment . You should consider
how these opinions can be elicited from stakeholders and how they should
be accounted for within the DSS.
4 . Is t her e any uncer t a int y associat ed w it h you r decisio n? If so,
how im po r t ant is it t o ex p licit ly repr esent t hat u nce r t aint y
in t he D SS.
Again, due to environmental complexity, it is highly likely that your decision
will have a great deal of uncertainty associated with it . With uncertainty
comes risk . It is always important to be aware of the risk that your decision
may not work — especially if the consequences of failure are serious.
Bay esian net w or k s
Tests have shown that Bayesian networks are usually able to represent the
most im portant factors in the system effectively. Since the networks are
diagrammatical ly based, it is relatively easy for users to understand how
those factors interact and, as a result , how the DSS produces its outputs.
For the same reason, it is also fair ly easy to communicate the information
on which you have based your decision. As will be explained later, the
diagram on which a BN is based represents simple concepts of cause and
effect . Again, tests have shown that most people are able to express their
ideas using such concepts. This means that information elicited from
stakeholders can be used direct ly within the BN. Finally, BNs explicit ly
represent uncertainty in a way that can be clearly understood.
A lthough they can be used to do so, BNs are not ideally suited to situations
where it is necessary to represent complexity in great detail or where
concepts of cause and effect are not enough to capture ideas of how the
system funct ions. Moreover, the representation of uncertainty requires
information on what that uncertainty might be. This need increases the
amount of informat ion that has to be put into the DSS, but this is
unavoidable if the associated risks are to be assessed.
I nf lu ence d iagr am s
Infl uence diagrams are very sim ilar to Bayesian networks. The main
difference is that they also support decision optimisation based on utility
values assigned to the different possible outcomes of the decision. In fact an
infl uence diagram is the more proper term for a Bayesian network when it is
used according to the first approach described in the previous sect ion. To
fac ilitate optimisation, infl uence diagrams require slight ly more difficult
concepts to be introduced into the diagram than is the case with Bayesian
networks. Consequent ly, it is slightly harder for people to understand an
infl uence diagram.
As noted earlier, Bayesian networks are preferred to infl uence diagrams as
they encourage the user to think more carefully about the decision. When
the facility for optimisation is present , there is always a temptation to accept
the answer provided, without considering where it came from .
Most commercial soft ware packages that bui ld Bay esian networks (e.g.
Netica and Hugin) can also build infl uence diagrams. A naly tica (Lumina
Decision Systems Inc., h ttp:/ / ww w.lum ina.com/ sof tw are/ aboutanaly t ica.
htm l) is sligh tly different: i t uses Monte-Carlo samp ling to estimate un-
certainty rather than Bayesian inference. Bayesian inference is a more exact
method of estimating uncerta inty but this makes l ittle difference in practice.
Decisio n t rees
Decision trees are another diagrammatically based approach, which capture
the same information as infl uence diagrams but present it in a different way.
An infl uence diagram (or Bayesian network ) shows the relationships
between the variables more clearly, while a decision tree shows more detail
about the possible chains of events that may be initiated by a decision.
However, infl uence diagrams are much more compact than decision trees
and, consequently, easier for people to understand. Uncertainty is handled
using Monte-Carlo sampling.
Commercial soft ware packages supporting decision tree analy sis include
DATA (TreeAge Software Inc., http:/ / www.treeage.com/ ) and Decision Pro
(Vanguard Software Corporation, http :/ / ww w.vanguardsw.com/ dpbro/
dpbrol .h tm) .
M at hem at ical m odell ing
On the positive side, mathematical models can easily represent any level of
complexity, in term s of numbers of variables, and can handle complicated
descriptions of how variables relate to each other. If you have the necessary
skills then writing your own code will give you the most fl exibility in creating
your own DSS. Commercial soft ware packages, such as Stella, are also
available to help create mathematical models, although these are slightly
more lim iting than writ ing your own code. Stella, in particular, supports on ly
the development of systems dynamics models. These are oft en useful for
applications in environmental decision-making but this may not always be
the case. Uncertainty analysis is possible with either approach (Stella uses
Monte Carlo sampling in batch mode) .
The down side of using any mathematical model is that it is hard for people
not involved in its construction to understand it . Graphical interfaces can be
programmed to make communicat ion of the outputs easier although this
can be time consuming. Stella overcomes this problem to a large extent by
being diagrammatically based, although some of the concepts the diagram
represents may be difficult for non-specialists to understand.
You  can get more information about Stella from High Performance Systems
Inc. at http :/ / w w w.hps-inc.com/ edu/ stel la/ stel la.htm.
M u lt i-cr it er ia analy sis ( M CA )
MCA comes in all shapes and sizes. In general, however, the analysis
represents only decision criteria. This means that the way in which the
decision works through the system to set those criteria must be represented
outside of the MCA (many commercial software packages provide facilit ies
for doing this, although some are easier to use than others). Therefore, MCA
is more suited to decisions where it is not important to understand the
underlying workings of the system in detail.
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More positively, MCA naturally lends itself to diagrammatic representation
and its outputs can be easily understood. Moreover, the concepts it repre-
sents (that of a hierarchy of decision criteria) are fairly easy for stakeholders
to understand, although it can som etimes restrict the ways in which stake-
ho lders express themselves (stakeholders may wish to talk about things
other than criteria) . A further consideration is that most MCAs rely on
weighted scores for input . Obtaining these scores and weights in a way that
is val id for the subsequent analysis is oft en difficult . Uncertainty is usually
addressed through a Monte-Carlo sampling of the MCA model.
An excellent guide to the use of MCA ,  "Multi-Cri teria A nalysis: a manual ",  is
available from the UK Department for Environment , Food & Rural Affairs
(DEFRA Publicat ions Sales Centre, Cambertown House, Goldthorpe
Industrial Estate, Goldthorpe, Rotherham 563 9BL, UK) or elect ronically at
h t tp :/ / w w w .d ef ra.g ov.u k/ en v iron m ent/ m u lt icriteria/ index .h tm .
Commercia l software  pack ag es  to help w ith MCA include A liah  Th ink
(A liah  Inc., w w w .a liah .com ) and  Cri terium Decision Plus  (Info Harvest  Inc.,
w w w .in foh arv es t.com ) .
Spr ead sheet s
Spreadsheets can be thought of as a simple DSS generator. They have the
huge advantage that many decision makers have access to them and
already know how to use them . The can be used to build mathematical
models and can represent any number of variables. However, the way in
which variables can be related in a spreadsheet is more lim ited than the
other mathematical modelling approaches discussed above. Most spread-
sheets also support simple optimisation.
Their main drawback is that models built within spreadsheets are not easy
to understand as the dynam ics they represent are hidden within the formulae
underly ing each cell, rather than shown diagrammatically. Furthermore,
they do not easily lend themselves to uncertainty analysis, although add-ons
are avai lable to implement Monte-Carlo sampling within them .
Commercial software packages that provide Monte-Car lo samp ling w ithin
pop ular  sp readshee ts inclu de: @RIS K (Palisade Corp ora tion, h ttp :/ / w w w .
p a lis ade.com/ h tm l/ ris k .h tm l) and Cry s tal Ba ll (Decision eering Inc.,




D o yo u have t he t im e and t he m o ney t o
use a Bayesian net w o r k ?
Construct ing the diagram which is the foundation of a BN is usually a very
rap id process. Even for the most complicated systems, single users who are
familiar with the tool can complete this task within a day. However, building
a fully functional BN that recognises stakeholder perspect ives takes much
longer, as it requires two major act ivit ies:
• Stakeholder consultation
• Data collect ion and co llat ion
In Chapter 4 you will see that the guidelines recommend holding at least two
meetings with each group of stakeholders, and then two more with all the
stakeholders together. Clearly, organising these meetings takes time. In the
testing that led to these guidelines, it was found that the average time taken
to arrange these stakeholder meetings was about one week per group. This
is not to say that you will need to spend one week with each stakeholder
group, j ust that if you have three groups, for example, then it will take about
three weeks to arrange and hold the necessary meetings. It is likely that you
will want to spread these three weeks over perhaps two months. Obviously,
this is highly dependent on your part icular situation and the consultation
approach you choose to take, but it provides a useful rule-of-thumb.
When you have constructed the BN diagram (based, in part , on what you
have learned from the stakeholder consultation) it will specify exact ly what
data are required to allow it to function. Sometimes, some of these data will
need to be co llected or generated using models and this will clearly take
time. Even if all the data are potent ially available, they will rarely be in one
place or in a format which you can use immediately. Therefore, collating
and formatt ing data for entry into the BN can also take a signif icant amount
of t ime. Our testing shows that this can potentially take months although
this is highly dependent on data availability and the human resources you
have to collect it . Data collect ion may also raise the need for modification of
the BN diagram which may, in turn , lead to further stakeholder consultat ion.
If care is taken in the earlier steps then such modifications should be
avoided but extra t ime should be allowed for, in case the need arises.
Clearly, the act ivit ies out lined above also carry a financial cost in terms of
staff time and the costs of arranging workshops. These should be calculated
and budgeted for before BN construction begins, in order to ensure that you
can complete the process. If you do not complete the process, not only do
you risk making a poor decision, but you may also alienate your stake-
holders, who will see no benefits arising from their efforts.
Many of the potential costs described above are related to the size and
complexity of the BN created. Sometimes a small , inexpensive network can
provide some useful insights, and then when funds become available it can
be expanded into something more detailed. It should be noted that , since a
network may develop over a num ber of years, these costs can also be
spread over a number of years. Moreover, parts of a BN developed for one
decision problem (including the information used to drive it ) might well be
useful in a later BN developed for another problem. In this way, development




So, do you have the t ime and money to use a Bayesian network? To answer
this properly you need to compare the costs out lined above to the benefits
you hope to gain. To a large extent this must be a subjective judgment
dependent on your experience of previous decision making processes you
have been involved in. If you can identify problems with these processes and
you think BNs may be able to help you improve on them , then it is likely
that you wil l f ind benefit in their use. During the testing which led to these
guidelines, it proved difficult to measure these benefits in any rigorously
objective way. However, the water management professionals and po licy
makers who were involved in the testing, all found that BNs helped make
the formulation of management plans more rigorous and comprehensive.
U sing Bayesian net w or k s f o r IW R M - t he
u nd e r ly ing app r oach
If you have decided that it is appropriate to use a DSS based on Bayesian
networks, to help formulate a IWRM strategy, then these guidelines will help
you. As they descr ibe a part icular approach to using Bayesian networks,
this section briefly explains why this approach has been developed.
At its simplest , the approach is composed of two linked act ivit ies:
I . Elicit ing information from stakeholders
2. Construction and analysis of a Bayesian network containing stakeholder
and any other information considered relevant by the decision maker
While the guidelines briefl y outline ways to elicit information from
stakeholders, this is a subject in its own right and it is recommended that
you consult with an expert in this field. Further information can be found
from:
http:/ / www.oneworld.org/ iied/ resource/
http:/ / www.ids.ac.uk/ ids/ particip/ int ro/ introind.html
The main focus of the guidelines is on the construction and analysis of a
DSS using Bayesian networks. The approach taken to this is based on the
fol lowing four principles:
I . U ser s shou ld be able t o bu ild t heir ow n DSS
By building it t hemselves, users can make sure t hat t he decision
support system meets t heir needs.
2. A DSS sho u ld b e used t o under st and t he nat ure of t he
decisio n b et t er
A DSS should help users make a better decision not an easier one. It
should be a "t ool for t hinking" , not an aut omat ic answer provider, and
PIOT make t he decision for the user. Instead, it should encourage t he
user t o ident ify all t he relevant informat ion and analyse it more deeply.
3. A DSS shou ld be developed f ro m st akeho ld er co nsult at ion
Wit hout t his, it is unlikely t hat you will be able to implement decisions
based on it .
4 . A DSS sho u ld encour age users t o deal ex p licit ly w it h
u nce r t aint y
It is impossible to be certain about the consequences of any environ-
ment al management decision. This must be recognised together with












Bayesian net w or k s a
t echnical descr ipt io n and
key sk ills fo r t heir use
What is a Bayesian net w o r k ?
A descr ipt io n and so m e t er m ino logy
Bayesian networks are composed of three elements:
1. A set of nodes representing management system variables, each with a
finite set of mutually exclusive states (the terms "node" and "variable" are
used to mean the same thing throughout these guidelines) .
Variables can either be discrete or contin uous. A discrete variable is one
with a well-defi ned finite set of possible values, e.g. the number of wells in
a uillage; w hether a crop is wheat, cotton  or  sorghum; whether a state-
ment is true or false. In a BN, each of these ualues becomes a state of the
node. A continuous uariable is one that can take on a value between any
other two ualues. Examp les include rainfall depth, groundwater level,
crop y ield and price. When represented in a BN, the full range of values
taken by a continuous variable must generally be broken dow n into sub-
ranges, w ith each sub-range becoming a state of the node.
2. A set of links representing causal relationships between these nodes.
Links, therefore, haue direct ion - from cause to effect. If there is a link from
nod e A  to node B, B is described as a child of  A ,  and  A  as a parent of B.
3. A set of probabilities, one for each node, specify ing the belief that a node
will be in a particular state given the states of those nodes that affect it
directly (its parents).
These are called conditional probabi li ty tables (CPTs) and can be used to
exp ress how the relationships between the nodes operate.
Elements 1 and 2 together form a BN diagram (or, more formally, a directed
acyclic graph): the addition of Element 3 creates a fully -functioning BN.
Figure 3.1 shows an example of a BN diagram (the equal probability
distributions across the states of each node merely indicate that the BN is
not yet fully functional). The structure of this BN diagram encodes the
perception that river fl ow is affected by forest cover and rainfall and this, in
turn , affects the amount of water stored by a dam ("Dam storage") whose
construction is being considered ("Construct dam?"). The other relation-
ships represented by the BN diagram can be read from it in a similar way.
Underlying each node in the BN (and not shown in Figure 3.1) are the CPTs.
Table 3.1 shows the CPT describing the relationships between river fl ow (the




n oted th a t a CPT conta ins entrie s fo r eve ry p oss ible com bin at ion of th e
s ta te s of th e p a re nts .
On c e a ll th e CPTs h ave been com p leted in a sim ila r way, th e BN can be
c om p iled an d us ed fo r an a lys is . In genera l te rm s , th is is p e rform ed b y
a lte rin g th e s ta te s of som e no des wh ile ob se rving th e e ffe c t this h a s on
oth e rs . As th e BN is a n e tw ork , the im pac t of ch an ging an y va ria ble is
tran sm itt ed rig ht thro ug h th e n etw ork in a cco rd an ce with th e re lation sh ip s
exp re sse d b y th e CPTs . Ch a nges in any n ode s im p ly a rise from th e
c om b ine d e ffe c t of ch an ge s in a ll the nodes lin ked to it e ithe r d ire c t ly or
in d ire ct ly. (In form a l te rm s , th e BN encod es a jo int p rob a bility distrib ution
o ve r a ll th e n od e s . Every t im e the state of a n ode ch an ge s , th e jo int
d istribut ion is u p d ate d th ro ugh the ite rative ap p lic a tion of Bayes ' th eo re m ).
Ch a n ge s in th e BN a re o bse rved a s chan ges in th e ch an ce tha t a n od e is in
a p a rt icu la r sta te . Due to the unce rt a inty in the CPTs , it is ra re for a no de to
d e fin ite ly b e in o n e s tate or anothe r and it is fa r m ore c om m on for
p ro b a b ility d istrib ution s ac ro ss a ll th e state s of a n od e to b e obse rved .
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Tab le 3.1: Con d itional p robab ility tab le for the node "R iver flow " in Fig ure 3.1.
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Read the table one row at a t ime. For example, t he fi rst row says:" If forest cover is good and
rainfall is good, t hen there is a 60% chance that river flow will be good, a 40% chance that
river fl ow will be acceptable, and no chance that it will be bad: '
Bad Good 0.40 0.60 0.00
Bad Bad 0.00 0.00 1.00
Further technical details can be found at  http:/ / w w w.cs.berkeley .edu/
- murphy k/ Bayes/ bay es.html,  together with a recommended reading list.
The book "An int roduction to Bayesian Networks" by Finn Jensen (UCL
Press, 1996) is particularly recommended for beginners.
* Key sk il ls: H ow t o t u r n q u alit at ivedescr ipt io ns int o a quant it at ive m odel
Som e gener al a im s
Although building and using Bayesian network s does not need specialist
skills, a degree of imagination is required to realistically represent the world
(as described by stakeholders) in the form of a simple conceptual model.
Experts call this "knowledge engineering" but it's not as diffi cult as it
sounds. This sect ion provides you with some techniques to help.
The aim in building a BN should be to ensure that all ideas are  clearly
captured by the network. The logic underlying these ideas will be
represented by three things:
+ The network structure (how the nodes are linked together);
• The names of the nodes;
• The names of the states of the nodes.
Ways of representing ideas with node names and state names are discussed
later. However, the important point to note is that all three of the above are
of equal importance in capturing the logic.
When beginning to build a BN, it is a good idea to start with the basic logic
of the system and then add the details later. Remember that one of the
points of using a Bayesian network is to give an overview of the whole
environmental system, so begin by naming and link ing nodes (and states)
to represent the most important variables in the system  as a w hole.  You can
add nodes later to describe how individual components of the system work .
The word "c learly" has been stressed since it is crucial that the network is
also understood by those who have not been direct ly involved in building it .
For example, while it may be clear to those involved how a consensus
among farmers can affect sugar cane yields, those who are unfamiliar with
the situation will need more detail to understand it fully. In Figure 3.2, the
ideas that the BN is intended to represent are more easily communicated by
the one on the right than by the one on the left .
While ensuring that all important ideas are represented at an appropriate
level of detail, it is also useful to minimise the number of nodes and states.
This is for two reasons: the smaller the network , the easier it will be for other
people to understand it , and the easier it will be to fill in the CPTs. The
optimal network size is achieved when ideas are represented in as concise a
way as possible given the need for the network to be self -explanatory.
During construction, users should ask themselves if all the variables they
have included are really necessary. It may be possible to delete some
entirely or combine two or more ideas into one variable. Equally it may be
possible to reduce the number of states given to each variable. Ways of LA
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Sug ar cane y ield Sug ar cane y ield
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Fig u re 3 .2: Tw o Bay es ian netw ork s show ing rela tionsh ip betw een fa rm er
consens us an d s ug ar ca ne y ield . Th e Bl l` on th e rig h t-han d s ide d es crib es
th e relationsh ip  more  c learly .
d o ing th is will be discu ssed be low but it shou ld b e n oted th at c a rrying out
th e p ro ce du res recom m en ded , h e lps to produ ce a be tte r fina l dec is ion by
fo rc ing th e u se r to th ink in d ep th about h ow th e enviro nm enta l sys tem is
rea lly work in g .
A ge neral net w or k st r uct ure
Yo u m a y find it e a sie r to bu ild a Bayes ian n etwork if you try to p ut th e
v a riab le s th a t yo u th ink a re im p o rt ant into ca tegories an d th en a rra n ge th em
a cc ord ing to th e stru cture su ggested below. As you beco m e m ore fa m ilia r
with BNs yo u sh o uld a da pt this st ru cture to m eet yo ur own n eeds b ut it
p rovid es a us efu l sta rt ing p o int . Six ca teg orie s of va ria b les a re su gg ested
(s h own in th e ta b le op p o s ite ).
The fo llowin g structu re is sug gested , where th e a rro ws sh ow how th e
c ate go rie s a re like ly to b e lin ked . For exam p le , by d efin ition , im p lem enting
fa c to rs will be linked dire ct ly to those inte rvention s wh ich they affe c t .
However, th ey m ay a lso link to interm edia te fa cto rs . The a rrows a re
in te nd ed o n ly a s a g u ide - othe r conn ection s betwe en n odes in diffe re nt
c ate go rie s m ay be p oss ib le . If you th ink th is is the c ase for your network ,






The things you wish to af ect t hrough
management of the water resource.
These may be things you wish to
improve or things you wish to prevent
from worsening.They will defi ne the
criteria on which your management
choice will be based.
Intervent ions The things you wish to implement in
order to achieve your object ives.They
can also be thought of as management
options. Some are implemented as
"one-offs" (e.g."construct a dam"),
ot hers over a longer period (e.g.
"subsidise agricultural inputs").








Factors which cannot be changed by
intervening at the scale you are
considering but cont rol the environ-
mental system at that scale, in some
way.
Factors which direct ly af ect whether
the intervent ion can be successfully
implemented both immediately and in
the future (depending on whether t he
intervention is implemented as a one-
off or over a longer period).
Factors which are changed as a result
of intervent ions that do not af ect




• agricultural water resources
• agricultural product ivity
• water quality
• access to domest ic water
requirements
• increase forest cover
• construct a dam
• subsidise agricult ural inputs
• t rain farmers
• install wells
• regulate groundwater ext ract ion
• river fl ow (linking " increase forest
cover" to "agricult ural water
resources")
• yield (linking "t rain farmers" and
" income")





• funding (for "construct a dam")
• land availability (for " increase
forest cover" )
• community support (for " regula-
t ion of groundwater extraction")
LYA
this change will af ect the water
resources in any way and so it may
classed as an additional impact.
Dependent on the system you are
considering. For example, as well as
decreasing river fl ow, increasing
forest cover may lead to an increase
in bird populat ions. It is unlikely that
*
Key sk ill I : Choosing var iables t o
represent ideas
Variables can represent any physical, social, economic or institut ional factor.
They can represent tangible things like water, or intangible concepts such as
a consensus among farmers. They can represent quantities of those things
(water volume, for example) , they can represent a property of those things
(water quality ) or they can represent movement of those things (water fl ow).
They can also represent actions (irrigat ion, road construction, learn ing).
Taking advantage of this fl exibility is the key to capturing ideas effectively. LA
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Fo r exa m p le , su g ar can e yie ld is a ffe cted by the a pp licat ion of nitro gen
fe rt ilis e r. Th e d eg re e of effe ct is dep endent on th e type of fert ilis e r us ed , th e
am ou n t ap p lie d and th e tim e at wh ich it is ap p lied (ra infa ll sh ort ly a fte r
ap p lic a t ion c an cause c ro p b urn ) . E ach of th ese fa ctors can b e re p res ented
b y its own va ria b le . In som e cas es , h owever, it m ay n ot be n ecess a ry to
re p re sent e a ch fa ctor a s a sep a ra te n ode . For exam p le , th e am o unt of wate r
y ie lde d from an aqu ifer is dep en dent on th e a q uife r storage , t ra n sm iss ivity
a n d extent . However, it will ra re ly b e n ecessa ry to rep resent th ese p rop e rtie s
s ep a ra te ly, e sp ec ially a s it is un like ly that th ey c an be ch an ged throu gh
m a n ag em ent inte rv ention . In ste ad , a sing le n od e can be used to re p re se nt a
co m b in at ion of th e th re e fa ctors , a s shown in Figu re 3 .3 . This h as th e
a dv an ta g e of redu cing th e s ize of th e netw ork .
Wh en d e c id ing h ow to c aptu re a p a rt icula r idea , it is im p ort ant to con s id er
th e s p a tia l a rea and t im e p e rio d wh ich th e BN you a re con stru cting
rep re sen ts . F or exam p le , if a BN rep resen ts the en viro nm enta l system in a
c a tch m en t ove r one yea r, th en th e use of this sca le pre sents a p ro b lem in
d e fin ing a va ria b le to c aptu re th e ide a of g ro un dwater leve l, a s th is will v a ry
g re a t ly in sp a ce and tim e , an d no ave ra ge va lue is sen s ible . To ad dress th is ,
it is m o re h e lpfu l to think of a sub st itute fo r g ro un dwater leve l, g uid ed by th e
ch ild re n of th e groun dwate r no de in the BN. For exam p le , the BN on th e left
of F ig u re 3 .4 is t ryin g to exp ress th e ide a th a t gro un dwate r leve l will a ffe ct
th e wa te r av a ila b ility in th e catchm ent ove r th e who le yea r. A suitab le
s ub st itu te fo r g roun dwate r leve l m ight be th e num ber of d ays in a yea r fo r
Gro undw ater recharge Number of wells Gro undwater rec harge Number of wel ls
H ig h 50.0
Lo w 50.0
Water ava ilabi lit y Water avai labil ity
Good 50.0
Bad 50.0
Aq uif er qu ality Aq uif er t ransm iss iv ity Aquifer extent Aq uif er st orage
Go od 50.0
Poo r 50.0







Bad 50.0  
W ide 50.0 ---- -
Narrow 50.0  
Fig ure 3 .3: Tw o Bay es ian netw ork s show ing factors determ in ing w a ter
a va ilab ility . In th e BI` l on th e left, the nod e "A qu ifer q uality " rep resen ts a
com b ina tion of th e nod es "A qu ifer transm iss ivity ", "A qu ifer ex ten t" an d
"A q u ifer s torag e " in the BI` I on th e rig h t.
Water availability Water availability
Good 50.0 — Good 50.0  
Bad 50.0 Bad 50.0
High 50.0 •
Low 50.0 -- [ - :
,
Groundwater level Dry well days
0 to 50 50.0
50 to 100 50.0
Lot s 50 0
Few 50 0
Go o d 50.0
Po o r 50 0
Fig ure 3 .4: Tw o Bay es ian netw ork s cap tu ring th e idea that g rou nd w a ter
w ill affec t w a ter availab ility . It is eas ier to g ive a value tha t is rep resen ta tive
of g rou n d w a ter chang es in sp ace an d tim e to th e g round w ater variab le on
th e rig h t ( "Dry w ell day s ") .
wh ich we lls were dry, a s th is id ea re la tes dire ct ly to water ava ilability, th e
ch ild n ode . Th erefo re , wh ile th e BN on the right of Figure 3 .4 exp re sses th e
sa m e ide a a s th e on e on th e left , it is ea s ie r to im agin e how a va lue which is
rep resenta tive of a ye a r, for th e who le catchm ent , can be given to th e
va ria b le re p resent ing th e effe cts of gro undwate r. Occa sion a lly it m a kes
s en se to intro du ce s ep a ra te n o des for th e va lues of som e va ria b les a t
different po ints in tim e an d sp ace . Th is is discussed in m ore d eta il be low.
As a s im p le g uide to se lectin g state s , for each v ariab le , dec ide h ow to
desc rib e :
1. th e state it is current ly in ;
2 . th e state towa rd s wh ich yo u th ink it will m ove un de r your p rop os ed
m an agem ent p lan ;
3 . any inte rm ed iate sta te s (y o u m ay sk ip th is if you want to — see b e low ).
For exam p le , "a gricu ltu ra l p roduction " m ay curre nt ly be in a p oor state and
you exp ect your m an a gem ent p lan m ight cause it to b e in a good sta te . In
ch ang ing from a p o or to a go od state , h owever, it m ight p ass th ro ugh a
m edium state , wh ere ag ric u ltu ra l product ion is im p ro ving but not ye t
en ough to be ca lled g o od . Th e refore , you should ch oose th e s tate s "Good ",
"Medium " an d "Po or".
Th inking ab out wh at state s to give a nod e is an exce llent ch eck on wheth er
the va ria b le you h ave ch osen p ro p erly re presents th e idea you a re t rying to
c apture . In th e exam p le in Figure 3 .4 , the va ria b le "Dr y we ll d ays " h as b een
g iven state s , refe rrin g to the n um ber of days wh en the we lls in a catchm ent
a re dry (in tw o sub -ran ges : 0 to 5 0 d ays and 5 0 to 10 0 days ) . Th is choice of
state s m ight n ot b e ap p rop ria te if it m atters wh en th e we ll d rie s up . By
sp ec ifying th e state s in num erica l te rm s , the wron g id ea is ca ptured in th e
n etwo rk , a s th e im p lica t ion is th at it m akes no d iffe ren ce when the well drie s
up . If the t im e th e we lls d rie d up is m ore im p ort ant th an h ow lon g th ey were
dry for, it m ay b e bette r to se lect states ind ica ting th at tim e (a s in th e BN on
the left of Figu re 3 .5 ) . If b oth a re im p ortant , th en it m ay be be tte r to
introduce a n ew n ode , a s sh own in th e BN on th e rig ht of Figu re 3 .5 .




Ke y s k ill 2 : Ch o o s in g s t at e s t o





Fig ure 3.5: Tw o Bay es ian n etw ork s cap turing th e idea tha t g roun d w ater
w ill affect w ater availab ility . Th e s tates chosen for "Dry w ell day s " in the BN
on the left s ugg es t that the tim ing of the dry -up is th e cru cial factor The
variab les an d s ta tes in the BN on the rig h t s ugg es t tha t both the tim ing an d
d uration of th e d ry -up are imp ortan t. LA
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Th e different state n am es give n to the variable "Dry well days " in Figure s
3 .4 and 3 .5 show how a va riable in the environm ental system m ay have two
or m ore cha ra cteristics , e ach of equal re levance . It is imp ortant to be sure
that a ll ch aracteristics of a variable are identified and differentiated .
However, they should only be included in the BN if they a re considered to be
a key factor in the function ing of the environmental system .
An othe r c onsideration wh en choosing states , is that the states you select fit
in with th e logic of the BN structure as a wh ole . To do this , look at the
pa rents and children of the node . For exam ple, in the BN on the left of
Figure 3 .6 , th e states given to "Crop water application " a re logica l, a s a ll its
p arents affect , in som e way, the quantity of wa ter applied to the crop . In the
BN on the right , however, a further p arent node re lating the timing of water
app lication h as been int ro duc ed. As this variable does not refer to a quantity
of water, the states of "Crop water application " m ust be changed to reflect
this new idea . In th is c ase , the change to the state nam es of "Crop water
ap p lic ation " doe s n ot require a change in the state nam es of "Yield", as the








Irr igation app licat ion Soil type
High 50.0 Sand 50.0
Low 50.0  —2 Clay 50.0
Yie ld
Poor 50.0
Fig u re 3.6: Tw o Bay es ian netw orks show ing factors d eterm in ing y ield.  On
th e left, "Crop w ater app lica tion " on ly rep resen ts w h eth er enoug h w a ter has
b een ap p lied to the crop . On th e rig h t, th e sam e variab le rep resen ts w h eth er
en oug h w a ter has b een app lied a t th e rig h t tim e. Conseq uen tly , the s tate
nam es of th e n ode h aue been chang ed to refl ec t th is n e w idea .
As noted e arlie r, it is useful to m inim ise the size of the network by giving a s
few states a s p ossible to e ach node . To help with this , focus on those states
that a re of interest to you a s a decision m aker. To return to the exam ple
use d e a rlie r, if you are only intere sted in a gricultu ra l p ro duction being good,
then there is no nee d to inc lude a state c alled "Medium ". You are not
intereste d in every state the environmenta l system can ta ke . You are only
intereste d in se eing how the system can be m anipulated to reach your
m a na gem ent objectives . Howeve r, it is important to rem em ber that the
states you choose m ust describe a ll the values that a node m ight take . So if
you h ad dec ided to delete "Medium " as a state of "Agricultural p roduction ",
then the new "Poor" state m ust be unders tood to include both the states you
previous ly describe d a s "Medium " and "Poor". Alte rn ative ly, continuing the
exa m p le , you m ight renam e the second state and have two states c alled
"Good " and "Other". Focusing stro ngly on your needs will help keep the BN
to a m an a ge able size . In m any c ases , it is sufficient to give nodes only two
states : one positive and one negative . Exam ples of this c an be seen in the
network s shown above .





Choo s ing sta te s is fa irly stra ightfo rwa rd wh ile you a re trying to re p re sen t th e
bas ic idea s b ut beco m es m ore difficu lt when yo u sta rt to fill in th e c ondition -
a l p ro b ab ility ta b les (CPTs ) . This is bec ause yo u will ofte n n eed to d efin e
exact va lue s fo r th e state s you h ave chos en . For exam p le , in Figure 3 .6 , to
fill in th e CPT fo r th e n ode "Yield " you will p ro bab ly n eed to define the sta te
"Go od " a s a n um ber of ton nes p e r hecta re (>10 0 t h a -1, say ) and do likewise
for "Ba d ". To b eg in with , h owever, d on 't res tric t yours e lf by worrying about
q u antify ing th e sta te s yo u ch oos e . It is m ore im p ortan t to m a ke sure the BN
is logica l an d exp re sses a ll th e n ecessa ry ide as . If you n eed to , it will be
p oss ib le to a d a pt it late r to h e lp fill in the CPTs .
With so m a ny fa c to rs defin ing m o st environ m enta l system s , BNs ca n
becom e ve ry co m p lex . Often these com p lex stru c ture s c an be s im p lified .
Th is offe rs two a dvantages : firstly, it he lps the BN be m ore ea s ily un de rs to od
by th ose n ot invo lved in its construction , an d second ly, it m akes it ea sier to
fill in the CPTs .
Th e b est way to s im p lify a BN is to be c lear a bo ut wh ich fa c to rs m us t be
re p re sente d in the BN an d which factors d o not need to be . For exam ple , if a
fa ctor is un like ly to a ffe ct th e outcom e of a m an agem ent p lan or to be
ch ang ed by it , the re is no n eed to inc lude it in th e n etw ork . Eq ua lly, if a
no de state is n ot of inte re st or is un like ly to be re ach ed , you sho u ld leave it
out . This so un d s o bvious , b ut it is surp rising ly easy to inc lude inform ation in
th e BN th at is n ot st ric t ly n ecessa ry. To avo id this , review yo ur ne two rk
constant ly to e ns ure th at it does n ot inc lude an y unn ecessa ry info rm ation .
An oth er g oo d wa y to s im p lify a BN is to ca rry o ut "divorc ing " (F igure 3 .7 ) .
Th e netwo rk on the left inc ludes s ix fa ctors , a ll feeding dire ct ly into the n od e
"Yie ld ". Howeve r, th e three n odes at th e top re pre sent fa ctors re lating to
fe rt ilis er, so th ey can be gro up ed togethe r a s p a re nts of a s ing le n od e ,
"Fe rtilise r ap p lic a t ion ". They a re n ow sa id to b e d ivo rc ed from th e n ode
I Type of fer ti li serAN 50 C  .
Urea 50  
nig a tio n sc tte ,00lin
Right 50 0
Wrong lime 50 0
* K ey sk il l 3 : Sim p lif y ing t he net w o r kst r u ct u r e
A m unt of fer tpltser
t I ODpc 50 5
t 55pc 00 0
55 Id
Good 50.0 su= 4—
Poor 50.0  
Irr igat ion alf eli cat ie n
High 50 0.
Low 50 0







Type of f rt il ser
00 0
Urea 50 0
Ir rigati on sc hed uli ng
Right 50.0
Wrong time 50.0



























Fig u re 3.7: Tw o Bay es ian netw ork s show ing th e factors affecting y ield. Th e
on e on th e rig h t is s imp lified by add ing tw o uariab les, "Fertiliser app lication "
and "Crop w a ter ap p lication ", to d iuorce th e oth er s ix variab les from the
nod e "Yield ".
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"Yield" as they no longer affect it directly. The same can be done for the
three nodes at the bottom , which all represent factors related to water.
Figure 3.7 shows that divorcing actually adds nodes to a network, which
may not appear to be the best way of simplify ing it . However, although
nodes are added, the combined size of the CPTs underlying all the nodes is
reduced. This is because CPT size is determ ined both by the number of
parents of a node and the num ber of states each of its parents has.
Moreover, divorcing makes the network easier to follow as the new variables
added group the BN into logical units. This raises an im portant point :
divorcing should not be done when it results in ignoring important inter-
actions between parents which can infl uence the child. For exam ple, in
Figure 3.7, the effect that a particular type of fert iliser has on the yield may
be dependent on the soil type. This effect can be captured by the BN on the
left but not by the divorced BN on the right. Consequently, if there is a
dependency between these two parents ("Type of fert iliser" and "Soil type" ),
then the divorcing procedure shown in Figure 3.7 should not be done.
Divorcing also has a further im pact in that it increases the num ber of nodes
between the interventions and the object ives. This may have the effect of
"dilut ing" the impact of the interventions on the objectives, part icularly if the
CPT underly ing the divorcing node (e.g. "fertiliser application" in Figure 3.7)
is specified with uncertainty. By giving a probability of 100% to one chi ld
state for every combinat ion of parent states in the CPT, the uncertainty in
the relationship between nodes expressed by the CPT is effect ively
removed. It may be appropriate to do this for divorcing nodes, although this
may not always be the case. As above, you should think carefully about
your reason for carrying out the procedure and see whether logic suggests
that the introduction of further uncertainty is appropriate.
* Key sk il l 4 : Dealing w it h t im e
A Bayesian network represents a single t ime period . For water management
applications, this will often be a year or an agricultural season. Obviously, it
is im portant that decisions are made with consideration given to how
management choices will affect the environmental system in the future.
Therefore, for Bayesian networks to be a useful tool, they need to be
extended, in some way, to allow a long-term view to be taken.
It is not too diff icult to do this, but it is important to consider exact ly what
addit ional information you hope to gain by doing it and design your extend-
ed BN accordingly. The BN representing a single year (for example), in the
environmental system you want to manage, can be replicated for every
further t ime step you need, with those variables from the previous time step
which affect variables in the next one being linked together (Figure 3.8).
This can be done for as many time steps as you like. It should be noted that
variables present in each t ime step may be different , but the time steps need
not be of equal length. For example, in Figure 3.8, the second time step
might represent how the system has changed by Year 5 (instead of Year 2,
as shown). Depending on your purposes, this might be all you need. For
example, to make your decision you may only want to know what the
im mediate effect of your intervention will be, together with an idea of
Fertil iser app lication
Suf icient 50 0 .
Insuffic ient 50.0













Fig ure 3.8: A Bay es ian netw ork rep resen ting an en viron m en tal sy s tem over
tw o an n ual tim e s tep s . If fa rm er incom e increases in Year 1, th en fertiliser
ap p lica tion m ay increase in Year 2 as farm ers are ab le to b uy m ore.
wh eth e r th a t e ffect will st ill be fe lt five yea rs afte r im p lem entat ion . In this
case , tw o t im e step s wo u ld b e a ll you need : one re p re senting the effe cts in
Ye ar 1 an d the othe r th e effe cts in Year 5 .
Wh en con s ide rin g the p lann ing pe rio d ove r which you wish to t ra ck chan ges
in an objec tive , it is im p o rt ant to be aware th at in a com p lex sys tem th e
un ce rt a inty a sso c iated with th e va lue of an object ive inc reases y ea r on yea r.
Th is can b e sh own m a th em atica lly, but it is a lso c lea r from com m on sense :
look ing furthe r into the future will on ly inc re a se th at un ce rta inty. In p ra ct ice ,
this m ean s th at it m ay be p o int less to try an d p re d ict h ow an env iron m enta l
system will ch ang e ove r m ore th an , say, th re e yea rs , a s any an swers will b e
so un ce rta in a s to b e m e an ing less . Th is un cert a inty is n ot a cons eq u ence of
u s ing a  BN,  b ut a re su lt of the h igh ly com p lex na ture of the environ m ent ,
an d p a rticu la rly th e p eop le wh o live in it . Pe op le a re not p ass ive an d will
re act to m an agem ent inte rvention s in high ly unp re dictab le ways (e ven with
exten s ive sta keh o lde r co nsu lt ation ) . Recogn ising th is , m any p eo p le a re now
advo ca ting wh at h a s becom e kn own as "a d aptive m an ag em ent".
Ad aptive m an agem ent d oes not t ry to pre d ict th e im p act of m an ag em ent
int e rvention s too fa r into th e fu ture . In ste ad , it trie s to un d erstand wh a t
m ight h ap p en in th e sh ort te rm , se lects an int e rv ention on th e ba s is of th at
an d th en m on ito rs th e im p ac t of th a t intervention . If th e inte rvention is seen
to be having th e effe c t which wa s exp ecte d , then a ll is we ll. However, if it is
n ot , th en the re ason s for the fa ilure ca n be identified an d used to im p rove
th e u nd ers ta nd ing on wh ich th e first dec ision was m ad e . With this im prove d
unde rs tan d ing a n ew, an d h op efu lly bett er, decis ion can be tak en . Th is
ap p ro ach im p lies th at , wh en u s ing a  BN,  you need on ly to re p re sent eno ugh
tim e step s to und e rs ta nd h ow th e system , as it is now , is work ing .
Th is is n ot to say th at you sh o uld on ly try to re p re sent a s ing le tim e step .
Althou gh th is m ay som etim es be a ll you need to do , it will m ore ofte n be
im p ortant to un de rs tan d how any "feedbacks " in the environ m enta l system
m ay affe ct y our obj ec t ive . Fee dba cks a re when an inte rv ention p ro d uces
two o r m ore effe cts with op p o s in g im p acts on th e object ive . For exam ple , it
m ay be th at d rilling n ew boreh oles in an a re a will h ave tw o effe ct s :
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1. It will increase the number of people using groundwater as they will have
better access;
2. It will increase the amount of groundwater people use not only because
they have better access but because the boreholes are equipped with
better pum ps which deliver water more quickly.
Depending on a number of other factors (the safe yield of the aquifer, for
example), the amount of water extracted from the borehole may eventually
becom e so great that the aquifer becomes depleted and the volume of water
available reduces. Such effects happen across more than one time step and
it is important to identify them and understand how they change in relation
to each other.









Figure 3.9: Schematic d iagram of the representation of multip le time steps
using a Bay esian netw ork
Time step 1 represents the immediate effects on the object ives (i.e. the first
year aft er the intervention). Time step 2 represents the effects on the
object ives over a t ime period considered to be sensible, given the uncertain-
ty, and allows any possible feedbacks to be included. For example, the total
vo lume of groundwater being extracted after a number of years can be
compared with the safe aquifer yield to see if the volume of water resources
can be sustained.
A BN to do this is shown below in Figure 3.10. Here the feedback arises
from the interaction between the total groundwater extracted, the safe aquifer
y ield and the groundwater extracted per person. If the total extract ion
exceeds the sustainable yield, then we would expect the amount that a
person can extract to decrease as the aquifer yield is not sufficient to
prov ide everyone with as much as they want . This interact ion is represented
by Time step 2 and sustainability can be j udged by comparing the "Total
GW extracted" variables in each Time step. If the values are significantly
different then it can be concluded that feedbacks are important and the BN
will also indicate the nature of that effect (i .e. positive or negative) .
Int er vent io n
BN st ep I :
O bj ect ive ( im m ediat e)
Good 0
Poor 100
BN st ep 2:
O bj ect ive ( lo nger t er m w it h feedbac k)
High
Low 10.0
Safe aquifer y ield GW ext ract ed per perso n
High 40.3
Low 59.7
Dri ll boreholes ?
Yes 100  
 t;  
GW ext ract ed per person People us ing GW
90.0 • Lots 85.0 •
Total GW ext ract ed
High 81.7 • "
Low 18.3




Fig u re 3. 10: A Bay es ian netw ork rep resen ting the feedbac k betw een the
uolum e of g roun d wa ter (GW) ex trac ted and the n um ber of p eop le us ing
g roun d w a ter over tw o tim e s teps .
With this inform a tion , th e inte rv ention can be adapted to m inim ise n egat ive
fe edb ac ks o r en coura ge po sitive o nes . For exam p le , if the BN ind ica tes th a t
boreho le use m ay exceed the sa fe yie ld of the aq u ife r, th en the inte rvention
can be ad a pted to inc lude som e way of contro lling th e num ber of p e ople
wh o h ave a ccess to th e bore ho le .
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Chapt er 4 :
A st ep- by- st ep
gu ide t o using
Bayesian net w or k s
St ep I : Be clear about w hat you w ant t o use t he BN for
St ep 2 : Est ablish co nt act s w it h st akehold er s
St ep 3: Init ia l st akeho ld er gr o up co nsult at io ns
St ep 4 : Co nst r u ct p relim inar y BN s *
St ep 5: Fur t her st akeho ld er gr oup co nsu lt at ions •
St ep 6 : D r aw co nclusio ns f ro m st akehold er co nsu lt at ion *
St ep 7 : H o ld jo int st akeho ld er wo r k shop t o discu ss dif e rences
in v iew po int s
St ep 8 : Co m p let e st akeholder BI4s
St ep 9 : Co nst r uct 'm ast er ' BN d iagr am s *
St ep 10 : Co llect d at a and specify co ndit ional p ro b abilit y t ables
( CPT s) *
St ep I I : U se m ast er BN t o m ake d ecisio n *
St ep 12 : H o ld a seco nd jo int st akeho ld er w or k shop t o discuss
yo u r d ecisio ns
St ep I : Be clea r a bout w hat you w ant t o use t he BN fo r
1. List the things you hope to improve through management of the water
resource. A lso list the things you do not want to worsen. These should be
your management objectives and should also defi ne the criteria on which
your decision about which management option to pursue will be based.
2. List the management interventions you wish to investigate as ways of
achieving your object ive(s).
These guidelines w ill help y ou bui ld a DSS to al low  y ou toj udge  the impact
of each management option on y our decision cri teria. On the basis of this,
you w ill select the best management intervention (s) . Therefore it is impor t-
an t that y ou carefully consider poin ts 1 and 2 above. Having said th is, as
you proceed to build the BPI, y ou should not restr ict y ourself solely to the
problems and interventions  y ou  identify now. Hopefully, other ideas will
come up as par t of the process, particularly fol low ing stakeholder consulta-
tion. It is importan t that  y ou  include these ideas in your fi nal decision.




3 . Define the geographical area that you are considering.
4 . Decide on the most appropriate period for planning. Choose the smallest
period over which you think a significant change will take place, although
the larger the planning period , the better. A year or an agricultural season
is often the ideal choice.
5. Ident ify the groups of people you are hoping to affect by water
management , including those who may be affected adversely.
6 . Ident ify which groups of peop le will have some infl uence on the success
or otherwise of your water management plans, without being directly
affected themselves.
St ep 2 : Est ablish co nt act s w it h st akeho lder s
-! As each situation is unique, only general guidance can be provided for those
steps that involve stakeholders directly. You are recommended to consult
with someone with local experience of facilitating stakeholder participation. I
Your responses to points 3, 5 and 6 in Step I will ident ify the groups of
stakeholders you need to involve in the development of the BN. Make sure
that your responses recognise stakeholder groups who can become
marg inalised in decision making but who are, nevertheless, crucial to
successful implementation. In particular, make sure that the poorest water
users are included in the process, together with women at all levels.
Dec ide how many representatives of each group you wish to involve
directly. In general , involving more people will be more diff icult but should
lead to a better result . Obviously, the number of people you involve will be
dependent on the time and resources you have available but use the
following as a guide:
+ where the stakeholder group is a formal institution it may be sufficient to
have a single person who will represent the offi cial view of the institution.
Care should, however, be taken that they do this and do not express their
own, personal, viewpoint .
• where you have good reason to think that there is a high level of
agreement within a stakeholder group, it may, again, be sufficient to have
only one person representing it. The same caution should be applied as
above.
• where a stakeholder group is large and / or diverse, at least three people
should represent it and, preferably, more. These people should represent
the range of the diversity.
In all cases, stakeholder group representatives should meet the following
criteria:
• They must be accepted by the stakeholder group which they are
representing.
+ They must live or work within the geographical area being considered.
+ They should possess good local knowledge.
• They are available for consultation and able to attend all the workshops.
When discussing their part icipation , explain to each stakeholder exactly how
they will be involved and the commitment required of them .
St ep 3 : In it ia l st ak eho lder group co nsu lt at io ns
Conduct these discussions with each group of representat ives in turn (i.e. do
not bring all the stakeholder groups together yet). Begin by explaining what
you are trying to do, fol lowing your response to point 1 in Step I . Ask them
to comment on your object ives as they relate to the group the stakeholder
represents. Examples of questions to ask include:
+ do they think that achieving these object ives is important?
+ what other objectives do they think are important?
+ do they think that these are more or less important than your objectives?
Depending on the responses to these questions, you may wish to widen your
original objectives. When deciding whether to do this, remember that it will
be very difficult to implement a management plan without stakeholder
support .
Next , ask them to describe the ways in which they think the agreed
management objectives can be achieved. Allow the discussion to proceed
freely. Ensure, however, that you elicit enough information to be able to
complete Step 4. To help you do this, think in terms of "cause and effect". If
a stakeholder mentions something and the answer is not obv ious, ask "What
causes that?" and "What effect does that have?"
Once the stakeholders have had the opportunity to discuss their ideas,
suggest the management interventions you identified in response to point 2,
in Step 1 (if they have not already been mentioned). Allow the stakeholders
to comment on whether they think your favoured interventions will work and
encourage them to explain why. Unless they ask, wait for an init ial response
before explaining the reasoning behind your favoured interventions.
It is important not to infl uence their comments at this stage, as you need to
understand how people might react in response to the implementat ion of
management plans. Of course, part of an intervention might involve
explaining the reasoning behind it to all those affected, so it is also useful to
see whether such an explanation would be considered conv incing.
Take careful notes of all questions and answers and, if possible, record the
discussions on tape.
St ep 4 : Co nst r uct p re lim inary 1314 s
The objective of this step is to capture the information that you have elic ited
from the stakeholders in the form of a BN diagram. This is not strictly
necessary, but it is useful to do this for two reasons:
1. The logic imposed by the BN will highlight ways in which you may not
have fully understood what the stakeholders were telling you.
2. Capturing stakeholder information in a BN allows you to communicate it
to others more easily.
This should be done for each stakeholder group based on the discussions in
Step 3. This is best done as soon as possible aft er the discussion. You will
use this BN in Step 5 to check that you have understood what the stake-
holders have told you. If this is not the case, then you will be able to adapt it .
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Follow the general structure presented in Chapter 3. Choose variables and
states together to represent the things you have discussed with the stake-
ho lder groups and then try to place them into one of the six categor ies.
When you have done this, arrange them according to the general network
structure and link them (following the logic described by stakeholders: see
Example 4 .1).
Where the factors raised by the stakeholders in Step 3 can be grouped
together then do so, mak ing them parents of a single child, which represents
the thing they all have in common (divorc ing). In terms of the BN structure,
this will help reduce the number of parents any one child has and will make
subsequent steps easier. It also helps clarify the percept ions of the stake-
holders and allows their ideas to be communicated more effectively (see
Example 4.2).
When you think you have finished, check that the BN diagram is logical and
com plete. It is likely that as you have developed the network , you will have
changed your m ind about how best to represent the environmental system .
Double check that you are happy with the current network by performing
the following checks:
1. Ident ify t he nodes in your diagram which have no parent s
• these should either represent interventions or controlling factors. If neither
of the above is true, then these nodes should probably have parents.
Check whether the stakeholders have mentioned factors that do, in fact ,
affect these nodes. If they did, you should make them parents of the node
being considered by adding a new node to the BN, if necessary. If they
did not , you should make a note to discuss this with them in Step 5 (see
Example 4 .3).
2 . Ident ify t he nodes in your diagram which have no children
• if these nodes describe all the stakeholder management object ives, then
the BN diagram is probably logical and complete (as regards the
object ives, at least)
4. if they do not then you will need to think about how nodes which do
describe the management objectives can be included
• if you have more childless nodes than management objectives then you
should see if you can link the childless nodes to management objectives
(but only if you believe this to be logical)
+ if you have more childless nodes than management objectives but cannot
link them logically to a management objective you should consider
whether they are important additional impacts of the management
intervent ions
+ if you have more childless nodes than management object ives and
neither of the above two cases is true, then some of the childless nodes
are probably unnecessary. In this case, they should be deleted, but check
with the stakeholder groups in Step 5 before doing so (see Exam ple 4.4).
3 . Consider whether t he nodes and the state names you have chosen
represent t hings that can be sensibly described for t he geographical
area and t ime scale you chose in Step I .
-4- if th ey d o n ot , th ink a bout how yo u c an re de fine them so tha t they do .
Th is will often b e a ca se of s im p ly ch an ging the ir n a m e or th e n am es of
th e ir sta te s (s ee Ex am p le 4 .5 ) .
Once fin ish ed , con s ide r wheth e r the pre lim in a ry BN diagra m will b e ea sy to
use in Step 5 . If it is not , then re deve lop it so th at it is . To h e lp with this ,
th ink of the q uest io ns y ou will n eed to a sk in Step 5 . Will th e stakeh olde rs
un derstan d them an d b e ab le to answer them e as ily? Try differe nt ways of
nam ing a n od e to rep re sent th e idea yo u a re t rying to ca pture . Also try
different n am es or va lues fo r each n ode sta te to see if it m akes th e
q uest ion s ea s ie r to an swer (s ee Exam p le 4 .6 ) .
Ex amp les for st ep 4
Ex amp le 4 . 1
S tak eholders iden tified increas ing ag ricu ltu ral p rod uctiv ity as th eir main
obj ec tive an d th e cons truction of a dam as their p referred in teruen tion. Wh en
as k ed h ow con s tructing a dam (in terven tion) w ou ld affect ag ricu ltu ral
p rod uctiuity (obj ective) , s tak eholders exp lained tha t th is w ould happ en d ue
to an increase in a vailab le w ater resources th roug h imp roved s urface w ater
s torag e an d increased g roun d w a ter recharg e, alth oug h th is w ou ld be
dep enden t on rainfa ll. Th ey a lso p oin ted ou t tha t dam cons truction w ou ld
p robab ly chang e th e cu ltivatab le area (both by rem ouing lan d from
p rod uction an d p oss ib ly increas ing irriga tion com m and areas) . Clearly dam
cons truction w ou ld need fun d ing to be imp lem en ted .






Agricult ural product ion
Cultivatable area
Rainfall
A n d, follow ing th e g enera l netw ork s tructure, a s imp le E31•I cou ld be
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Ex am p le 4 .2
Wh en d isc uss ing the factors w h ich affect y ield , s tak eh olders noted th e
follo w ing , am ong oth ers :
•  Fung icide ap p lica tion
 •  Hea t trea tm en t
•  Pes tic ide ap p lication
 •  Tras h b urn ing
Wh ile all of th es e co u ld be m ade im m ediate p aren ts of a nod e ca lled "Yield ",
th is w ou ld m ean tha t "Yield " w ou ld have a larg e n um ber of p aren ts w hen
th e oth er factors rela ting to it w ere also included. To m ak e th e B1`1 d iag ram
c lea rer, th e fac tors can be classed together as th ing s w h ich relate to p es t and
d iseas e con trol. Consequen tly , a new nod e w as created ca lled "Pes ts an d
d iseas e " w h ich w as m ade a ch ild of four nod es rep resen ting th e factors
above an d then link ed d irec tly to "Yield ". Th is is sh ow n in Fig ure 4 .1.
Often th ere m ay be a n um ber of d ifferen t w ay s of clas s ify ing s im ilar factors
tog eth er You sh ould choose th e w ay w h ich is eas ies t for y ou and th e
s tak eh olders to u nd ers tan d .








Soi l Fungic ide applicat io n
Good 50.0 Yes 50.0
Poor 50.0 Nb 50.0
0 10 70 79.5





Pest s and d is eas e
Free 65.4
Infested 34.6
Tr as h bu rn ing
Yes 50.0
No 50.0




Pes t ic ide applicat ion
Yes 50.0
No 50.0
Heat t reatm ent
Yes 50.0
No 50.0
Ex am p le 4 . 3
Cons ider th e Bay es ian netw ork show n in Fig ure 4 .1. Th e n od es w ith  no
p aren ts are:
•  Fung icide app lica tion
 •  Weeds
•  S oil
 •  Tras h b urn ing
•  Water ap p lica tion
 •  Hea t trea tm en t
•  Wea th er
 •  Pes ticide ap p lica tion
Ou t of th es e, th e follow ing are th e m anag em en t in terven tions being
cons idered :
•  Fung icide ap p lica tion
 •  Hea t trea tm en t
•  Water ap p lica tion • Pes ticide ap p lica tion
•  Trash b u rn ing
Of th e rem aind er th e nod es "S oil" and "Weather" are con trolling fac tors .
This leaves the node "Weeds" w hich may appear to be an intervention.
How ever, by examining the states, y ou can see that the node is meant to
represent w hether a field is clean of weeds or not. Obviously , this is not an
interuention but a description of the condition a field is in, so  you  should
consider w hich factors affect w hether a field is clean or dir ty.
In th is case, further stakeholder consul tation ind icated that weed control
was ach ieved by herbicide use, hand weeding or mechanical cu ltivation, so
these factors were included in the BN as parents of the node weeds. As each
of these new parents were potential interventions,  no  fur ther changes were
requi red. The new BN is show n in Figure 4.2.
Note that the stakeholders had orig inally described pest and disease control
in terms of its interuentions, but had described weed control only in terms of
w hether w eeds were present or not. It is common  for  stakeholders to concen-
trate in more detail on a particular area in this way. Therefore, it is impor tant
for  y ou  to make sure that euery area has received the attention it deserves.
Ex amp le 4 .4
In Figure 4. 1, the nodes w ith no ch ildren are:
•  Yield  •  Evaporative loss from soil
The node "Yield " represents the management obj ective of achieving an
increase in y ield. However, the node "Evaporative loss from soil " is not a
management obj ective so there is one more childless node than manage-
ment obj ectiue. It would be logical to link this to the management obj ective
to express how reducing soil evaporation w ill increase soil water content
and, consequently, y ield for a g iven irrigation application. Further
discussion w ith the farmers, how ever, suggested that they did not believe
this to be an important factor in determining y ields and so the node
"Evaporative loss from soil " was deleted from the BN. The resulting BN is
show n in Figure 4.2.
Ex amp le 4 . 5
Consider a BN w hich has a node in it cal led "Ground water level ". In many
enuironments, this w ill obuiously be a useful factor when considering water
availability but i t is a very hard thing to describe ouer a w ide area and a
long time period as it w ill vary so much. To avoid this prob lem, th ink about
how the groundwater leuel actual ly affects your management obj ectiue. For
example, if  y our  management obj ective is to ensure that there is an adequate
supply for domestic use then y ou are not interested in ground water levels as
such but in the number of day s water is avai lable in a par ticular well.
Thinking about i t like th is, clearly defines both a p lace (Le. a par ticular well
owned by the stakeholder y ou are consulting) and a time (i.e. number of
days the w ell is wet in the y ear) . Don 't worry that  y ou  w ill get d ifferent
answ ers  from  different stakeholders (who  may  have different wells) as these
differences w ill be accounted for later. Just make sure that the node
represents an idea that is easy to quantify .
So, in this examp le, you could give the node "Groundwater level " states of
"Good " and "Poor ", where "Good " is defined as "there is water in the well for
more that 300 days each y ear " and  "Poor "  as "there is water in the w ell for
less than 300 day s per y ear ". A lternatively ,  you  could rename the node
"Days for w hich well is wet" and g ive i t states of ">300" and "<300".
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Filter ca k e
• S ing le s up ers
) 7,
Ex am p l e 4 .6
In th e s tak eholder d iscus s ion s p rior to the develop m en t  of  the BN sh o w n in
Fig u re 4. 1 an d Fig ure 4.2, th e s tak eholders s ta ted that fertiliser app lica tion
a lso affec ted y ield . Th is iss ue w as comp lica ted by th e fact that several
d ifferen t sorts  of  fertiliser w ere availab le:
• Ma n u re • Nitrogen




We ath e r
Favourable 50.0
Unfav ourabe 50.0
Fig u re 4 .3
Lots 50 0
Less 50.0












0 to 70 83.4










Wate r applicat io n Yie ld
0 to 70 83.4
70 to 100 11.7
>= 100 4.83
Her bic ide applicat io n Wee ds
Yes 50.0 Cean 76.9
No 50.0 Dirty 23.1
Me ch anical cu lt ivation
Yes 50.0
No 50.0
• Com p oun d D
• Potas h
Fung ic ide ap pl icat ion
Yes 50.0 /S I
No 50.0
Pes t s an d d is e as e
Free 65.4
Infe sted 34.6
T ras h bu r ning
Yes 50.0
No 50.0
Soil Fungic ide app licat ion
Yes 50.0
No 50.0
Pes ts and d is eas e
Free 65.4
Infested 34.6
Tr as h bu rn ing
Yes 50.0
No 50.0
Fert il ize r appl icat io n
Ef fect ive 53.3
Not eff ective 46.7
Pes t ici d e ap p l icat io n
Yes 50.0
No 50.0
Heat t reat m e nt
Y es 50.0
No 50.0
Fig u re 4.2
Th is w as fu rth er comp licated by th e fact tha t there w ere tw o d ifferen t sorts
of  n itrog en an d the s tak eh olders cons idered that the am oun t an d tim ing  of
th eir ap p lica tion was p articularly imp ortan t. A s in Examp le 4 .2, it w as
d ecided to g roup thes e factors . In the firs t ins tance, all the sorts  of  fertilisers
Pes t ic id e appl icat ion
Yes 50.0
No 50.0









Manur e Filter cake Nit roge n Sing le s upe rs
Yes 50.0 Yes 50.0 Ef fective 48.9 Yes 50.0
No 50.0 No 50.0 Not ef fective 51.1 No 50.0
Ty pe of N fert ilize r Am ount of N fer t il ize r Tim ing of dres s ings
AN 50.0 at100pc 50.0 Right 50.0
Urea 50.0 at5Opc 50.0 Wrong 50.0




50.0 1: !: :
w ere grouped under a sing le child node called "Fer tiliser app lication " and
the nodes representing them were giuen states of "Yes" and "No" to indicate
whether they had been app lied  or  not. It seemed clearer to group the factors
relating to nitrogen ferti liser (type, amount and timing) under the node
representing its application (called "Nitrogen ") , however the state names
"Yes" and "No"  no  longer made sense as the node "Nitrogen " now
represented a combination of the type, amount and timing of the ferti liser
and not j ust the amount alone. Consequently , states of "Effective" and "Not
effective" were chosen as this made more sense w hen talk ing about the type
and timing of the ferti liser app lication as well as the amount. These states
also made sense for the node "Fer tiliser app lication " and so were used there
as well. The resu ltant BN is show n in Figure 4.3.
St ep S:Fur t her st akeholder group co nsult at ions
Arrange a meeting with each stakeholder group separately. The meeting has
two objectives:
1. to check the validity of the relationships you deduced from Step 3 and
included in the preliminary BN you constructed in Step 4;
2. to define the states for each node.
If you are conf ident that the stakeholder group will understand the logical
structure provided by the BN diagram, then Object ive 1 can be achieved by
discussing the diagram direct ly with the stakeholders. Where this is not the
case, the BN structure should be described by using a series of lists stating
the dependencies of each node in turn (see Example 5.1).
In either case, discussions should take place with the group as a whole. It
should be stressed that you are only trying to present what they told you in
Step 3 and that it is important they tell you if they think you have
misunderstood. You should encourage and allow plenty of opportunity for
the group to do this. In this respect , it is cruc ial that the meeting schedule
allows enough time to complete the process without needing to rush. Any
changes suggested by the stakeholder group should be accepted and the
preliminary BN diagram changed accordingly.
Before the general discussion begins, make sure you talk with stakeholders
about any issues that arose in Step 4. Specifically :
+ any parentless nodes you identified which were neither management
interventions nor controlling factors;
• any childless nodes you identified which were neither management
object ives nor additional impacts.
As a result of this preliminary discussion, you may wish to delete some
nodes or add new ones, depending on how the stakeholders answer your
questions from Step 4. If this is the case, you should adjust your lists and/ or
BN to reflect these changes, before moving on to the general discussion.
During the general discussion, check that the group is happy with the states
you have given each node. This should be done in relation to the parents
and children of the node you are discussing (as described in Key Skill 2 in
Chapter 3). If they are not satisfied suggest alternatives. It is important to
limit the number of states to as few as possible. Two are ideal (and can LA
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1 1 usually be achieved with imagination) however three are acceptable iflimited to a small number of nodes. More than three states should only be
al lowed in except ional circumstances. When the stakeholders are happy
with the names, get them to define what the name signifies in terms that can
be understood by people outside of the group. This will probably require
some form of quantification (see Example 5.2).
Once the stakeholders are satisfi ed with the BN diagram, review it with them
by using the questions below. This is necessary to make sure that the links
in the preliminary BN you built in Step 4 properly represent how the stake-
holders see the variables work ing together.
Starting at the management objectives, think about the relationships that a
chi ld has with its parents by asking the following two questions for each of
its parents. Don 't ask these questions exact ly as written. Instead adapt them
to use the names of the nodes and states being considered. This should
make the question much clearer. Do this for each child in the network .
1. Think about the effect that changing the state of this parent node would
have on its child. Could that effect be altered by any other factor (see
Example 5.3)?
+ If the answer to question 1 is yes, ask which factor could affect it . If that
factor is already represented as a node in the BN and is a parent of the
chi ld being considered then there is no need to change the BN. You
should note which parent is having the effect as this determ ines how the
CPTs should be filled in (see Appendix 2). Such a node will be referred to
as a "modifying parent" .
+ If the factor is already a node in the BN but not a parent of the child, then
it should be linked to the child (note it as a modify ing parent , as above).
+ If the factor is not already in the BN, then it should be added and linked to
the chi ld being considered. Remember to discuss what states it should
have with the stakeholders (note it as a modify ing parent , as above) .
2. Would fixing one of the parent nodes in any one of its states remove the
effect that changing the state of another parent has on the child (see
Exam ple 5.4)?
• If the answer to quest ion 2 is yes, then this indicates that the structure of
the BN is not entirely logical. To correct it , ident ify the parent whose
effect is rem oved (let us call this the "nullified parent") and break the link
between it and the ch ild . Ident ify the parent who caused the nullified
parent to become so and link this together with the nullified parent (now
separated from its original child) to a new node. Make this new node a
parent of the original child and ask the stakeholders to give it a suitable
name and suitable states.
LA
Ex amp les for St ep S
Ex am p le 5 . 1
Tak e the BN in Figure 4.3 as an examp le. Star t w ith the node rep resenting
the management obj ective: "Yield " in this case. A t the top of a piece of paper
w ri te "Yield " as a heading and then list underneath it al l the nodes  on
w hich it is directly dependent (i.e. i ts parents) . Then do this for each of the
parent nodes in turn and then for their parents, moving back through the
BN from the management obj ective node to the intervention nodes. This w ill
prod uce a series of lists, as fol lows:
List I  Yield  Soil, Pests and disease. Fertiliser application,Weeds,Weather,VVater application
List 2  Pests and disease  Fungicide application, Pesticide application, Heat treatment,
Trash burning
List 3  Fertiliser applicat ion  Potash, Compound D. Single supers, Nitrogen. Filter cake,
Manure
List 4  Weeds  Mechanical cultivation, Hand weeding, Herbicide application
Present each of these lists in turn to the stakeholders, star ting w ith list I . Ask
them to confirm that the factors listed under each heading directly affect the
heading. A llow them to add other factors and remove  any y ou  have included.
Ex amp le 5.2
In Example 4.6, states of "Effective" and "Not effective" were given to the
node "Ferti liser app lication ". During the subsequent workshop, the stake-
holder group agreed that these were sensib le names and defined them as
follows:
Ef ective: Fertiliser is applied such that the yield is above 70 tonnes/hectare, all other
things being equal.
Not effect ive Fertiliser is applied such that the yield is less than 70 tonnes/hectare, all
other things being equal.
In Example 4 the states of "Weeds " were defined as "Clean " and "Dir ty ".
These were defined as fol lows:
Clean: Small numbers of weeds seen in fi eld
Dirty: Large numbers of weeds seen in fi eld
While this second defi nition is much more qualitative than the first, the
stakeholders felt that the concep t of a clean field was a very easy one to
understand.
Ex amp le 5 . 3
Consider the BN in Figure 4.3. When asked whether any of the parents of
the node "Pests and disease" wou ld be al tered by any other factor, the stake-
holders stated that the use of pesticides and trash burning both became
more  impor tant when the soil was poorly drained. The factor "soil " was
already present in the BN but was not a parent of "Pests and disease" and so
it was necessary to link the two accord ingly (Figure 4.4). The node "Soil "
was noted as a modify ing parent.
When asked whether any parents of the node "Nitrogen " could be al tered by
another factor, the stakeholders stated that getting the timing of fer ti liser
4 1
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Unf av ourable 50.0
Fig u re 4 .4
Fig u re 4.5
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Poor 50.0
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70 to 100 11.7 -
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He r bic id e ap plicat io n We eds
Y es 50 0 Gean 76.9 , Pot as h
No 50 0
Fert il ize r ap plicat io n
Hand w eed ing Mechan ical cult ivat ion Eff ect ive 53.3 Co m pound D
Not eff ective 46Lots 50 0 Y es 50 0 7 Yes 50,0







d ress ing s w rong is m uch m ore imp ortan t w h en us ing urea than w hen us ing
A N. Th e nod e "ty p e  of  fertiliser" w as already p resen t in th e BN an d w as
alrea dy a p aren t  of  N itrogen, so no action w as tak en , a lth oug h it w as noted
as a m od ify ing p aren t.
Ex am p le 5 .4
Cons id er th e BN in Fig u re 4 .5. Wh en as k ed  if  any  of  the p aren ts  of  th e nod e
"Water d elivery dow n m ain line " w ou ld rem ove th e effec t  of  ch ang ing th e
s ta te  of  anoth er p aren t, the s tak eh olders s tated tha t p os ition w ould h ave no
effect  if  f lood irrigation w ere used . Conseq uen tly , the s tru cture  of  the EN w as
ch ang ed as s h ow n in Fig u re 4.6.
Schedul ing
Right time 50.0
Wro ng time 50 .0
Soi l
FreeDrain 50 .0
Water logged 50 .0
Enough 59 .6
Not enoug h 40 .4
Water t o pum p
Enough 50.0 Enough 69 .2
Not enough 50.0 Not enough 30.5
Ne ig hbo ur m aint enance Pum p pe rfor m ance
Good 50.0
Poor 50.0









Pes ts and d is ease
Free 65.4
Wet ted 34.6
Tr as h bur nin g
No 50.0
E f ect ive 48.9
Not eff ect ive 51.1
Ty pe of N f ert il ize r Am o unt of N fe rt il ize r T im ing of dr es s in gs
A N 50 0 at100pc 50.0 Right 50 0
Urea 50 0 at5Opc 50.0 Wrong 50.0
Am ount o f w ater Eve nes s of app licat io n
High 50.0
Low 50 .0
Gro up co ncens us
Suitable 50 .0




Pest ic ide ap pl icat io n
Yes 50 0
No 50 0
Heat t re atm e nt
Yes 50.0
No 50.0




Not ev en 20 3




Pos it io n Nei ghbour appl icat io n
Fair 55 .0
Ove r 45 .0
The s tak eh olders also s tated tha t "Irrig ation typ e " w as a m od ify ing p aren t
for all th e oth er p aren ts of "Water d elivery dow n m ain line ". Th erefore, the








Wate r to pu m p
Enough 50.0
M t enough 50.0
Neig hb our m aint enance
Good 50.0
Poor 50.0
Pum p pe rform ance
Good 50.0
Bad 50.0




Am o unt of w ate r Eve ne ss of app licat io n
Enough 59.6
Not enough 40.4














Poo r po s it io n Neig hbour appl icat io n
it 66.7 Fair 55.0
Yes 33.3 Over 45.0
Group concens us Pos it ion
High 50.0
Low 50.0
St ep 6 : Dr aw conclusions f rom st ak eho lder co nsu lt at ion
Fo llowing com p let ion of Step 5 , you should have a  BN  dia gram a ccurately
representing the perception s of each sta keholde r gro up . It is possible to use
these diagram s to identify :
1. potentia l issue s of consensus between groups
2 . potent ia l issues of conflict between gro ups
3 . a ny rem aining question s yo u have about how the stakeholders see the
proposed m ana gement strategies affecting them selves and the
environm ent they live in.
When you have ident ified them , these issues will be discussed at a
stake holder work shop (see Step 7 ) to find out the reasons for them .
As in St ep 4 , categorise the va riables according to the schem e pre sented in
the int ro ductory notes (you m ay have changed your m ind about where
som e of the varia bles belong since Step 4 ). Then , for each stakeholder  BN,
write down the objectives as headings and list the inte rvent ion s that affect
them underneath . If an intervention affects an objective , you should be a ble
to follow a continuous path of nodes and links from intervention to
objective . High light those interve nt ion s that affect an objective in m ore than
one way (i.e . there is m ore than one path between interve nt ion and
obje ctive ) a nd a lso those wh ich affect m ore than one obje ctive (i.e . the y
appea r in m ore tha n one list) (see Exa m ple 6 .1).
Use these lists , the  BN  diagram s and the question s in Tab le 4 .2 to compa re




Tab le 4.2: Questions to guide analy sis of stakeholder BNs
Q uest ion
Questions related to objectives:
I . Do object ives appear to be dif erent because
dif erent groups have expressed t he same
objective in dif erent ways?
2. Do object ives appear to be different because
one group is taking a broader perspective than
another?
3. Do apparent dif erences genuinely refl ect
different stakeholder objectives?
4. Are objectives that appear to be the same,
genuinely the same?
5. W here objectives are the same, what level of
achievement do the stakeholders expect?
Questions  related  to  interventions:
6. W here 2 stakeholder groups have the same
object ives, do they agree on the interventions
that af ect those objectives?
7. W here interventions appear to be the same
for two stakeholder groups, do they af ect the
object ive in t he same way?
8. W here interventions appear to be dif erent, is
this because they are genuinely different or
because groups have expressed themselves in
dif erent ways or taken broader perspectives?
9. Do stakeholder groups agree on which
intervent ions can af ect a single object ive in
more than one way?
10. Do stakeholder groups on which interventions
affect more than one object ive?
Questions  related to implementation factors:
I I . W here stakeholder groups have common
intervent ions, do they agree on the factors
required to implement them?
Questions related  to  additional impacts:
12. W here stakeholder groups have common
intervent ions, do they agree on the additional
impacts t hat may arise from implementing
them?
Questions  related  to  controlling factors:
13 Do the stakeholder groups agree on those
factors that cannot be changed by intervening
at this scale but are st ill important?
How to answer
Examine the nodes surrounding the objective in
the BN diagram, to see t he context in which the
stakeholders have placed the objective (see
Example 6.2).
Examine the BN to see if one group's objective is
a parent (or grandparent) of anot her group's.Also
look at the context to see if any group is
considering two objectives from another group as
a single objective (see Ex ample 6.3).
Probably t rue if neither of the above are t rue.
Examine the states of each node as well as their
context (see Example 6.4).
Check the state definitions for the objective
node.
Compare your lists of objectives for each group.
Check the chain of nodes between the
intervent ion and the object ive to see if they are
substant ially the same (see Example 6.5).
Examine node contexts as described for
object ives.above.
Compare those interventions that you have
highlighted in the lists for each group.
Compare those interventions that you have
highlighted in the lists for each group.
Compare the lists of implementation factors that
you have drawn up for each group.
Compare the lists of additional impacts that you
have drawn up for each group.
Compare the lists of cont rolling factors that you
have drawn up for each group.
Ex am p les for st ep 6





Subsidise i nputs ?
Yes 50.0  
No 50.0












Reservoir storage potent ial
Farm labour
W ater supply
Agricult ural product ivity
Dr inking water availability




Reservoi r siltat ion
Heavy 50.0
Light 50.0






Agricult ural product iv ity
Good 50.0
Poor 50.0
Using Fig ure 4.7 as  a n  examp le, th e nodes co u ld b e class ified as follo ws :



















Drinking water availabi lity
Acceptable 50.0
Unacceptable 50.0
Dr ink ing w at er availabil it y
Soil Conservat ion
Drill agrowells
"S oil conserva tion " and "Drill ag row ells " are h ig h lig h ted as they affect m ore
than on e obj ec tiue.
Ex am p le 6 .2
Fig ure 4.8 s ho w s tw o BI` ls w ith s eem ing ly d ifferen t obj ec tiues : th e on e a t th e
top has an obj ective of "Yield ", w h ile th e one a t the bottom has an obj ec tiv e
of "A g ricu ltu ral p rod uctiv ity ". Look ing a t the nodes s u rrou n d ing the obj ec t-
ives, ho w ever, s ug g es ts that they are, p robab ly , the sam e. It is u n lik e ly th at
45




50.0   
46
th e s tak eh olders w ere try ing to rep resen t d ifferen t ideas . Rath er, th ey s imp ly
ch os e d ifferen t nam es to rep resen t the sam e idea.
\\ 7 '
Fig u re 4 .8
Ex a m p le 6 . 3
Fig u re 4 .9
Use of inputs






Water supply Avai labil ity of inputs
Adequate 50.0 .
Inadequate 50.0
A gricult ural product ivity
Good
Poor 50.0  •
Fig u re 4.9 sh ow s tw o BNs w ith seem ing ly d ifferen t obj ectives : th e on e a t th e
top h as an obj ective  of  "A g ricu ltural p rod uctiv ity ", w h ile the on e a t th e
b ottom has an obj ective  of  "Farm er incom e ". Ho w euer, it can be seen th at, in
th e bottom BN, "A g ricu ltu ral p rod uctivity " is a p aren t  of  "Farm er incom e ".
Th erefore, w h ile thes e BNs ha ve obj ectiues w h ich are d efin ite ly d ifferen t, it is
lik ely th a t th e d ifferen t s tak eh older g roup s w ere try ing to exp ress th e sam e
id ea - th e g roup w ho p rod uced the BN at the bottom s imp ly took a w ider
p ersp ectiue on the p rob lem . Note, ho wever, tha t the in trod uction  of  a
"m a rk et p rice " variab le m ay ha ue imp ortan t consequences for th e s uccess or
oth erw ise  of  any in terv en tions .
Farm labo ur Water supply Avai labil ity of input s
Yes 50.0 Adequate 50.0 Good 50.0
Inadequate 50.0 Poor 50.0
Agr icult ural product ivity
Good
Poor
Yes 50.0 T_-; - .1 Adequate 50.0  
No 50.0  ' Inadequate 50.0  
Water supply Avai labil ity of input s
Agricult ural product ivity Market price







Unavailable 50.0  
Good 50.0












Ex am p le 6 .4
Fig ure 4.10 sho ws tw o BNs tha t seem to haue the sam e obj ec tiue: th ey h ave
th e sam e nam es an d th e sam e s tates . Ho w ever, look ing at th e con tex t of th e
nod e sug g es ts that th e top netw ork rep resen ts a s u rface w a ter sy s tem w h ile
th e bottom one rep resen ts a g roun d w ater sy s tem . In th is case, it sh ou ld be
concluded that the s tak eh olders are cons idering d ifferen t obj ectives .
Fig ure 4.10
Reservoir  st orage pote nt ial
High 50.0 •
Low 50.0
Number of wel ls
Lo s 50.0
Few 50.0











Ex am p le 6 . 5
Fig u re 4.11 s h ow s tw o Bl•Is tha t h ave the sam e in terven tions and
obj ec tives (th e in teruen tion being the handover of w ater m anag em en t to
fa rm er con trol) . Ho w ever, s tudy ing th e chain of in term ed iate nod es
be tw een in terven tion an d obj ective (on ly one, in th is case) s ugg es ts that
each s tak eh older g roup has d ifferen t ideas as to h ow th e in terven tion w ill
affect the obj ectiv e. Th e s tak eh olders w h o p rod uced th e BN on th e left
belieue tha t farm er con trol w ill affect the tim eliness of w ater d elivery w h ile
th e g roup w h o p rod uced th e BN on the rig h t belieue it w ill affect the
fairness of w ater d is trib u tion . Clearly , both thes e ideas m ay be true and it
w ill be imp ortan t to ch eck th is w ith all s tak eholders .
Farmer control  ?
Yes 50.0  




Farm er cont ro l ?
Yes 50.0 •
No 50.0
















St ep 7 : H o ld jo int st akeho lder w or k sho p t o d iscuss
d if ferences in v iew po int s
If the stakeholder BNs have been constructed carefully, they should capture
the percept ions of each stakeholder and help identify the areas of agree-
ment and disagreement between groups in a formal manner. Therefore, the
objective of this workshop is:
• to al low different stakeholder groups to discuss the reasons for any
differences in the intervent ions they favour
A ll stakeholder groups should be present at this workshop so that they can
discuss the issues together.
As with the previous workshop, begin by clarify ing any issues that have
arisen since the previous workshop through the analysis done in Step 6.
Having done this, present the main areas of agreement and the main
differences you ident ified between groups in Step 6. These should relate to:
• objectives - what they are and the level of achievement expected
• intervent ions - what they are, what objectives they affect , how they affect
those object ives, which interventions are most important and why
• im plementat ion factors - what they are and which interventions they
affect
• additional impacts - what they are and what causes them
• contro lling factors - what they are and what they control
The emphasis at this stage is on explanation rather than argument. You want
to understand the reasons for confl ict rather than resolve it, although this may
also happen. You should facilitate this by discussing the reasons underly ing
each stakeholder group's perspective, which are revealed by the BNs (this
should have been done, to a large extent , while the workshop's first objective
was being achieved). Make the stakeholders aware that they can agree to
disagree, as long as they can explain to you their reasons for doing so.
Begin by confirm ing with the stakeholders that the areas of agreement you
have ident ified are correct . If any further disagreements arise at this stage
discuss and note the reasons why. Next, discuss the remaining differences.
Check with the stakeholders that the differences are real and not j ust a
consequence of expressing the same idea in different ways. If the
differences are real , ask the stakeholders whether they think these
differences would seriously affect the implementation of the interventions
that relate to them . Discuss possible compromises with them.
At the end of the workshop, explain what the next steps in the decision
making process will be and how the information they have provided will be
used to make a final decision as to which management plan to adopt .
St ep 8 : Co m plet e st akeho lder BN s
It is likely that the workshop in Step 7 will have ident ified ways in which the
stakeholder BNs do not adequately represent the percept ions of each
stakeholder group. If this is the case, you should alter the stakeholder BNs
to refl ect the conclusions reached during the second work shop. Do this by
adding and deleting nodes and links as appropriate. Repeat the checks you
performed in Step 4 to ensure the logic of the network is consistent .
When this step is completed, the stakeholder BNs will then prov ide a record
of the viewpoint of each stakeholder group that can be investigated and
referred to during the fol lowing steps.
St ep 9: Const r uct 'mast er ' BN diagrams
A 'master' BN diagram is one which you, the decision maker, will use to
choose the management interventions you consider to be the most likely to
achieve your object ives. When it is completed (following Step 10), it will be
a fu lly -functional BN that you can use to develop your understanding of the
environmental system .
Init ially, you should develop a single master BN diagram based on a combi-
nation of the stakeholder BN diagrams and your own understanding of how
the environm ental system works. Remember that you should begin by
ensuring that you capture the basic logic of the whole environmental system
you are considering (see Key skills in Chapter 3). You should include all the
objectives and interventions suggested by the stakeholders (plus your own)
unless they can be clearly ruled out as unWorkable, given the current
situation. You may wish to alter the number of intermediate nodes suggested
by the stakeholder groups (although this issue will be examined in more
detail in Step 11) . Ult im ately, the BN should represent your understanding of
what the issues are and how they can be solved, although it should be
infl uenced and informed by the stakeholder BN diagrams that you have
already bui lt . If it is not , then you will risk failing to implement your
management plan because of a lack of stakeholder cooperation.
You should make sure that you represent wider issues that may not have
been raised by the stakeholders. Three important examples are discussed
below, together with ways of including their analysis in the master BN.
Equity
Each stakeholder group should have only considered the impacts of
management intervent ions on itself . As you are responsible to all the
stakeholder groups, however, it is important that you consider the impacts
as they affect all stakeholders. Achieving as equitable a distribution of
impacts as possible may be an appropriate object ive in itself.
To do this, it might be necessary to replicate your master BN diagram for
each stakeholder group. This may seem pointless, as the diagrams will all
be the same, but it is likely that the conditional probabilities that will be
entered in Step 10 will need to be different , unless each group focused on
different management objectives. When this has been done, you will have a
fully-funct ioning BN for each stakeholder group. They will look the same but
will provide different outputs indicating the different chances that you can
achieve your object ives for each stakeholder group (see Example 9.1).
It is likely that the majority of these master BNs will not be greatly different .
Where they represent factors that affect all stakeholder groups (such as
rainfall, for example) there will be no need to change the CPTs. You will only




When you come to using the BNs to make a decision (in Step 11) you will
need to use each in turn and note the differences in their responses before
mak ing a f inal decision.
Sustainab i l ity
From a practical viewpoint, the idea of sustainability means that the benefits
you hope to gain from your management plan can be maintained in the long
term without causing severe adverse impacts on the environment as a
whole. Therefore, to assess the sustainability of your management plan, you
must consider the im pact it will have over a number of years on your
objectives and any addit ional impacts. The way to do this has been
described in Key Skill 4 in Chapter 3.
Depending on the nature of your intervent ion, it may also be important to
track the changes in the implementation nodes. If your intervent ion is a
"one-off" (see  Key Sk il ls: A general network strategy  in Chapter 3) then
changes in the implementat ion nodes may not direct ly affect sustainability.
However, if your intervent ion is being implemented over a longer t ime
period, then it is important to check that the implementation nodes remain
in a state that continues to support the implementation of the intervention.
Unfortunately, the number of t ime steps you can include is limited by the
com plexity of the BN. When BNs are replicated in this way, they can quick ly
becom e more complex than can be handled by even the most powerful of
com puters. In practice, however, you will have no problem in representing at
least the two tim e steps recommended in the introductory notes.
Wider human and env ironmental consequences
Carefully consider whether all the additional impacts of your proposed
management plan have been included. In particular, consider the impact of
your plan on al l aspects of peoples' livelihoods and on the natural environ-
ment . If there are impacts which you have not yet considered, add nodes
into the BN to represent them .
When you think you have finished the BN diagram , think again about your
responses to the points in Step 1, including any changes you have made
fol lowing the stakeholder consultations. Check if the BN you are construct -
ing meets your requirements in terms of the decision you have to make.
Ex amp les for st ep 9
Ex am p le P.
Figure 4. 12 shows two BNs representing the impact of two interventions on
each of two d ifferent stakeholder groups. The BN on the left represents a
group of farmers largely dependent on a reservoir for irrigation water and
si tua ted on land overly ing a low -y ielding aquifer. The 13N on the right
represents a group of farmers w hose land is situated above a high-y ielding
aquifer. While the 13N diagrams are the same, the CPT associated w ith the
node "Agricultural water supp ly " in the left hand BN refl ects the fact that
installing wells in a low y ielding aquifer is likely to have a much low er
impact than doing the same in a high y ielding aquifer. Consequently , the
probabilities that each group w ill have sufficient water are different (30% for
the farmers on them left as compared to 70% for the farmers on the right).
Dri ll agro-wells ? Desilt reservoir ?
Yes 100
No 0
Fig u re 4 .12
Sufficient 30.0
Insufficient 70.0
Inform a tion Ty p e 2
Inform a tion Ty p e 3
Inform ation Ty p e 4
Yes 0
No 100








Suf icient 70.0 • •
Insufi cient 30.0
St ep 10 : Co llect dat a and specify cond it ional pro babilit y
t ab les (CPT s)
Having co nstructed th e m aste r BN d iagra m , it m ust n ow be turn ed into a
fu lly-fun ct ion ing BN th a t can b e used to he lp m ake dec is ion s . Th is is done
b y filling in th e CPTs us ing th e best a nd m ost ap p ro p ria te d ata ava ila ble .
A CPT und erlie s eve ry no de in your BN. To fill them in , yo u will n eed data
link ing each n od e to its p a rents . In othe r word s , th e d ata in th e CPT m ust
d esc rib e how a n od e ch an ges in re sp on se to ch ang es in its p a re nts (s ee
Exam p le 10 . 1). Each ro w in a CPT im p lies a quest ion . For exam p le , refe r-
rin g to Ta b le 3 . 1, th e qu est ion for th e firs t row would be : "If fo re st c over is
go od and ra infa ll is goo d , wh a t is th e ch ance th at river flow will be g ood ,
acceptab le o r ba d?" If you find it difficult to fram e this q ues tion , th en it is
like ly th at you r m aste r BN dia gra m is illogica l an d you m ay n eed to a lte r
e ith e r the structure or th e sta te s of th e no des re p re sented in the CPT. If you
find it ea sy to fram e th e qu est ion , th en it is like ly the logic of your m aste r
BN is corre ct .
Each of th ese q ues tion s (fo r e ach row of the CPT) sugg ests th e d ata you
n eed to co llect to fill in th e CPT. You sh ould cons ide r ca re fu lly th e b est p lace
to get th ese da ta from . In som e cases , the best inform a tion m ay co m e from
stak eh olde rs . Th is will usua lly be tru e when a no de rep re sents h ow p eop le
react to ch an ges in th e enviro nm ent . For exam p le , a n ode m ay re p re sent
h ow m u ch m o re fe rt iliser fa rm ers would use if the ir incom e was inc re ased .
The best way to find this out m ay b e to a s k fa rm ers . In othe r cases , the bes t
an swers m ay com e from m ore o bject ive d ata th at a re ava ilab le or can be
collec ted .
In gen e ra l, four ty p es of inform a tion can be identified . These a re :
In form ation Ty p e 1 Raw da ta co llecte d by dire c t m easurem en t (e .g .
g ro un dwater d epth m easure d by p iezom ete r,
p op ula tion m easured by cen sus , incom e m e asured
by accou nting ) .
Raw d ata co llected th ro ugh stakeh olde r e lic itat ion
(e .g . sta keh o lder p e rc ept ions of gro un dwate r depth ,
p op u lat ion an d incom e ) .
Outp ut from p ro cess -b ased m o de ls c a libra te d us ing
raw da ta collected by d ire ct m e asure m ent .
Acad em ic "e xp ert" op inion b ased on theore tica l




Use the guidelines below to help you decide which is most appropriate. If
you are using raw data, remember that the more information you have, the
lower the uncertainty will be. A lso remember that if you have a master BN
for each stakeholder group (to allow you to consider equity issues — see
Step 9) , then information of Type 2 must come from the stakeholders for
whom the BN had been constructed.
• If you have enough raw data to avoid high uncertainties, always use Type
1 in preference to Type 3, and Type 2 in preference to Type 4.
• If you have enough raw data of Type 1 and of Type 2 to answer a
question, you need to consider carefully which it is best to use. In general,
information Type 1 is more reliable than Type 2 but there may be cases
when Type 2 is more appropriate. For example, there may be areas in
which your decision should be based more on how stakeholders perceive
changes tak ing place than on how they might actually take place.
• Where you have enough information of Types 2 and 3 to answer a
question , you should consider which is better as above. In the Type 3
case, you should also think about how accurate you believe the model
output to be.
• If there is insuffic ient information of Type 1 and you consider use of Type
2 to be inappropriate, you should use information Type 3, if suitable
models are available.
• If no other information type is available, use information Type 4.
If you have the t ime and the resources you may wish to ensure you have
enough information of Types 1 and 2 by carrying out suitably designed data
collection programmes. However, in many cases, col lect ing enough
information of Type 1 will take longer than you are likely to have available.
There are different approaches you can use for filling in a CPT depending on
the type of information you decide to use. These approaches require some
basic mathematical manipulation and, whi le software has been provided to
help with this, it is recommended that you become familiar with the calcula-
tions it performs. These calculations are described in the appendices to
these guidelines:
• For information Types 1 and 3, refer to Appendix 1
• For inform ation Types 2 and 4, refer to Appendix 2
N.B. Make sure you are certain how much dat a you need and what t hey
need t o describe before proceeding with data collect ion. Understanding the
informat ion in t he appendices will help you to do this. Being clear about
t his will save you a lot of t ime and money.
When the BN represents multiple t ime steps, remember that parents in t ime
steps after the first one, may have additional ch ildren to represent changes
which occur between time steps. In this case the CPTs will have changed
and you will need to f ind additional inform ation to complete them (see
Example 10.2) .
There is no need to calculate probabilities for those nodes that have no
parents. If the BN has been structured correct ly, then these nodes will
represent either factors that you hope to control directly through manage-
m ent o r fa ctors over wh ich you h ave no co ntrol a t a ll. Wh en you co m e to
use th e  BN  to m a ke a dec ision , you w ill c h ang e the sta te s of these nodes to
see h ow th is a ffe cts your m an a gem ent object ive s . However, for th e  BN  to
work , yo u d o n eed to fill them in . Do th is , in th e firs t instan ce , by g iving
each p o ss ib le sta te an eq u a l p ro bability. You will later b e ab le to ch ange
th ese to see wh a t e ffect this will have on your m an agem ent o bject ive .
Ex am p les for st ep 10
Ex am p le 10 . 1
A  n etw ork from Examp le 6.4 is repea ted in Fig u re 4.13. To fill in th e CPT for
th e node "Water s up p ly ", y ou w ill need inform a tion describ ing h ow the
w a ter supp ly varies in resp onse to g roun d w a ter levels an d the n um ber of
w ells . Th e ex act inform a tion y o u w ill need is defined by the s tate com b ina-
tions of th e p aren t nodes (referen ces to inform ation ty p es are exp lained in
the m ain tex t) .
Fig u re 4.13
Number of wells
Lots 50.0










Rem em ber; tha t by th is s tag e, y ou sh ou ld h ave g iven the s tate nam es
quan tita tiv e d efin itions . For examp le, y ou m ay ha ve decided to defin e th e
s tates of "Water s up p ly " as follo ws:
Good:  90% or more of farmers are able to meet crop water requirements
Poor :  Fewer t han 90% of farmers are able to meet crop water requirements
In th e examp le below, it is lik ely tha t m easu red data w ill on ly be auailab le
for w h en th e variab le "Num b er of w ells " is in the s tate "Few " (ass um ing th is
is the cu rren t s ta te) . Inform ation des crib ing the chang es lik ely to tak e p lace
w hen m ore w ells are ins talled w ill p robab ly b e of ty p es 3 or 4.
Groundwater N umber W ater supply
levels of wells
High Lots Informat ion indicat ing whether water supplies are good or
poor (t he more, t he better).This is most likely to be
available as an output from a model (informat ion type 3) or
an assessment by an expert (informat ion type 4).
High Few Informat ion indicat ing whether water supplies are good or
poor (the more, t he better). Ideally, t his will be available in
the form of t ime series data measured over a range of
groundwater levels (informat ion type I ). If t his is not
available, it may be appropriate to use the est imates of local
people (informat ion type 2).
53
54
Low Lots Informat ion indicat ing whether water supplies are good or
poor (t he more,the better).
Low Few Informat ion indicat ing whether water supplies are good or
poor (t he more,the better).
c
Ex amp le 10 .2
Fig u re 4 .14 sh o w s a BI` l w ith tw o an n ua l tim e s tep s. In th e secon d tim e s tep ,
th e n od e "Fertilis er app lica tion " has g ained a p aren t tha t it d id not ha ve in
th e fi rs t on e, nam ely "Farm er incom e ". Consequen tly , inform a tion is
req u ired to des cribe h ow fe rtilis er app lica tion m ig h t chang e in resp on se to
ch ang es in fa rm er incom e.
X
Fertil is er appl icat ion
Suff icient 50.0
Insuffic ient 50.0
Fig u re 4 .14
( Year 1 )
Cons truct dam
Yes 50.0  




Fert il iser app lic ation
( Year 2 )
Wat er reso urces
Sufficient 50.0 -.55.= Sufficient 50.0  
Insuff icient 50.0 Insuficient 50.0 '
St ep I I : U se m ast er BN t o make decision
To u se the BN, you will ch ang e e ach of th e int e rv ention no des a nd exam ine
th e effec t it h as on each of th e o bject ive n odes . Th is effect will be sh own in
te rm s of th e ch a ng e in th e p ro b ability th a t th e d esire d state will b e ach ieve d .
(s ee Exam p le 1 1.1) .
It is c ru c ia l, h owever, t ha t you a ls o u se t he  BN  t o und e rs t an d why t he s e
ch a n g e s a re t a king pla ce .
If y ou h ave ta ken c a re to ensu re th at th e conditio n a l p ro b ab ility ta b les
c on ta in th e b est info rm ation ava ila b le , th en the chan ges in the p ro ba b ilit ies
th a t yo u s ee in the o bje ctive n odes , will p ro vide a good q uantita tive gu ide .
However, th e se va lues shou ld be trea te d with ca ution until you a re ce rt a in
yo u u n d ers tan d how th ey a ris e .
Th e rea l va lu e of t he  BN  lie s in t he way it he lps you u nders t a nd you r
m a n a ge m ent p roble m in a m ore int egra t ed way. It s hould be u s ed a s a
"t o ol fo r t h in king " n ot a n aut o m at ic an s wer p rovide r.
To a ch ieve th is und e rs tan ding , fo llow the ap p ro a ch o ut lin ed b e low. It m ay
s eem c om p lica ted b ut , on ce you a re used to it , it is fa irly stra ightforward .
S o m e s oftw a re pack ag es a llow th is p roc ess to be autom ated to an extent
(e .g . the "S en s itivity to Findings " function in Ne tica ) b ut , befo re u s ing these ,
b e su re yo u un ders tand th e inform ation th ey p rovide . Ple a se re fe r to th e
s oftw a re m an ufa ctu re rs instruct ion s for furthe r d eta ils .
Water resou ces




















1. If you have more than one time step, start by concentrating only on the
first one. Set all the intervention nodes to the state they are currently in
(i.e. before any proposed intervention has taken place) . A lso set all
controlling factors to the state you think they are currently in. If you are
not certain which state a particular node should be in (either an interven-
tion or a controlling factor) , then give different probabilit ies to each of its
states (see Example 11.2).
2. If you have mult iple management objectives, start with the one that you
think is most im portant. Change the states of each of the management
intervent ions in turn and note the change in the probability that the
management objective is in the state you would like it to be in (i.e. the
desired state). When you have noted the impact that changing the state
of the intervention has on the desired state of the management objective,
set the intervention node back to its current state. Write all the interven-
tions down in a list, together with the change brought about in the
management objective node by each intervention node (i.e. the increase
or decrease in the probability that the management object ive is in its
desired state — see Example 11.3) .
3. Study your list and, starting with the intervention that has the most
desirable impact , ask yourself why it has a greater effect on the
management objective than the other interventions. There will be two
principal reasons for this - either the structure of the BN favours it or the
conditional probability tables favour it . This is discussed below:
Consider ing the st ructure
Generally, if distance is measured in terms of the number of nodes lying
between the intervention and the objective, then those interventions that are
closer to the object ives will have a greater impact. This is because each
intermediate node has a conditional probability table, which introduces
more uncertainty into the effect that the intervention ult imately has on the
objective. It is also likely that some of the intermediate nodes will have
additional parents representing factors which must also be considered when
investigating how the intervention affects the objective. This will "dilute" the
effect that a part icular intervention will have on an objective.
Both of these features of BN structure will tend to reduce the impact that the
intervent ion has on the object ive and you should ask yourself whether they
represent the real situation properly. For example:
• Does the intervention genuinely have as direct an effect on the object ive
as you have represented it in the BN (i .e. do you think that the number of
intermediate nodes between the intervention and objective is representa-
tive of the real situation)?
• Have you oversimplified the BN and left out additional factors that should
be considered (i.e. does the effect of the intervention on the objective
need di luting)?
• Is the structure surrounding the other interventions (which the BN
suggests have less impact on the objective) too complicated in
comparison to this intervent ion (i.e. do the less effective intervent ions
have a greater number of intermediate nodes between them and the
object ive? See Example 11.4).
Depending on your answers to these questions you may wish to change the
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BN structure to represent the real situation more accurately. Where you
think additional factors should be considered you should add new nodes.
Where you think the structure is over-complicated, you should remove the
nodes that are least relevant . When doing this, you should  ensure that no
important details are lost.
Considering the CPTs
The values contained in the CPTs will determ ine the strength of the impact
that an intervent ion has on an objective. If you have taken care in calculat-
ing these values, then you should be reasonably satisfied with them .
However, the combined effect of the CPTs underlying the intermediate nodes
can often be surprising.
Examine this by changing the state of the intervention node and not ing its
effect on its im mediate child (i.e. the one linked direct ly to the intervention
node). When you are satisfied that you understand why the change you
have observed is tak ing place, change the state of the child directly and
note the effect on its immediate child (i.e. the grandchi ld of the interven-
tion). Proceed in this way unt il you reach the management object ive. Take
particular care to study those nodes which have additional parents to the
one which you have already considered. You may need to change the states
of these nodes too before you can really understand why the changes you
observe are tak ing place (see Example 11.5).
If you are unhappy about any of the changes you observe, then study the
values in the CPT directly to see what is causing the problem. If there is a
part icular combination of parent states which produces a change you think
is wrong, then find the values relating to that state combination in the CPT of
the ch ild (see Example 11.6). Find where the data came from that were
used to specify these values and check that they are correct . If they are
correct , then you should accept that the BN is correctly represent ing this
change.
During this process, some of the child variables you are examining may
change so that the probabilities for each of their states are roughly equal.
When this happens, note the combination of parent states which have
produced this change and consider carefully what this result may mean. It
may mean that for that particular combination of parent states, you believe
the ch ild has an equal chance of being in any of its states. On the other
hand, it may suggest that you had insufficient information to fi ll in the row of
the ch ild's CPT for that part icular combination of parent states (see the
discussion on "Uncertainty about uncertainty" in Appendix 1). You should
make sure you know which of these two  possibilities applies to this
particular combination of parent states before proceeding.
Reaching a conclusion
If, after perform ing these tests, you are happy with both the structure of the
BN and the CPTs associated with the intervention then you should conclude
that the BN is an accurate refl ection of reality. If you are unhappy, you
should alter the BN (as directed above) unt il you are satisfi ed.
4 . Repeat the procedure, above, for all the interventions that affect the
management objective node. It is as important to consider the options
that appear to have no effect as those that have the greatest effect . This
may uncover errors in the BN but , more importantly, it will also reveal
weaknesses in the management plans that you are considering (see
Example 11.7). Remember to update your list of interventions, and their
effect on the desired state, whenever you make any changes to the BN.
5. Consider the effect of combinations of interventions on the management
object ive node. Obviously, implementing two interventions will have a
greater effect than implementing either individually but, specifi cally, you
want to look for groups of interventions whose combined impact is
greater than the sum of their individual effects. This will occur where
implementing one intervention will remove a constraint on another
intervention working.
You should already have a good idea of where this is likely to happen from
your investigat ion of the individual interventions, as described above. You
may have found intermediate nodes with more than one parent, where
changing the state of a second parent (which was not directly related to the
intervention you were considering) improved the effect that the intervention
had on the management objective. Where this was the case, check to see if
any other interventions are related to this second parent and might augment
the effect of the first intervention (see Example 11.8). If you remember the
nodes that you identified as modify ing parents in Step 5, then this will also
indicate prom ising combinations of interventions.
6. Add these "intervention combinations" to your list only if their joint
impact is greater than the sum of their individual effects. Once again,
note the change they produce in the desired state of the management
objective.
7. Examine the changes produced by each intervention (or intervention
combination) over all the time steps represented in your BN. Delete from
your list those interventions which do not have a lasting positive impact
or which have adverse additional impacts which you consider to be
unacceptable.
8. Repeat the entire procedure from Point 2 for each management objective.
By this stage, you should have a list of interventions (and intervention
combinations) for each management objective, together with the im prove-
ment that each produces in that management object ive. Compare these lists
and highlight those interventions that affect more than one management
object ive, together with those that affect a single intervention to a large
degree. Doing this will indicate those interventions which the BN suggests
will do the most to achieve your management object ives.
Be particularly careful with interventions where more than one state of the
intervention can be implemented at the same time. For example, you may
have an intervention to plant either wheat or cotton. If your BN suggests that
both of these options will have a sim ilar impact on your management
object ives, then there may be a good case for implementing them both (i.e.
planting both wheat and cotton). This is particularly true with something like
a cropping strategy as planting only a single crop can be highly risky and
also tends to encourage disease. Using the BN in what is called "diagnostic
mode" may help you to consider these situations (see Example 11.9).
As has been emphasised before, it is important that you don't j ust rely on
the outputs from the BN. Instead, you should consider all these interventions




that you should have develop ed through using the BN. In p art icular, you
sh ou ld be aware of how your confidence in the inform ation you have entered
into the CPTs affects the outputs from the BN (see Ap pendix 1 for m ore
info rm ation ). In addition , you should also consider any factors which affect
the dec ision and have not been inc luded in the BN (cost , perhaps or political
con siderations ) . On this basis , you shou ld select the interve ntion (or
inte rventions ) you believe to be the most a ppro priate .
Ex am p les for st ep I I
Ex a m p le 1 1. 1
Fig u re 4. 15 sh o ws a BN w ith a
s ing le obj ec tive and tw o in terven -
tions (th is is th e rig h t hand netw ork
sh ow n in Fig u re 4.12) . Both
in teruen tions h ave been set to the
s ta tes rep res en ting the curren t
s itua tion in th e en uironm en tal
sy s tem .
Fig u re 4.16 th en sh o ws how the
p rob ab ility th a t the obj ectiv e






Fig u re 4.16
Agricultural water supply
Suf icient 70.0 •
Insufficient 30.0






s tate "S ufficien t" ch ang es as the s ta tes
of th e in terven tions are
chang ed . It can b e seen tha t
the b es t res u lt is p rod uced
w hen th e in terven tion "Drill
ag row ells ?" is imp lem en ted
an d tha t d es ilting th e reseruo ir




Fig ure 4 .15
Dasitt reservoir  ? .
00
Ex a m p le 1 1. 2
Fig u re 4.17 sh o ws a netw ork w ith one in terven tion ( "B uild w ells?") an d one
con tro lling factor ( "Rainfa ll") . Ob vious ly , it is hard to p red ict exactly
w h eth er th e rainfall w ill b e h ig h or low b u t, bas ed on p as t rainfa ll records,
th e p rob ab ility tha t it w ill be h ig h can b e es tim ated at 30 %.
Fig u re 4 .17
"Drill agrowells" is "Yes"




Bui ld w el ls ?
Yes 0
No 100




(repeated from Fig u re 4.7)
Gro undwat er lev els Rai nfal l
High 84.0 • • • High 30 .0 • I
Low 16.0 Low 70 .0
Ex am p le 1 1. 3
For th e Bl` i s ho w n in Fig ure 4.16, th e follo w ing lis t can b e comp iled :
Objective: Change in probability that
Agricultural water supply "Agricultural water supply" is "Sufficient"
Up 50%
0 %
Ex am p le 1 1. 4
Cons ider th e E31•I in Fig ure 4.18. The in terven tion "S ubs idise inp u ts?" has a
m uch m ore d irec t imp act on the obj ective "A g ricu ltu ral p rod uctiv ity " than
the in terv en tion "S oil conserva tion?" has . Th ere is on ly on e in term ed iate
nod e b etw een "S u bs idise inp u ts?" and "A g ricu ltu ral p rod uctiv ity " w hile
there are th ree betw een "S oil cons erva tion?" and "A g ricultural p rod uctivity ".
You shou ld ask y ourself w h ether subs id is ing inp u ts w ill affec t ag ricu ltu ra l
p rod uc tiv ity m ore d irectly than soil conseruation m easures in reality .
Reser voi r s il tation
Heavy 50.0
Light 50.0  





Wat er sup ply
Adequate 50.0
Inadequate 50.0 -





Low 50.0  


















50.0  - - ----1






Ex amp le 11.5
Consider the BN in Figure 4.18. A mong other things, this BN captures the
way in w hich soil conservation affects agricultural productivi ty. Chang ing
the ualue of the node "Soil conservation?" w ill prod uce changes in the value
of the node "Agricultural productivi ty " based on the information entered into
the CPTs. How euer, i t is important to understand how these changes ar ise or,
in other words, how the information in the CPTs leads  to  the changes
obserued. This w ill help  y ou  make sure that the BN properly represents
w hat y ou th ink and w ill also help to develop y our understanding of the
environmental sy stem.
To  do th is, start by chang ing the ualue of the node "Soi l conservation?":  fi rst,
set it to "Yes" and then set i t  to  "No" Examine the effect this has on the node
"Reservoir siltation " and check that you understand the changes y ou see.
Nex t, change the value of "Reservoir siltation " directly and examine the
affect th is has on the node "Reservoir storage potential ". Again, make sure
y ou are clear as to w hy these changes are tak ing place.
The next step is slightly more complicated.  You  now want to make sure  you
understand the reasons w hy the node "Water supp ly " changes. As y ou can
see from Figure 4. 18, this node has an additional parent to the one y ou have
j ust considered: "Dri ll agrowells?". Set "Drill agrowells?" to "Yes" and
change the state of "Reseruoir storage potential " from "High " to "Low " and
back again, until you are sure y ou haue understood the changes. Then set
"Drill agrow ells?" to "No" and change "Reservoir storage potential " again.
Understanding the changes in "Agricultural productivi ty " is more comp lica-
ted sti ll as it has three parents. The procedure is the same, however. Fix
"Farm labour" to "Yes" and "Availability of inputs" to "Good " and then
change "Water supply " between "A dequate" and "Inadequate". Then fix
"Farm labour " to "No", keep ing "Availability of inputs " as "Good " and
examine the affect of chang ing "Water supp ly ". Continue like th is until  y ou
have examined al l combinations of the states of "Farm labour", "A vailability
of inp uts " and "Water supp ly "
Ex am p le 11.6
Table 1 shows the CPT for the node "Agricultural productivity " shown in
Figure 4. 18. Assume  y ou  have been carry ing out the process described in
Examp le 11.5 and haue fixed "Farm labour " as "No" and "A vai lability of
inp uts" as "Good". When  y ou  star t  to  change "Water supply " from
"A dequate" to "Inadequate" y ou notice that the chance of good agricultural
productivity is greater when the water supp ly is inadequate. Clear ly , th is
makes no sense. To find ou t w hy this is happening  y ou  should look at the
tw o rows h ighlighted in Tab le 1 w hich relate to the state combinations of
concern. The probabi lities show n here are the same as the ones  y ou  have
seen for the node "Agricultural prod uctivity " in the network itself
Exam ining them suggests that the most likely cause of the problem is that
the probability for "Good " has been accidentally swapped w ith the
p robab ility for "Poor " in row 3. However, this shou ld be checked w ith the
source of the original data to make sure that this is a mistake and not a real
refl ect ion of how the environmental system works.
Fig u re 4 .19 s h o w s the sam e BN w ith th e nod e "A w aren ess p rog ram me?" in
tw o d ifferen t s ta tes . You can see tha t th e BN s ugg es ts that imp lem en ting an
a w areness p rog ram m e w ill on ly red uce the chan ce  of  h ig h soil eros ion by a
n eg lig ib le am ou n t. It is imp ortan t to un ders tand w hy th is is th e case.
Fig ure 4. 19

























Fig u res 4 .20 to 4 .22 sh ow the res u lts  of  carry ing ou t th e p roced u re exp lained
in Examp le 11.5 . Th ey are bes t exam ined in reverse order Fig u re 4.22 sho w s
a 20 % d ifference in th e ch ance that soil eros ion w ill be h ig h d ep end ing on
the s tate  of "Soil  conserva tion ". Fig ure 4 .2 1 sh ow s a 10% differen ce, dep en d-
ing on th e s tate  of  "Com m u nity coop era tion ", an d Fig ure 4.20 sho ws 1%
d ifferen ce, d ep en d ing on the s tate  of  "A w areness  of  benefits ". Wh ile y ou
sh ou ld exp ect nod es that are furth er a w ay from the obj ective to h ave less
effect, th e m aj or red uction in effect w hen "A w aren ess  of  ben efi ts " is chang ed
ins tea d  of  "Com m u n ity coop eration " s ugg es ts that imp lem en ting an
a w aren ess p rog ram m e is p robably not th e bes t w ay  of  ach ieving a redu ction
in soil eros ion . The BN s ugg es ts that th is is beca use imp rov ing the
a w areness  of  th e benefits has on ly a m in im al im pact on com m un ity
coop eration . A be tter p oten tial m anag em en t s trategy m ig h t look a t
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True 18.8
False 81.2
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Good 81.3 Good 24.3


















Ex am p le  1 1. 8
Fig ure 4.23 sh o w s th e sam e Bl\I w ith the nod e "Wa ter app lica tion " chang ed
from "at 5 0 %" to "a t 100 %". It can be seen that w h en the soil is p oor, the
increase in w a ter leads to on ly a sm all increas e in the chance tha t h ig h er
y ields w ill be ob tained . Fig ure 4.24, h ow ever, sh ow s tha t w h en the soil is
g ood, th e imp act  of  imp roving the w ater sup p ly is m uch g reater. Th is
sugg es ts tha t an in terv en tion aim ed at imp roving th e soil quality w ill boos t
th e b enefits g ained from imp rouing th e w ater s up p ly .




Fig u re 4.23
Water ap pl ic at ion
Fig ure 4.24
Fig u re 4.25




Wat er ap pl ic at ion
Ex am p le 1 1. 9
Fig ure 4.25 sh o w s th e sam e 8 1•1 repea ted tw ice for tw o d ifferen t s tates  of  th e
in terven tion "Crop ". It ca n be seen that, althoug h co tton has a better ch ance
of  p rov id ing a h ig h y ield, w h ea t is not too far beh ind . A s both s tates  of  the
in terven tion ca n be imp lem en ted, th is s ugg es ts tha t it m ay be a g ood idea to
p lan t both crops (p erhap s w ith a s m all b ias tow ards co tton) in order to

















Th is ex am p le (an d a ll th e g u idelines for S tep 11) uses th e BN in "p red ictive
m od e ". In o ther w ords, th e uariab les at th e bas e of the arrow s (th e in ter-
ue n tions) are ch ang ed to ex am ine the imp acts on th e uariab les a t th e h ea d
of th e arro w s (th e m anag em en t obj ec tives) . Ho w ever; it is som etim es usefu l
to use a BI•1 in "d iag nos tic m od e " w h ereby the m anag em en t obj ectives are
cha ng ed an d th e imp acts on th e in terven tions are exam ined . Wh en used lik e
th is, th e Bl•I sh o ws th e m os t p robab le config urations of th e in terv en tion
n od es . Th is s h o u ld a lw ay s b e d on e w it h ca re, as th e res u lts ca n b e h a rd
to in te rp re t . Th is is illus tra ted below.
Fig u re 4.26 s h ow s th e sam e netw ork as in Fig ure 4.25 b u t being used in
d iag nos tic m ode. Th e in correc t conclus ion to reach from th is res u lt is that a
"Hig h " y ield w ill be ob ta ined by p lan ting 4 7.3 % of th e fields w ith w h ea t
an d 52 .7% of th e fields w ith co tton . Th is is not th e case, as is sh ow n by
Fig u re 4.2 7 w h ere th e p robab ilities of "Crop " ha ue been fixed a t th es e
values .
Th e correc t con clus ion is as follow s : if y ou had p lan ted ha lf th e fields w ith
w h ea t and h alf the fields w ith co tton (in Fig ure 4.26, th e p robab ilities in th e
CPT of "Crop " are 0 .5 ea ch) an d then w en t back at harv es t tim e to ch ec k on
th e y ields, then, ou t of th os e fi elds w hich had p rod uced a h ig h y ield, 4 7.3 %
of th em w ou ld be w h ea t an d 52 .7% of them w ou ld be co tton . Th e imp ortan t
p oin t to note is that the res u lt ap p lies on ly to thos e fields w ith a h ig h y ield
an d th a t it is d ep en d en t on the ra tio of w h ea t to cotton w ith w h ich y o u
p lan ted th e fields in the firs t p lace. If y ou had p lan ted 90 % of th e fields w ith
w h ea t (ins tead of 5 0 %) th en y ou w ou ld ha ue got a d ifferen t ans w er as th ere
w o u ld ob vious ly ha ue b een m ore chance of a h ig h y ield ing field b eing a
w h ea t field (sim p ly beca use there w ere m ore of th em) .
In th is cas e, th e res u lt is usefu l as it s how s that th ere is little d ifferen ce in th e
p erform an ce of cotton over w h ea t in term s of p rod ucing a h ig h y ield (b u t it
on ly does th is b eca use the p robab ilities in the CPT of "Crop " w ere set to 50 %
ea ch , as has b een d on e in Fig ure 4.26, w h ich, before any other inform a tion
is en tered in to th e BI•1, g ives w h ea t and cotton an equal ch an ce of ach ieving
a h ig h y ield) . Th is is, of co u rse, the sam e conclus ion as ca n be reach ed
us ing th e 8 1`1 in p red ictive m ode (as in Fig ure 4.25) b u t p rovides a d ifferen t
w ay of look ing at it, w h ich m ay h elp to imp rove y our u nd ers tand ing of h ow
th e sy s tem is w ork ing .
St ep 12 : H o ld a seco nd jo int st akeho lder w or k shop t o discuss
yo u r decisio ns
Having chosen the interventions that you think are best, it is important to go
back to the stakeholders to tell them about the decisions you have made. In
doing this, you should be prepared to change these decisions depending on
the react ion of stakeholders to them. Therefore, it is important to stress that
there is still an opportunity for discussion before the interventions are
implemented and that changes are still possible.
Ideally, you want to obtain as much stakeholder support a possible for the
intervent ions that you will implement. Of course, it is likely that there will be
som e stakeholders who disagree with the intervention you are proposing. If
this happens, you should listen to why they disagree and be sure that you
have considered their point of view in reaching the decision you have made.
You should also explain how you arrived at your decision. To help with this,
you may want to show them the master BN you used. However, this will
only be appropriate if you are confident that all the stakeholders present will
understand it . When this is not the case, you should prepare an explanation
of the important points beforehand in a format that will be easily understood
by all present.
If a significant proportion of the stakeholders object to the decision then it is
likely that the interventions you are proposing will be difficult to implement .
In this case, it is recommended that you select other intervent ions that have




M anaging resources in
t he Poya Ganga a
hy pot het ical case st udy
T he sce na r io
Th e Poy a Gan g a Rive r flows int o the sea on th e south -e ast co ast of S ri
Lan k a . It is 10 0 km lon g an d ha s a b as in a re a of 20 0 0 k m 2. Th e m ean
an n ua l ra infa ll shows a va ria tion b etween 12 0 0 m m and 2 7 0 0 m m with a
drou ght p e rio d from J un e until the m idd le of Septem ber.
Th ere a re five p rin c ip a l gro up s of water users in the ba sin :
+ Ag ric ultura l wate r u se rs — m ostly p ad dy fa rm ers .
+ A la rg e su ga r e sta te
+ Dom est ic wate r us ers — centre d a ro un d the town of Burta la
+ Devigam a Tem p le
+ A n ation a l wildlife p a rk








F ro m the m ap , it can b e seen th at th e pa ddy fa rm e rs dra w the ir water from
b oth m a in b ra n ch es of th e rive r wh ile wa te r use by th e sug a r e state is la rg e ly
u n affec ted by th a t of Burta la (a n d vice -ve rs a ).
F or a n um ber of yea rs n ow, th e fa rm ers an d the sug a r e state h ave b een
s tea dily inc re as ing th e ir wa te r use in an effort to inc re a se p roduc tion . At the
sam e t im e , loca l bu ilde rs a re dig ging san d from th e rive rb ed to u se in h ouse L
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construction (known as sand mining). This is decreasing the bed level at the
rate of around 0.5 m per year and, consequently, reducing the area that can
be irrigated by a gravity -fed system. Moreover, the population of Burtala has
been growing. Furthermore, although actual water use by the temple itself is
insignificant , a minimum fl ow is required in the river to permit rit ual bathing .
You have been appointed by the Chairman of the District Water Resource
Com mittee to make recommendations as to a future water management
strategy in the basin. You have decided to use Bayesian networks to help
you to formulate this strategy and you have obtained a copy of these
Guidelines to help you.
St ep I : Be clear about w hat you w ant t o use t he BN fo r
After think ing about the situation, you list your management object ives as:
1. Maintain the m inimum required fl ow through the temple (this will also
satisfy the requirements of the wildlife park );
2. Meet minimum domestic requirements for the Burtala area;
3. After meeting these two objectives, maximise rice and sugar production.
At this stage, you also list a number of management interventions whose
potent ial you would like to investigate:
1. Control of sand m ining to prevent reduction in irrigable area;
2. Increasing surface storage to encourage more efficient use of water by
the farmers;
3. Introduct ion of drip irr igat ion to sugar estate;
4 . Encourage rainwater harvesting to augment domestic water supply ;
5. A well rehabilitation and installation programme to increase groundwater
use.
You realise that , if you are to develop an integrated plan for the basin as a
whole, then you need to take the entire basin as the geographical area that
you are considering. Moreover, you decide to concentrate on water use in
the dry season, as this is the crucial t ime of year — during the rainy season
there is far less pressure on resources. This does not quite define your t ime
scale, however, as you are interested in the overall effects your proposed
intervent ions (and any others) might have. You realise that few, if any, of
your intervent ions wi ll have an impact within a single dry season, so you
decide to fix a planning period of three years.
Next you think about which people you need to involve in the decision
making process. Although there are other water users in the basin, there are
not many of them so you decide to focus on the main users only : paddy
farmers, the sugar estate, domestic users, the temple and the wildlife park .
These are the people you hope to affect by your management strategy. In
addition to these groups, there are numerous government departments
whose co llaborat ion you will need if the plan is to succeed. These include
the Department of Irrigation, the Water Supply and Drainage Board, the
Department of Agrarian Services and the Department of Agriculture.
LA Together with the user groups and the District Water Resource Committee,these groups constitute the stakeholders you will need to consult .
St ep 2 : Est ab lish co nt act s w it h st akeho lder s
You approach each of your stakeholder groups in turn.
Pad dy  farmers
The department of Agrarian Serv ices advises you that the farmers are a
fairly homogeneous group, who have formed organisations to represent
themselves, consisting of all the farmers who draw water from the same
canal . You ask to consult with the chairmen from three of the farmers'
organisations, one from the head of an irrigation scheme, one from the
middle and one from the tail .
The sugar estate
The estate manager agrees to be involved in the consultation process.
Domestic users
The domestic users are quite a diverse group so, with the help of local staff
from the Water Supply and Drainage Board, you ask three peop le to
represent them . You loosely describe these people as a poor urban water
user, a rich urban water user and a rural water user (urban water users are
connected to a piped supply, rural users are not ). On the advice of the Water
Supply and Drainage Board, all the people asked are women, as they are
the primary users of domestic water.
The temp le and the w ild life park
As the needs of these users are straightforward and incorporated into the
management object ives you defined in Step 1, you decide that they do not
need to be directly involved in the consultation process.
Gouern m en t d ep artm en ts
After approv ing your provisional list of management interventions, the
relevant governm ent departments decide that they do not need to be
direct ly involved in the consultation process either. They ask , however, that
you keep them informed of progress and remind you that any interventions
would require their agreement as well as funding.
St ep 3: Init ia l st akeho lder gr oup co nsu lt at ions
Initial  con su lta tion  w ith domestic users
You meet the three representat ives of the domestic users together and begin
by explaining to them that you are developing a water management strategy
for the basin and wish to know their opinions on the issues it should be
addressing. Next you tell them your management objectives, explaining how
increasing water use by paddy farmers may affect domestic supplies and
how everybody 's water use affects the river flow at the temple and through
the wildlife park . You also point out to them that if use increases much
further, the river will stop running during the dry season before it reaches the
temple.
The stakeholders agree that all of these management object ives are
important: they visit the temple for major festivals and their families are
either dependent on rice production to make a living or work on the sugar




all year round: in rural areas wells dry up , while the piped supply to the town
often becomes contaminated. You ask why each of these problems occurs.
In the case of the wells, the women believe it is because they are not deep
enough, whi le in the case of the town supply it is because people and
animals defecate near to the river off -take. Not unreasonably, they think
your management plan should stop both of these things happening.
You take this as your cue to ask them what they think should be done to
stop these things, in pract ical terms. They reply that the people who
or iginally installed the wells (a foreign-based NGO) should come back and
dr ill them deeper. For the town supply, they think that fencing off the area
round the river off-take would help, but that people, particularly children,
also need to be educated about the consequences of contamination.
Next you show them your list of potential management interventions and
ask their op inion about them . They immediately notice the plan to encour-
age rainwater harvesting and start to laugh. When you ask why they are
laughing, they explain that this has been tried before without any success.
Apparently, the problem is that the water collected off house roofs is stored
in a large tank, but that this is oft en left uncovered and consequent ly it
becomes dirty as well as providing a breeding ground for mosquitoes. Most
people pulled their water collect ion systems down within a month of it being
installed! When you ask whether a different system design might help, they
look sceptical but say that they would give it a go.
They have lit tle to say about the other interventions with the exception of
the well rehabilitation programme (which they agree with) and the sand
mining. Nobody seems to like the sand miners as they are blamed for
causing riverbank collapse, which is threatening some farmers' land. The
women point out, however, that if the sand miners were not sand mining
they would have to earn a liv ing in some other way, or face unemployment .
Initia l consultation w i th paddy farmers
You begin your discussion with the paddy farmers in much the same way as
you did with the domestic users. Again they agree with all your manage-
ment object ives, although they point out that they should have priority over
the sugar estate, as more people are dependent on rice production. You ask
them if they think there should be any other object ives, but they cannot
think of any. You go on to ask them to describe how rice product ion might
be maximised. They explain that there are two main problems: the water
supply and the availability of crop inputs. They describe these in detail .
The current ly poor water supply arises from a com binat ion of a num ber of
factors. Firstly, the river off-takes to the irrigation scheme, controlled by the
Department of Irrigation , are in a very poor state of repair. Secondly,
farmers who are illegally settled on land by the river off-take extract water
from the canal, to which they are not ent itled. Most im portant , however, is
the fact that there are very few reservoirs available, so excess water in the
rainy season cannot be kept for later use.
The crop inputs the farmers are concerned about are mainly seed and
fertiliser. A lthough farmers usually have the money to buy them , they are
rarely available and, when they are available, they are of poor quality.
You then ask them how they think their problems should be solved. There
are quite a few ideas: Transferring control of the river of f-take to the
farmers; enforcement of legislation prohibit ing farming near the off-take;
construction of reservoirs; better provision of seeds and fertiliser.
On presenting your potential management interventions to them, they are
rem inded of how much they dislike sand miners. Steps to control sand
mining would clearly be popular, at least with the farmers. They fully agree
with your plan to build new reservoirs and increase groundwater use and
repeat the domestic users' reservations about rainwater harvesting.
Initial consultation w ith the sugar estate
On meeting the estate manager you, once again, explain what you are
doing. Th e estate manager looks suspicious and tells you that you cannot
reduce the water supply to the estate as too many peop le's j obs rely on it .
He makes this point very forcibly. You suspect that he thinks that a decision
has already been made and that your visit is j ust for show, so you try to
reassure him that this is not the case. You point out that there  is  a potential
problem with water resources in the basin and that if something isn't done
then everyone risks losing out. Fortunately, he appears to give you the
benefit of the doubt .
He agrees with your management object ives but argues that the estate is
more important than the paddy farmers, as more people are dependent on
it . This is direct ly contradictory to farmers' claims so you make a mental
note to check up on it . He argues further that if the estate continues to be
successful, then it will create more j obs and less people will have to rely on
farming to make a living. Again, you make a mental note to check with the
farmers whether this would be desirable outcome, if it were to become true.
He has no further management objectives to add to your list .
When you ask him how these management objectives can be met, he
immediately responds that the factory would be able to use water more
efficient ly if it could increase its storage capacity. When you question him
further, he says that sufficient storage capacity may be achieved by
renovating the reservoir that they already have. He is not certain about this,
though, and would like the option to build a further reservoir. He thinks that
they would probably have done this by now apart from the resistance of
local politicians concerned about the temple supply.
He also explains that the estate uses water for three separate purposes.
Firstly, it is used to irr igate the nursery sugar cane. Secondly, it is used in
the process that extracts the sugar from the cane, and thirdly, it is used to
supply the arrack distillery run by the estate. Although it is already done to
a certain degree, he believes that with the necessary investment, there may
be greater opportunities to recyc le water between these three separate uses.
When you show him your list of possible interventions, he naturally picks
out your idea about drip irrigation. He says that they have considered this,
but have yet to adopt the new technology because of the investment in
equipment and training it would require. He does agree, however, that use of
drip irrigation probably would improve water use efficiency. He also wonders
whether there would be enough water to fill all of the new reservoirs you are
proposing to build , even in the wet season. You agree that is something that




St ep 4 : Const r uct prelim inary BN s
Preliminary 13N representing perspective of domestic users
You review your notes on your discussion with the domestic users and listen
to the tape recording you made. You come up with the following variables,
which you think capture what the stakeholders were saying to you:
Var iable













Dr ip ir r igation
New reservoirs
Surface storage
Sand mining cont rol
Irr igable area
Unemployment
River extract ion (3 types)











Management object ive number I (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Management object ive number 2 (agreed by this stakeholder group) with
reference to rural water users
Management object ive number 2 (agreed by this stakeholder group) with
reference to urban water users
Management objective number 3 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Management object ive number 3 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Represents defecat ion near r iver off-take
Captures whether the wells are deep enough to yield in the dry season
An intervent ion to deepen wells, as suggested by the stakeholders
Intervent ion number 5 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Intervention number 5 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Intervent ion number 4 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
An intervent ion to prevent faecal pollut ion, as suggested by stakeholders
An intervent ion to prevent faecal pollut ion, as suggested by stakeholders
Intervent ion number 3 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Intervent ion number 2 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Captures the impact new reservoirs would have on overall storage
Intervent ion number I (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Captures the impact of sand mining control
Captures the impact of sand mining control
Captures how much is being taken out of the river and the consequent
downstream effect
Var iables
Temple river fl ow, Rural water supply.Urban water supply, Rice yield,
Sugar estate productivity
Well deepening, New well dr illing.Well rehabilitat ion, Rainwater
harvesting, Health educat ion, Fence off-take, Drip irr igat ion. New
reservoirs, Sand mining cont rol
Faecal pollution,Well depth. Surface storage, Irr igable area, River




You note that you now have three new interventions to consider.
Based on these lists, you construct a BN diagram , as shown, choosing
prov isional states that seem appropriate to the logic expressed by the
stakeholder group. Most of them are fairly easy — interventions are either
implemented (Yes) or not (No) while some of the management object ives
have targets (the m inimum required fl ow at the tem ple, for example) . You
give the other management objectives and some intermediate nodes, such
as Surface storage, qualitative state names, confident that the stakeholders
will be able to quantify them the next t ime you meet.
However, a number of other intermediate nodes are slight ly trickier. You
realise that river extractions are the key variables to investigate in drawing
up your management plan. Balancing these will be the key to meeting most
of your management object ives, so you need to be able to examine what will
happen if extraction goes up as well as down. You decide to specify likely
changes given the intervent ions suggested (Up 10% and down 10%, for
example) but note that you will need to check these with the stakeholders
later and also verify them using more object ive means. Remembering that it
is important to minim ise the number states, you only give two states to
River ext raction (WS) as you don't think the demand for the domestic water
supply will ever decrease.
On performing the recommended check s, you notice that , although it has
no parents in your BN diagram, you have classed River extraction (WS) as
an intermediate node. You decide that this should, instead, be a controlling
factor, as the states you have given it refl ect an increase in population.
While such an increase will obviously have a major impact on whether urban
water supply and the temple fl ow is sufficient, you have no direct control
over it .
You also notice that a single node cal led Well depth cannot sensibly descr ibe
the several wells in the Poya Ganga river basin, all of which will have differ-
ent depths, and it is obviously not possible to have a node for each well in
the area. You consider redefi ning it so that it does represent the wider area,























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Prelim inary BPI rep resenting perspective of pad dy farmers
You note that , as the paddy farmers also agreed with your management
objectives and interventions, many of the variables in this BN will be the
same as those in the domestic users BN. For this stakeholder group, your























River extract ion (3 types)








Captures what  ?
Management objective number I (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Management object ive number 2 (agreed by this stakeholder group) with
rural water users
Management objective number 2 (agreed by this stakeholder group) with
urban water users
Management objective number 3 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Management object ive number 3 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Intervent ion number 5 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Intervent ion number 5 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Intervent ion number 4 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Intervent ion number 3 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Intervent ion number 2 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Captures the impact new reservoir s would have on overall storage
Intervent ion number I (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Captures the impact of sand mining control
Captures the availability of inputs
Captures the quality of inputs
Captures ext ract ions by farmers illegally set t led on the land near the
river of -take
An intervent ion to prevent illegal ext ractions, as suggested by the
stakeholders
Captures the poor state of repair of the river off-take
An intervent ion aimed at handing control of the river off-take over to
the farmers, as suggested by the stakeholders
Captures how much is being taken out the r iver and the consequent
downstream effect
Variables
Temple river flow. Rural water supply. Urban water supply. Rice yield,
Sugar estate productivity
New well drilling,Well rehabilitation, Rainwater harvest ing, Farmer
control, Drip irr igat ion. New reservoirs, Sand mining control
Surface storage. Irr igable area, River ext ract ion (Estate and Paddy), Law







You dec ide Law enforcement is an intermediate factor and not an interven-
tion, as its im plementation is not straightforward. You make a note to ask
the farm ers what interventions they think will lead to law enforcement . You
decide you also need to ask them for specifi c interventions that will improve
input availability and input quality. You also note that this stakeholder group
has currently suggested one extra intervention.
Based on these lists you construct a BN diagram. While doing so, you note
that you can group together Input availability and Input quality and make
them parents of a single variable called Inputs. You also think you can group
River extraction (Paddy ) and Irrigable area as parents of a single variable
called "Paddy demand met?" This is because comparing the water extracted
from the river to the irr igable area will determ ine whether enough water is
avai lable to grow rice on the whole area.
As you work on the BN diagram, you become aware that your questioning
did not reveal al l the inform ation you needed. You note two further questions
that you will need to ask the stakeholder in order to complete the diagram :
1. What effect does the condition of the river off-take have on water extrac-
tion? Does it reduce the amount of water that can be taken from the river
or does it cause a port ion of the water ext racted to be lost before it
reaches the irrigat ion canal?
2. What is affected by the illegal extractions? Do they affect the amount of
water extracted or the proport ion of extracted water that reaches the
farmers?
Without the answers to these questions, you are not sure how to connect
some of the variables to the network . Consequent ly, you leave them
"float ing" with the intent ion of connecting them to the BN diagram once the
farmers have answered your questions.
This t im e, there are no new problems with state definit ions. Also, with the
except ion of the "floating" variables, the double-checks confirm that you are
happy with the logic the BN expresses. When you have done this, you
suddenly remember that the farmers were very keen for you to understand
that rice y ield was a more important management object ive than the
productivity of the sugar estate. You wonder how you can include this in
your BN diagram. In the end, you decide that you don't need to, as this is a
value j udgm ent that is implicit to you as the decision maker. If it is not
possible to meet both management object ives, you will have to decide
which is the most important and select interventions that promote
















































































































































































































































































Preliminary BN representing perspective of estate manager
You note that , as the estate manager also agreed with your management
object ives and interventions, many of the variables in this BN will also be
the same as in the others. For the estate, therefore, your list is as follows:
Var iable
Temple river fl ow
Rural water supply
reference to




New well dr illing
Well rehabilitat ion
Rainwater harvest ing









Sand mining cont rol
Irr igable area
River extraction (3 types)











Management objective number I (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Management object ive number 2 (agreed by th is stakeholder group) with
rural water users
Management object ive number 2 (agreed by th is stakeholder group) with
urban water users
Management objective number 3 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Management objective number 3 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Intervent ion number 5 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Intervention number 5 (agreed by th is stakeholder group)
Intervention number 4 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Intervent ion number 3 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Intervent ion number 2 (agreed by this stakeholder group)
An intervention to increase estate reservoir storage. as suggested by
the stakeholders
An intervent ion to increase estate reservoir storage, as suggested by
the stakeholders
To capture the water storage available to the estate
To capture the pol itical resistance that prevent the construction of a
new reservoir
An intervention capturing a possible improvement if water recycling on
the sugar estate, as suggested by the stakeholders
Captures the necessary condit ions for two of t he intervent ions
Captures the impact new reservoirs would have on overall storage
Intervent ion number I (agreed by this stakeholder group)
Captures the impact of sand mining cont rol
Captures how much is being taken out the r iver and the consequent
downst ream ef ect
Var iables
Temple river fl ow, Rural water supply,Urban water supply. Rice yield,
Sugar estate product ivity
New well drilling,Well rehabilitat ion, Rainwater harvest ing, Renovate
estate reservoir, New estate reservoir. Drip irr igat ion.Water recycling,
New reservoirs, Sand mining control
Estate storage, Surface storage, Irr igable area, River extraction (Estate
and Paddy)
River extraction (W S)
Investment funds, Polit ical resistance
None
Yo u note th a t you n ow h ave a nothe r th re e new inte rvention s .
Con struc ting th e BN p resents n o n ew p ro blem s an d giving p re lim in ary
de fin it ion s to th e state s is stra ightforwa rd . The dou b le -c he cks re vea l no
p ro b lem with th e logic . However, you d o wonder wh eth e r re s istan ce from
loca l po lit ician s is re levant to any chang es oth er th an th e co nstruct ion of a
new re s e rv o ir on the su ga r e state . You a lso re a lise th a t n ew sto ra g e









St ep S: Fur t her st akeho lder group co nsu lt at ions
Further consu ltation w ith domestic users
You decide that the domestic users will not find it easy to understand the
logic represented by the BN diagram so you draw up a series of lists to allow
them to validate the BN structure, as shown below:
You begin by explaining that the lists should only include the information
discussed at your previous meeting. You tell them that if there is anything
they don't understand or don't agree with they must say so. You then show
list 1 to the group and make sure they understand what all the names mean.
You explain that the things listed under the Rural water supply heading are
meant to be the things which affect the rural water supply. First, you ask
them if this is true and then you ask them if there is anything else that they
would like to add to the list. You remind them that you are only really
interested in things that are quite important . The group agrees with list 1
and doesn't want to add anything so you move on to the next list .
Much to your surprise, the group agrees with all the lists; so, happy that the
logic of the BN diagram is a fair representation of the group's logic, you
move on to talk ing about the states. To save t ime, you decide you do not
need to worry about the states of Unemployment and all the nodes with
Yes/ No states, since these are obvious, so you begin with the quantitative
states you defined in the previous step. You start with the node Irrigable area
and explain that the state "Down 25%" is meant to be a rough guess at how
farm land would be lost if sand mining were to cont inue in its present rate
for the next three years. They are not really sure, but they think back over
the last three years and seem to agree that your estim ate is not too far from
the truth. You have sim ilar discussions for all three River extract ion variables
but they are even less sure about these. However, you decide that you can
move on, as you will be able to get better information from the farmers and
the estate manager.
For the same reasons, you decide to skip over the Estate productivity,
Temple river fl ow and Rice yield nodes and move onto the Urban water
supply node. You explain that "Target met" is meant to refer to the
management object ive of meeting minimum domestic requirements. You
then ask them what they think those minimum requirements are. The two
women who are connected to the urban supply think through a typical day
and guess that they use between 20 and 30 buckets a day (you know that
buckets have a capacity of about 10 litres) and they seem quite happy with
this. Mov ing onto the Rural water supply node, the woman who relies on the
rural supply thinks she uses a bit less than the urban people — somewhere
between 10 and 20 buckets a day — but she says that she would use more
if it didn't take so long to get it from the well.
Finally, you review the BN with them by looking at al l the nodes that have
two or more children. You begin with Rural water supply and ask the
fol lowing questions, one at a t ime:
1. Imagine how a programme of well deepening will help meet the rural
water supply target. Will the impact of this be altered if a drilling and
rehabi litation programme is carried out at the same time? Will the impact
be altered if rainwater harvesting is improved?
2. Imagine how a programme of new well drilling wi ll help meet the rural
water supply target. Will the impact of this be altered if a deepening and
rehabilitation programme is carried out at the same time? Will the impact
be altered if rainwater harvesting is improved?
3. Imagine how a programme of well rehabilitation will help meet the rural
water supply target. Will the impact of this be altered if a drilling and
deepening programme is carried out at the same t ime? Will the impact be
altered if rainwater harvesting is improved?
4. Imagine an increase in rainwater harvesting will help meet the rural water
supply target . Will the impact of this be altered if a well deepening and
rehabilitation programme is carried out, or if new wells are dri lled?
The group is confident that the answer to question 4 is no but they have to
think about the other questions carefully. In the end, they decide that well
deepening will change the effect that well rehabilitation has on rural water
supply and vice-versa. They explain that this is because the two
interventions together have a greater impact than the sum of each of their
separate effects – well rehabilitat ion will increase the amount of water drawn
from a well but will increase it even more if the well is deep enough so that it
always has water in it . You accept their explanation and note Well deepening
as a modify ing parent .
You repeat this procedure for each of the following nodes: Urban water
supply, Temple river f low, Rice yield and Faecal pollut ion. You don't identify
any further modify ing parents.
Further consultation with paddy farmers
Before beginning a general discussion with the farmers, you ask the farmers
the questions that you came up with during Steps 3 and 4:
1. How important is it to your family that there are good opportunities for





The farmers rep ly that few fam ilies rely on farm ing alone and that many are
dependent on wages earned on the sugar estate.
2. What is the effect that the condit ion of the river off-take has on water
extraction? Does it reduce the amount of water that can be taken from the
river or does it cause a port ion of the water ext racted to be lost before it
reaches the irrigation canal?
The farmers reply that it reduces the width of the off-take opening onto the
river and, since the Irrigation Department only allows them to leave it open
for a fixed length of time, this reduces the amount of water they can extract .
3. What is the effect of the illegal extract ion? Does it affect the amount of
water extracted or does it affect the proportion of extracted water that
reaches the farmers?
The farm ers rep ly that it is both. The illegal extractions cause bank collapse,
which further reduces the width of the off-take, but clearly not all of the
water extracted reaches the farmers, as some is used on the illegally
occup ied land.
You also ask the farmers to suggest specifi c interventions to improve law
enforcement , input availabi lity and input quality. They suggest the following:
• Law enforcement is j ust a case of the authorities being prepared to do
something about it . The illegally settled farmers who are current ly there
should be forcibly removed and the same should happen to any new
settlers. Your stakeholder group is unanimous that the legal farmers
would be quite happy to report offenders to the authorit ies as long as they
were confident that som ething would be done about it .
• Currently inputs are largely provided by the government . The farmers
think that if the government would allow a farmer co-operative to supply
inputs then both availability and quality would improve.
You decide that farmers will also not fi nd it easy to understand the BN
diagram directly, so you draw up lists similar to those you used for the
domestic stakeholders. Happily, the farmers approve your logic. You also
discuss states in a sim ilar way. In particular, you focus on the variables
related to rice production. The farmers are happy with your qualitative








Good: The entrance to the of -take is fully open
Bad: The entrance to the of -take is par t ially obstructed
W hen needed: Inputs are available whenever t hey are needed
Not Inputs are sometimes unavailable when needed
Good: Quality of inputs sat isfies farmers
Poor : Q uality of inputs does not sat isfy farmers
Good: Inputs are of good quality and available
Poor : Inputs are either unavailable or of poor quality or both
H igh: Surface storage is 30% greater t han the current level
Low: Surface storage is less than 30% greater t han the current level
H igh: More than 4 tonnes/hectare
Low Less than 4 tonnes/hectare
They think that your estimate of a 20% increase in use is a litt le high, 0
assuming that the off-take is fixed and that irrigable area doesn't increase
by much (currently, most land that can be irrigated is being irrigated). They
suggest a 10% increase might be more realistic. Conversely, they think your
suggested 10% decrease is a litt le low. If storage were improved, illegal
extractions were stopped and control of the off-take were handed over to the
farmers, they think water use might decrease by as much as 20%.
Having agreed the states, you review the network to check for modify ing
parents. As the group doesn't find any, you thank them and close the
meeting. Aft erwards, you re-draw the network to incorporate the changes
suggested during this second consultation .
Fur ther consultation w ith the sugar estate
As he has a high level of education, you decide that the sugar estate
manager will understand the logic of the BN diagram so you show it to him
directly. As you expected, he has no problems understanding it , and agrees
that the logic it represents captures what he believes. You start to discuss
states and he provides the following defin itions:
Polit ical r:esistance  H igh  Opposit ion from local polit icians is sufi cient to af ect t he
productivity of the estate
Lovr. There is no opposit ion from local politicians, or it is not strong
enough to af ect the productivity of the estate
Water recycling Im proved: Use of recycled water increases by 20%
Current:  Use of recycled water remains at current levels
Estate storage Sufi cient Storage is increased by 50%
Insufi cient:  Storage is increased by less than this
He thinks that the states you have chosen for River extract ion (Estate) are
not bad. He agrees that if nothing changes, they will start to extract around
110% more from the river as they intend to increase production at the
disti llery. He thinks, however that reductions greater than 10% can be
achieved, part icularly if water recyc ling can be improved. You agree to
change this state to "Down 20%".
Finally, you review the network for modify ing parents but don't find any.
St ep 6 : Draw co nclusions f rom st akeho lder co nsult at ion
Conclusions from consultation w ith domestic users
The variables have changed slightly since you originally categorised them in



































































































































































New well dr illing
Well rehabilitation
Rain water harvest ing
Temple river flow
Dr ip irrigat ion
New reservoirs









Temple river fl ow, Rural water supply, Urban water supply, Rice yield.
Sugar estate productivity
Well deepening. New well dr illing,Well rehabilitation, Rainwater
harvest ing, Health educat ion, Fence of -take. Drip irr igation, New
reservoirs, Sand mining cont rol
Faecal pollution, Surface storage. Irr igable area. River extr act ion (Estate
and Paddy)
River ext ract ion (W S)
None
Unemployment
You then draw up lists of the management object ives and the interventions







Rice yield  
New reservoirs
Sand m ining control
Estate productivity
Dr ip irrigat ion
Under the Rice yield management objective, you highlight sand mining
control, as it affects the management object ive in more than one way. You
also note that sand mining control affects the Temple river fl ow manage-
ment object ive.
Conclusions from consul tation w ith paddy farmers
You draw up a sim ilar table and lists for the paddy farmers:
Temple river fl ow, Rural water supply, Urban water supply, Rice yield.
Sugar estate productivity
New well dr illing.Well rehabilitation. Rainwater harvest ing, Farmer
control (Inputs), Farmer control (Irr ig), Drip irr igat ion. New reservoirs,
Sand mining control
Surface storage, Irr igable area, River extract ion (Estate and Paddy), Law
enforcement, Illegal ext ract ions, Off-take condition, Input availability,
Input quality. Inputs





Rural water Supply 
New well dr illing
Well rehabilitat ion
Rainwater harvest ing
Temple river fl ow Rice yield  
New reservoirs 4 - * New reservoirs
Drip irrigat ion  Sand m ining control
Sand mining contro l Farmer cont ro l (Inputs)
Farmer cont ro l (Irr ig)  41- 10.  Farmer contro l (Ir rig)
Conclusions from consultation the sugar estate








Rural water supply 




Temple river fl ow Rice yield  
New reservoirs -   New reservoirs
Sand mining contro l  Sand m ining control




Urban water supply Estate productivity
Rainwater harvest ing Dr ip irrigat ion
Temple river flow, Rural water supply. Urban water supply, Rice yield,
Sugar estate productivity
New well dr illing,Well rehabilitation, Rainwater harvest ing, Renovate
estate reservoir. New estate reservoir, Dr ip irr igat ion,Water recycling,
New reservoirs, Sand mining cont rol
Estate storage, Surface storage. Irr igable area. River extract ion (Estate
and Paddy)
River extract ion (W S)









Co nclusio ns f r om co m par iso n
Although your stakeholder consultation has not produced any new
management object ives for your management strategy, it has uncovered a
num ber of potential interventions that you had not previously considered. It
has also served to involve stakeholder representatives in the decision
process and to give them, you hope, some sense of ownership of the
process. To some degree, you hope that this will facilitate implementation of
the intervent ions you fi nally decide on.
Comparing the BN diagrams and the lists you've drawn up, suggests that
there are no major differences in perspect ive between the stakeholder
groups. You realise that this is largely because each group has concentrated
on the management objectives that relate to it specifically, so there is no
real potential for confl ict. You note again, however, the estate managers
concern that , if storage is increased too much, then there may not be
suffi cient water to fi ll it all, even in the wet season.
St eps 7 & 8 : H o ld jo int st akeho lder w or k sho p t o
d iscu ss d if f e rent v iew po int s; co m plet e st akeho lder BN s
As there are no major differences in stakeholder viewpoints, you decide that
there is no need to hold a j oint stakeholder workshop at this point .
St ep 9 : Co nst r uct ' m ast e r ' BN d iagram s
You begin constructing the "master" BN by combining the diagrams from
each of the three user groups. You are happy that their BN diagrams repres-
ent your understanding of what the issues are and how they can be solved.
You also decide that a single BN wil l adequately represent issues of equity,
as there are management objectives that relate to each of the main user
groups within the one network . However, you feel that neither sustainability
nor the wider human and environmental consequences have been
adequately accounted for.
To address the wider consequences of the proposed management inter-
vent ions, you include variables to represent human health, soil erosion and
water quality. You link these to existing variables in the network that you feel
logically feed into them. Considering sustainability, you decide that there are
three "feedbacks" which need to be accounted for:
1. Increases in groundwater use to support improved rural and urban
suppl ies may exceed the sustainable yield of the aquifer;
2. Unemployment may affect the level of illegal extract ions;
3. Changes in river water quality may affect rice yields.
You also note that some of the interventions need to be implemented
continuously if they are to be maintained in the longer term . You list these
interventions as:
• Rainwater harvesting
• Water recyc ling
• Drip irr igation
• Law enforcement
• Sand mining control
Following the guidelines suggested in "Key skills 4", you replicate the
necessary elements of the BN to create a second step which allows you to
examine both the feedbacks and the continuing implementation of the inter-
vent ions listed above. You include a new variable called "Sustainable yield"
to mediate the feedback created by changes in rural and urban water use.
To complete the master BN diagram , you delete the variables representing
Political resistance, Investment funds and Support from authority. You
decide that these factors are better considered implic itly once the most




The completed master BN diagram is shown below. Having completed it ,
you consider whether it will allow you to investigate how the management
object ives you identifi ed in Step 1 can be met . You decide that it can and
proceed to Step 10.
St ep 10 : Co llect dat a and specify co nd it ional
p ro bab ilit y t ables ( CPT s)
You consider each variable and decide to use the following information types
to fill in the CPTs for each of them :
Faecal pollution Informat ionType 2
Illegal ext ract ions Informat ion Type 4
Of -take condit ion Informat ion Type 4 (you consulted the paddy farmers but felt t hey
were overconfi dent and adjusted their est imates accordingly)
Surface storage Informat ion Type 4
Irrigable area Informat ion Type 4
River ext ract ion (Paddy) Informat ionType 2
Input availability Informat ion Type 4 (you consulted the paddy farmers but felt they
were overconfi dent and adjusted their est imates accordingly)
Input quality Informat ion Type 4 (you consulted the paddy farmers but felt they
were overconfi dent and adjusted their estimates accordingly)
Estate storage Informat ion Type 2
River ext ract ion (Estate) Informat ion Type 2
Paddy demand met ? Informat ionType 4 (calculat ion based on crop water requirements)
Inputs Informat ion Type 2 (this represented a simple expression of t he
stakeholders preference of availability as opposed to quality)
Rural water supply Informat ion Type 4
Urban water supply Informat ion Type 4
Health Informat ion Type 4
Estate product ivity Informat ion Type 2
Temple r iver fl ow Informat ionType 3 (a determinist ic hydrological model was used to
run a Monte-Carlo sampling procedure)
Soil erosion Informat ion Type 4
Rice yield Informat ionType 4
River water quality Informat ionType 3 (a determinist ic water quality model was used
to run a Monte-Carlo sampling procedure)
Unemployment Informat ion Type 4
The states of al l the intervention nodes plus River extract ion WS (a control-
ling factor) are given equal probabilit ies, since they will be changed during
Step 11 to examine the impact they have on the management object ive
variables.
Exam ples of some of the probabilit ies elicited from the stakeholders are
shown below:
CPT for Faecal pol lution variable
CPT for Estate storage variable
CPT for Unemp loy ment variable
management object ive variables when the values of each intervention are
changed. Some of the results surprise you. For example, improving Estate
St ep I I : U se m ast er BN t o make decision
Following the guidelines, you exam ine the changes that are produced in the
storage (which you believe should have a largely positive effect )  reduces
Estate product ivity significantly. You consider the structure of the network
and realise that this change is taking place because Estate storage is only
linked to Estate product ivity via River extraction (estate). The network
suggests that an increase in Estate storage will reduce the estate's River
extraction (because they need less water at peak times) which will, in turn,
reduce the productivity of the estate (because it has less water). What the
BN is not representing is the fact that if Estate storage is sufficient, then a
decrease in River extraction will have only a minimal effect on Estate
productivity.
To capture this interaction, you realise that you need to link Estate storage
directly to Estate product ivity as well as indirectly via River extraction. By
doing this, you can enter different values in the Estate product ivity CPT to
LA
represent the fact that Estate productivity will respond differently to River
extract ion, depending on the state of Estate storage.
Another surprising result is that controlling Sand mining tends to reduce the
chance of an increase in Unemployment. Again, this is not what you expect .
On examining the Unemployment CPT, you realise that you have entered
the values provided by your stakeholders into it incorrect ly. Correcting this




BN st ep I
BN st ep 2
Wel l re habil itat ion New w ell dr ill ing Fence of f -tak e New es tate re se rvo ir
Yes 50,0 Yes 500, I i Yes 50 0 , Yes 50,0 I
No 50 ' I I No 500 No  500 ' ' No 50 0
Wel l de epening Pain w ater harves t ing
Yee 50 0 Yes  . . 50 0 I
No : 50.0 ' No I; 50.0
Rural w ater su pply
Target wet 50.0 ; Target ye t 50.0
Too low 50 0 Tao low 50 '
Target ryet 50 0
Too low 50.0 ±
Susta inab le yiel d
High 59/ Q
Low 50.0
Rural w ater s upply Urban w ater su pp ly
Faecal pollu t ion
Yes 50.0 r ;




Urban w ater su pp ly Health
Target rnet 50 0
Too low 55.0 I
Rain w ate r harvest ing
Yes 50 0
No 50 0 I :
River ext rac tio n (WS)
rrent: 50.0  









Having satisfied yourself that the structure of the BN is correct and that the
CPTs properly represent the interact ions you expect , you draw up the
fol lowing table, showing percentage changes in the probability of
management objective variables being in their positive state, given




You note that only Rainwater harvesting affects more than two management
object ives positively. It is also clear that improvements in water supply
management objectives are likely to be larger than the changes that may be
possible in the other gaols. In terms of the BN structure, you realise that this
is because the water supply management objectives are much closer to
their interventions. However, you believe that this properly represents the
reality of the situation in that rural and urban water supplies can be affected
much more directly.
At fi rst you are uncertain about the negat ive results produced in Temple
river fl ow by Law enforcement, Farm er control (irr igat ion) and Sand m ining
control. Through studying the BN in more detail , you realise that this is
because all of these interventions will enable the paddy farmers to extract
more water for irrigation. In the case of Law enforcement and Farmer
control (inputs), this has a positive effect on Rice y ield, although there are
also other interventions that have a more beneficial impact on yield without
the negat ive impact on fl ow.
 
However, you find the fact that Sand m ining control also has a negative
im pact on rice yield too slightly surprising. By examining the changes
produced by the intervention in the intermediate variables between it and
1 I the Rice yield management object ive, you realise that this is because areduct ion in sand mining will halt the decrease in irrigable area. Th is will
tend to decrease the water available to each farmer and so reduce yield. So
sand m ining may be beneficial in that it reduces irrigable area (as the river
bed level is being decreased) and so increases the depth of water that can
be applied over that area. However, this obviously has implications for the
total amount of food produced so you conclude that achieving the correct
balance between irrigable area and yield should be an important feature of
your management plan.
Your use of the BN has highlighted a number of interesting combinations:
1. Well rehabilitation and Well deepening have a greater impact together
than the sum of their separate impacts. This is not too surprising as this
interaction was highlighted during your consultations with the domestic
water users.
2. Well rehabilitation and New well drilling have a lesser impact when
combined than the sum of their separate impacts. By investigating the
values in the Rural water supply CPT, you realise that this is because a
well rehabilitation programme will reduce the need for new wells. As this
makes sense, you accept the results provided by the network. You also
notice that this combination of interventions has the same effect as the
Well rehabilitation and Well deepening combination. As you suspect this
latter com bination will be less cost ly, you rule out New well drilling as an
intervent ion.
3. When Water recycling is combined with Drip irrigat ion, their combined
effect is much greater on the Estate productivity but lesser (although sti ll
positive) on the Temple river fl ow. This suggests to you that, in terms of
saving water, im plementing both of these interventions may be excessive.
However, in terms of product ivity, additional benefits can be gained from
implementing both. You also note that this com bination has a much
greater effect than alternatives such as improving estate reservoir storage.
Next you examine the changes in the state of the management objective
variables between the first and second time steps. Although the feedbacks
you included do lead to reduct ions in the chance of management objectives
being in their positive states, their impact is fairly minimal and can be
neglected at this stage as monitoring of these management objectives
during implementation will reveal any problems not highlighted by the BN.
However, the case of Rainwater harvesting provides an exception to this
rule. Based on your experiences of implementing rainwater harvesting
systems in the past , you do not believe that many people will continue to
use these systems beyond the fi rst year. As this experience has been
captured in the BN, it indicates that although rainwater harvesting will have
a beneficial impact in the first year, its subsequent im pact is greatly
reduced.
On the basis of this analysis, you decide to consider further the following
interventions:
1. A combined programme of well rehabilitation and well deepening to
address water supply needs. If funding allows, fencing the river off-take
could also be implemented;
2. Implementation of water recyc ling and drip irr igat ion at the sugar estate;




With the help of the Chairman of the District Water Resource Committee and
the other government departments involved, you will consider the feasibi lity
of these interventions in terms of:
1. The funds available for investment (if funds are limited you will need to
ascertain whether targeting the sugar estate or targeting paddy farmers
will be most beneficial for the basin as a whole);
2. The support for the intervent ions that can be expected from the relevant
authorit ies;
3. Any polit ical resistance to change that may be present;
4. Whether runoff is sufficient to fi ll the planned reservoirs to capacity.
In the next step , you will also discuss whether these intervent ions are
acceptable to the stakeholder groups. You realise that securing their
agreem ent is crucial if implementation is to succeed.
St ep 12 : H o ld a seco nd jo int st akeholder w or k shop t o
d iscu ss your decisio ns
You present your list of proposed interventions to all the stakeholders with
whom you have consulted. You explain the reasons for rej ecting some of
their intervent ions and, as this is a  very  hypothetical case study, you are
pleasant ly surprised that they all agree with you! As full funding has been
secured, all authorit ies are supportive and the Irrigation Department has
conf irmed that there is sufficient runoff, your recommendations will now be
im plemented. You realise that their success is not guaranteed but you are
happy that you have made the best choice given the information available
to you. Effect ive adapt ive management will ensure that any unforeseen
negat ive consequences can be avoided.
A ppend ix I : Filling in
1
co nd it io nal probabilit y
t ables using infor m at io n
t y pes I and 3
T he gener a l a pp r o ach
Step 10 of the guidelines explains that it is necessary to fill in the condit ional
probabilit y table (CPT) associated with each node in your network that is a
child (almost all the nodes in your network will be children, although most of
them will also be parents). Make sure you have read the guidelines in Step
10 in full before reading this Appendix, which will describe how to fill in a
CPT if you wish to use information of Types 1 and 3. In Step 10, these were
defined as:
p Type I :Informat ion Raw data collected by direct measurement (e.g. groundwater depthi measured by piezometer, populat ion measured by census, income
measured by account ing)
Informat ionType 3: O utput from process-based models calibrated using raw data
L collected by direct measurement
If you are using information of types 1 and 3, then to fill in the CPT for the
child node you are considering, you will need at least one piece of informa-
tion relating to each of the possible combinations of states of the parent
nodes (see Example 10.1 in Chapter 4). We will call each such piece of
information a "case". It is important to understand that each case refers to a
particular combination of the states of the parent nodes, as represented by a
single row in a condit ional probability table (or in the table below).
Referring to Example 10.1, a number of possible cases is shown below:
95
96
Note that on ly two of the 4 possible parent state combinat ions noted in
Exam ple 10.1 are listed in the table above. A lso note that case data is more
likely to be available in quantitative terms. If this is the case, then you may
need to convert it into the qualitat ive state names used by your BN (High,
Lots, Good etc.) . This is easily done using the definitions you have assigned
to each state name (see Example 10.1. Note that both Netica and Hugin
allow you to quantitatively define your qualitative state names for each
node, allowing this conversion to take place automatically.
Clearly, each case gives us some knowledge about the state the child should
be in when its parents have a part icular combination of states. As the
natural env ironm ent is highly variable and uncertain, it is rare that all the
cases will agree on what state the child should be in for each particular
combinat ion of parent states. This is refl ected in the table above. It is this
uncertainty that we want to estimate and enter into the CPT.
We can do this by counting the number of cases that report a particular
state for the child and comparing it to the total number of cases that refer to
a particular parent state combination. This will give us the probabilit y that
the chi ld is in that state given the parent state combinat ion. This can then be
entered into the appropr iate CPT.
It is im portant to note that the more cases you have the more accurate the
results of this procedure will be. As a rule of thumb, you should try to obtain
at least 20 cases for each possible combination of parent states. If this is not
avai lable with Type 1 information you should consider using Type 3.
The general procedure described above is autom ated by software packages
such as Netica and Hugin which have Bayesian learning algorithms built
into them . It is recom mended that you use these, although only after you
have read and understood the documentation provided by the help files' . If
the soft ware package you are using does not have this feature, then follow
the guidelines below. These prov ide a simple approximation to the learning
algor ithm s used by both Netica and Hugin. Note, however, that using the
approximation below together with the algorithms in Netica and Hugin can
cause problems. This will be discussed in more detail below.
A p p r ox im at e lear ning of case d at a
1. Note the number of states, n, the child node has.
For Examp le 10. 1, the ch ild node "Water supp ly " has  two  states, Good and
Poor. Therefore, n = 2.
2. List the possible combinations of the states of the parent node.
For Examp le 10. 1, these are:
Ground water levels = High, Number of wells = Lots
Ground water levels = High, Number of wells = Few
Ground water levels = Low, Number of wells = Lots
Ground water levels = Low, Number of wells = Few
LA '  In Netica see "Learning from cases" in the Contents page of the Help menu. InHugin see "Learning adaptation" and "Learning EM" in the Hugin Runtime manual.
3. Start with the first combination of parent states. If you wish, you can give
an  initia l  estimate of the probability that the child is in each of its states, for
this parent state combination (remember that these probabilit ies must add
up to 1). You should do this if you have good reason to think that the
probabilities should be set at certain values,  prior  to looking at any case
data you may have (which is why such probabilities are termed "pr ior
probabilities" ). Although these pr ior probabilit ies will be personal, subjective
estimates, they will be based on your past experience. If you feel you do not
have enough experience to choose prior probabilities, then you should give
each child state the same probability (equal to 1/ n) . In the text that follows,
prior probabilit ies will be denoted as p°( i ), where the superscr ipt 0 shows
that it is a pr ior probability and i indicates the state of the child which is
being referred to.
In the examp le above, i = I refers  to  w hen "Water supp ly " is in the state  Good
and i =2 refers to when "Water supply " is in the state Poor. Based  on  your 20
y ears of experience in the water supp ly sector,  y ou  estimate the p rior
probabilities for the first parent state combination (when Groundwater levels
= High, Num ber of wells= Lots) to be:
p° ( 1) = 0.7, p° (2) =  0.3
4. Express your uncertainty in these prior probabilities by saying that the
extent of your knowledge is equivalent to you having observed a certain
number of cases, N°. If you are very certain that these probabilit ies are
accurate then it may be appropriate to say that your certainty is equivalent
to 100 cases. If you are fairly certain, then you might choose 50 cases.
Refer to  "A note on the automatic learning algorithms in Netica and Hugin "
below for more guidance. If you did not assign any prior probabilities (i.e.
you gave each child state a probability of 1 / n because you weren't sure
what else it m ight be) then let N° = 0.
In the examp le above,  you  th ink that the prior probabi lities  y ou  have
assigned to the li rst parent state combinations are good guesses but  you
wouldn 't put a great deal of fai th in them. Consequently , you choose l P`=5.
5. Next , look at the case data available to you. Count the number of cases
which refer to the first combination of parent states. Call th is number N.
Given the case examples above, for Ground water levels = High, Num ber of
wells =  Lots,  N = 5. Note that if there had been no cases (as for Ground water
levels = Low, Number of wells = Lots) then N = a
6. Count how many of N indicate the child to be in its first state. Then
count how many of N indicate the child to be in its second state. Do this for
each of the n child states. Call these counts N(i ) where 2 i 0 (assuming
all variables have at least two states). Water supply has 2 states (n=2) .
There are N = 5 cases in total: 4 of them show Water supply = Good , one
shows Water supply = Poor.
Counting  how many times Water supply = Good gives N( 1) = 4 and
counting how many times Water supply = Poor gives N(2) = I .
7. Update the prior probability for each of the child's states, using the
formula:
P'( i ) = [N(1)4-(13°( i )N °)]
where p 1(i ) is the updated probability estimate and  N '=N °+ N LA
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98
In the examp le above, the probabilities would be calcu lated as:
8 . Enter these probabilit ies into the appropriate row in the CPT (as
indicated by the parent state combination).
9 . Repeat instructions 3 to 5, above, for each parent state combination
U sing inf o r m at ion Ty pe 3
Inform ation Type 3 is produced from process-based models. If a model is to
prov ide information relevant to a part icular child's CPT, then it must take
the parent node values as input (i.e. the states the parents are in) and
output a value for the child node (i.e. the state the child is in) . Depending on
the type of model and the way in which it is run , this output will be in the
form of a single value, many different values or a probability distribut ion
across all the possible values that the chi ld can take. The best way to fill in
CPTs using each of these different forms of output wi ll be discussed below.
M o d el o u t p ut is in t he for m of a p r ob abili t y dist r ib u t ion acr oss
t he valu es o f t he child n od e
Both Netica and Hugin can automatically fill in CPTs if the form of the
distribution is known (e.g. normal or geometric) together with the statistics
describing it (e.g. mean and variance)2. Otherwise, the same information
can be used to calculate the probabilities associated with each child state
manually. As the methods to do this are beyond the scope of these
guidelines, it is recommended that you consult a statistician.
M o d el o u tp u t is in t he for m of m any dif er ent values for t h e
sam e p ar en t  st at e  co m b inat ion
It is likely that such output will have been produced by Monte-Carlo
sam pling (see below) and you will have many cases for each parent state
com binat ion, as described in the general approach above. These should be
fed into the automatic learning algor ithms suppl ied by Netica or Hugin or
the approx im ate learning method, described above, can be used.
M o del o u tp u t is in t he for m o f a singl e value
Unless the relationship described by the variables in the CPT is truly
determ inistic (i.e. given the same parent state combination, then the child
will always be in the same state) then you will need to generate some
estimates of the uncertainty assoc iated with the single value output . There
are two ways to do this:
• Analyt ical uncertainty estimation
Both exact and approx imation statistical techniques exist to calculate the
uncertainty in a variable that is a function of other variables whose
uncertainties are known. So, for example, if the uncertainty assoc iated with
2 In Net ica see "Equations" in the Contents page of the Help menu. In Hugin see
"Expressions" in the Hugin Runtime manual.
probability distributions across the states of the child . These can then be fed i
the input to a model is known together with the uncertainty in the model
parameters, then the uncertainty in the model output can be calculated.
Unfortunately, unless the model is very simple, it is very diffi cult to solve
these equations accurately. However, if analyt ical equat ions can be used to
produce uncertainty estimates in model outputs, then they will produce
into CPTs, as described above. 11
• Empirical Monte-Carlo uncertainty estimation
Monte-Carlo sampling is where a model is repeatedly run with different sets
of input variables and model parameters. These different sets are produced
by randomly varying the input variables and parameters within defined
If the probabilit ies you have calculated for a CPT are based on only a few
1
lim its. Each run will produce a single case, which can be fed into the CPT
using either the automatic learning algorithms or the approximate learning
method. As a detailed description of the Monte-Carlo sampling is beyond
the scope of these guidelines, it is recommended that you consult a
statistician.
U nce r t a int y abo ut unce r t a int y
then should not place great confidence on their accuracy. Forcases,
example, imagine that you only have the cases listed in the table at the
beginning of this Appendix. Using the approximate learning method, and
assuming you didn 't specify any prior probabilit ies for the last three parent
state combinat ions, you would calculate the probabilit ies for the CPT as
follows:
I
Now imagine that you obtain a new case, as follows:
Ground water levels = High, Number of wells = Lots, Water supply = Poor
The probabilit ies in the fi rst row of your CPT (for Groundwater levels = High,
Number of wells = Lots) would now change to:
li
This represents a change of about 10% in the probability for p( 1) and may
for the success of your management objectives (although this will depend
on the values given to other variables in your network ).
Obv iously, the problem is even greater where no cases were previously
have important consequences on the probabilities that the BN will calculate
available. Imagine a second new case, as follows: LA
99
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Groundwater levels = High, Number of wells = Few, Water supp ly = Poor
The probabilit ies in the second row of your CPT (for Groundwater levels =
High , Num ber of wells = Few) would now change to:
This is a change of 100%!
So, the fewer cases you have to calculate the probabilities in the CPT (which
represent your uncertainty about the relationship between a child and its
parents) , the more uncertain you are about what those values are. This is
uncertainty about uncertainty!
There are several ways to deal with this. This problem should only arise with
Type 1 information — with a working model it should be possible to produce
as much Type 3 information as you need. Therefore, the most straight-
forward approach to dealing with a shortage of Type 1 information may be
to develop a simple model, calibrate it with the data you have and then run
it in a Monte-Carlo procedure to produce mult iple cases.
A lternatively, you should exam ine the sensitivity of your network to changes
in the probabilit ies contained in the CPT. This can be done "by hand" by
opening the CPT, changing the value about which you are unsure, running
the BN again and examining the affect the change has on your management
objective. If the change in the management objective is not great, then you
need not worry. If it is, then you should note the degree of the change and
consider it when making any final decisions using the BN.
Using Example 10.1 in Chapter 4 again, imagine that we have calculated
the probabilit ies for the CPTs (as in the first table overleaf ).
CPT for groundwater levels:
CPT for water supply:
Groundwater N umber
Low Lots
Rainfall P  (GW levels = High)  P  (GW levels =  Low)
High 0.70
0.15 0.85
P (Water supply P (Water supply







High Few  
0.60
Low Few 0.10 0.90
L A
Assume we have more than 20 cases for all parent state combinat ions in
both CPTs, with the exception of Groundwater levels = High, Number of
wells = Lots in the CPT for Water supply. For this parent state com bination,
we on ly have the fi ve cases contained in the table, and therefore we are
uncertain that the probabilit ies we have calculated (0.I 75 and 0.25) are
a ccurate . To invest iga te h ow th is m ight affe ct the m an a gem ent obje ctive
(Wate r sup p ly, its e lf) we can ch ang e the prob abilities an d wa tch wh at
h ap p en s . The re su lts of d oing th is a re shown be low:
P (Wa ter s up p ly = Good) = 0.75, P (Water sup p ly = Poor) = 0.25
P (Water s upp ly = Good) = 0.6 75, P (Water supp ly = Poor) = 0.325 (10% w orse)
g 
Groundwater levels
High 15 0 High 0,
Low 85 0 1_, 100
. Nuinber of wells '
High 70 0 H igh 100
Low 30 0 I Low 0
Groundw ater lev els  Rainfa ll _ .  
 umber of well s
Lots 100
Few 0
P (Wa ter s upp ly = Good) = 0.825 , P (Water supp ly = Poor) = 0. 175 (10% better)








Poor 54.8 im m ,  



















Number of wells  
Lots. 100  
POW 0  
Gro undwater levels Rainfall
lb gh 70.0 High 100
Low 30.0 Low 0
Water supp ly
Good 64.5 pleam




Groundw ater lev els  Rainfal l
R uh 70.0 High 100
Low 30.0   Low 0
Water supply
Good 69.7 : lo w
Poor 30.2
Note that for Low Rainfall (the BNs on the left ), the change in water supply
is negligible . However, for High Rainfall (the BNs on the right ) the change is
fa irly large . Potentially, your uncertainty about the uncertainty will affec t
your m anagem ent decision .
The pro ce dure outlined above (of changing the CPTs by hand ) can be
a utom ated by cre ating a node repre senting the proba bility th at should be in
the CPT. As this is quite a technica l p rocedure , full deta ils are not provided
here . However, the BN structure to do th is for the network above is shown
below together with the equation s you will need to sp ecify the Water sup ply
CPT. Note that the equations shown are those used by Netica . Hugin us es
different syntax. Consult the help file in either pa ckage for further details
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Co de for N et ica
Note that t he equat ions use system names as follows:
• WattSupp = Water supply
• NoW ells = Number of wells
• GW Levels = Groundwater levels
• P_Good = P(Good 1 Lots, High)
A not e o n t he a ut o m at ic lear n ing
a lgo r it hm s in N et ica and H ugin
The learning a lgorithm s in both Netica and Hugin m ake use of the idea of
"expe rience ". In simple term s , the program s kee p count of the num ber of
c ases that have been use d to ca lculate the probabilities in the CPTs . The
m ore c a ses that have been counted , the m ore 'experienced ' the probabilities
in the CPT a re . The p ractica l effect of th is is to re duce the change brought
about in the CPTs for ea ch new case lea rnt , a s the num be r of previously
lea rnt c a se s increases . If only a few cases have been learnt previously (the
CPT ha s a low expe rience ) , then a new one will have a larg e effect on the
pro babilities . If m any new c ases have be en learnt previously (the CPT ha s a
h igh experienc e ) , then a new one will have only a m inim al effect .
Th is re flects our ide as about exp erience in the re a l wo rld (see the box
opp osite ).
Imagine an experienced stationmaster. He knows that a train always passes through his
stat ion at midday every day. He also knows, however, that for a couple of days in every
month the train is late. The fact that t he train turns up late on one day does not change
his expectat ion about when the train will t urn up the next day — he's st ill fair ly sure that
it will arrive at midday. Now imagine the experienced stationmaster retires and is
replaced by a young man fresh out of station master school. He hasn't had a chance to
talk to his predecessor so only the only informat ion he has is t he t imetable, which says
the train comes through at midday. On his fi rst day, however, t he train is late and this
happens again on the second day. Now the new station master is beginning to believe
that the train is always late so when, on the third day, a customer asks what t ime the
train is arr iving he replies that it should arr ive at midday but is usually late. (As an  aside, if
the same question had been  asked of the  experienced station master he would have been
more  likely  to  tell the customer that the train is usually  on  time and he would have been right.
It  is obvious  that we  should have more confi dence  in the information given by the experienced
stationmaster.) On the third day, however, to the surpr ise of t he stat ionmaster, the train
turns up on t ime. W hile the new stationmaster had been fairly confi dent this morning
that the train would be late, he's no longer sure what to think. W hen the train turns up
on t ime every day for t he next two weeks, the  new  stat ionmaster becomes increasingly
confi dent that this is what usually happens. So when the train is late again, it doesn't
really affect his opinion about when it usually t urns up. The point of the example is that,
while on the third day his beliefs about t he tr ain were radically altered by a new case
(the train turning up on t ime), after two weeks a new case (the train being late again)
didn't really change his opinion.This was because he was more experienced after the
end of two weeks. Net ica and Hugin both work exact ly in t his way.
The concept of experience refl ects the level of confidence you should have
in the values contained in the CPT. The more experience that the
probabilit ies in a CPT have, the more confidence you should place in them
and the less likely you are to change them as new cases arise.
The table below shows this. The num bers in it were generated using Netica
by learning each one of a number of identical nodes with a different number
of cases. Once learning had been completed, all the nodes displayed equal
probability distr ibutions across their two states (i .e. 50% and 50%). Then
each node was learned with one further case and the change in probability





It is im portant that you understand this, part icularly if you are intending to
use an autom atic learning algorithm aft er you have entered numbers into a
CPT using the approximate learning method. This is because entering
probabi lit ies produced using the approximate method directly into a CPT
does not alter the experience associated with those probabilities. You may
have used a large number of cases to calculate a probability using the
approx imate method, but the soft ware will not know this (unless you tell it )
and will assign a low experience value to your CPT. Any subsequent learn-
ing using an automat ic algorithm wi ll give much more weight to the new
data and lead to incorrect results.
Consider the table above. Imagine that you had used 120 cases to calculate
a probability distribut ion of (50%, 50%) across a two-state variable and then
entered it directly into the CPT. A single new case learned by the autom atic
algorithm would change that distr ibution to (66.7%, 33.3%) because the BN
assumes that there is no experience associated with that probability. Clearly,
however, the probability should have an experience of 120 assoc iated with it
and so should on ly change to (50.4%, 49.6%) when a new case is learned.
There is a big difference between 66.7% and 50.4% and it may well affect
the probability assigned to your management objective.
• A s it is not current ly possible to alt er direct ly t he experience values
st ored by eit her Net ica or Hugin, then mixing t he approximate learning
method with t he automat ic met hod should be avoided
This is also true of any values entered direct ly into the CPT, whether they
have been generated by the approx imate method or otherwise (see
Appendix 2).
A ppend ix 2 : Filling in
co nd it io nal pro babilit y
t ables using info r m at io n
t y pes 2 and 4
Step 10 of the guidelines explains that it is necessary to fill in the conditional
probabili ty table (CPT) associated with each node in your network that is a
child (almost all the nodes in your network will be children, although most of
them will also be parents). Make sure you have read the guidelines in Step
10 in ful l before reading this Appendix, which will describe how to fi ll in a




Raw data collected through stakeholder elicitation (e.g. stakeholder
perceptions of groundwater depth, population and income)
- - - .•
Academic "expert" opinion based on theoretical calculation or best
judgement.
Both of these information types are subjective and are obtained through
consultation with an "expert" be that expert an academic or a stakeholder.
You will need to ask your experts to make estimates of the chance that a
variable will be in each of its states depending on the states of its parents.
Referring to Example 10.1 in Chapter 4, you will ask them to specify
directly the probabilities that water supply will be good or poor, depending
on the groundwater levels and the number of wells.
Obviously, the way in which you do this will depend on the ability of the
stakeholders and the size of the CPT. If the CPTs to be fi lled in are small and
you believe the stakeholders will understand the logic underlying them, then
you can help them to fi ll the CPTs in direct ly. To decide whether this is
appropriate, try f illing in some of the CPTs yourself . If you do decide that
this is an appropriate approach, then you can skip most of this appendix.
If you consider such direct elicitation inappropriate, then it is important to
minimise the questions you will need to ask to elicit the necessary
information . This will make it possible to complete the CPTs within the tim e
you are likely to have available in practice. It is also important that you
consider the best way to ask the questions to each stakeholder as it is
important that they understand properly what you are asking them. General
guidance on this is prov ided below, however, if you are unsure how best to
proceed, it is recommended that you consult with someone who has local




H ow t o m in im ise t he q uest io ns yo u need
t o ask st ake ho lde r s
This  may  look qui te comp licated but don 't be put off w ith a little practice,
i t is fairly straightfor ward. This is par ticularly true if y ou haue managed to
lim it the number of states each node has to 2. With more practice,  y ou  w il l
also learn how to structure a BI` l to make this step as easy as possible.
T he ge ner a l app r o ach
Com p let ing an EPT
Take each node in your network one at a t ime. There is no need to elicit
probabi lities for those nodes that have no parents. If the BN has been
structured correctly, then these nodes will represent either factors that you
hope to control direct ly through management, or factors that you have no
contro l over at all. When you come to use the BN to make a decision, you
will change the states of these nodes to see how this affects your manage-
ment object ives.
In the general approach, it is assumed that the child we are considering has
three parents, none of whom affect the degree of change that the others
have on the ch ild (i .e. they are NOT modifying parents: see Step 5 in the
guidelines) . It is also assumed that the child node has two discrete states,
one of which is more desirable than the other. In Table 1, this is called the
"success" state. Each parent is also assumed to have two discrete' states,
A discrete variable is one with a well -defined, finite set of states (e.g. number of wells): a
continuous variable can take a value between any other two values (e.g. rainfall depth) .
A meeting should be arranged with each stakeholder in isolation from his or
her stakeholder group. This is because you need to get an idea of any differ-
ences of opinion there may be with in the stakeholder group. Be sure to use
the same master BN diagram for each member of that group (you may have
different master BN diagrams, depending on how you are dealing with
issues of equity). Later, you will combine the different answers provided by
each stakeholder to give a measure of the differences of op inion between
them .
You should prepare questionnaires before the meeting by construct ing a
table sim ilar to the template shown in Table 1  for each ch ild node  in the BN
diagram , and using it as the focus for the questions listed below. This will be
referred to as an "elic ited probability table" (EPT) to distinguish it from a
CPT. Each EPT will be developed into a CPT but , since EPTs are designed to
lim it the number of probabilit ies elicited from the stakeholder, they do not
contain al l the probabilities required by the CPT. The other probabilities in
each CPT will be calculated from their corresponding EPT later.
A general approach to constructing an EPT will be described first, but ,
depending on the structure of the stakeholder BN diagram, a number of
variat ions may be necessary. These will be covered separately. The general
approach should be studied, in any case, as it includes advice that will be
useful in all cases. The procedure described for averaging the probabilit ies
in an EPT applies to all variations.
one of which is more likely to give rise to the success state of the ch ild
node. In Table 1, this state will be called the "positive" state. When these
assumptions are correct , draw a table like that shown in Table 1.
Table I : Elici ted probability table (EPT) for the general approach
Non-modifr ing
parent  I (NMPI)
Quest ion I : Posit ive state
of NMPI
Quest ion 2: Negat ive state
of NMPI
Question 3: Negat ive state
of NMPI
Quest ion 4: Posit ive state
of NMPI
Question 5: Posit ive state
of NMPI
Non-modifr ing Non-modifying Child state and





















Elicited state  &
score out of ten
Elicited state &
score out of ten
Elicited state  &
score out of ten
Elicited state  &
score out of ten
Elicited state  &
score out of ten
The EPT is formally structured, as follows. The fi rst line (question 1) is such
that the parents are al l in their posit ive states. The second line (question 2)
is such that the parents are all in their negative states. For all the other lines,
each parent is "switched" from its posit ive state to its negative state. This is
done one parent at a t ime so that , after the fi rst two, each line only ever has
one state that is negat ive.
Before beginning the interv iew, you should run through, with the stakehold-
er, the sort of questions you are going to ask. Explain that you will ask the
questions in sequences with each sequence being linked to the same chi ld
node.
For question 1, ask each stakeholder to imagine a situation such as that
described by the states of the parents on the first row. If it is appropriate,
given the nature of the child you are considering , ask them to imagine this
situation as it directly affects them. For example, if the child is 'Crop yield' ,
ask them to think about their own fields. A lso, get them to describe their
fields, as this will help them to 'picture the scene', but may also provide
informat ion that will be useful later (see the next section).
Now ask whether they believe that this situation will cause the child node to
be in the success state or in its 'failure' state and note down the answer in
the box marked "Elicited state and score out of ten" for question 1 in the
table. Although this gives you an answer to the question, you also need to
know how certain the stakeholder is about this answer. The following
questions should help you estimate this.
Ask them to imagine ten years in which the situation described by the states
of the parents existed. If they can, ask them to think about ten  actual  years,
direct ly from their own experience. If they can't do this (perhaps because
2 A  non-modify ing parent  is one whose effect on its children is  independent  of the states





there have only been four years when this situation occurred) , then ask
them to im agine the situation occurring for ten years. Having done this, ask
them to estim ate for how many of the ten years that they are imagining
would the ch ild be in the state that they say. Write this into your table too. If
a stakeholder does not think that the child will be in the same state for all
ten years, then you should find out the reasons why he or she thinks this, if
t ime perm its.
Question 2 can then be asked in exact ly the same way, although, this time,
you should ask the stakeholder to imagine the different situation described
by the states of the parents on the second row (i .e. all parents are negat ive) .
By asking questions 1 and 2 in Table 1, you should have established the
highest and lowest probabilities of the child being in the success state.
Questions 3, 4 and 5 can then be asked in the same way but you should
rem ind the stakeholder of the range of probabilities from which they should,
logical ly, choose (as defined by questions 1 and 2). If the stakeholders
decide that they have to choose a probability outside of the range specified
by questions 1 and 2, then you should ask them to re-evaluate their original
answers to these questions.
When you have completed the EPT, review it with the stakeholder to check
that the answers are logical. If they are not logical, then you should try to
understand why the stakeholder has chosen the seemingly illogical values.
If, aft er consideration, the stakeholders would like to change some of the
values they have chosen, then you should allow them to do so.
A ver aging EPT p r ob ab ili t ies acr oss st akeh old er gr oup s
If you have a number of master BN diagrams (so you can investigate
whether the distribut ion of benefi ts between groups is equitable) , then, for
each BN diagram , you will need to average the probabilities elicited from the
stakeholders whose group it represents. Use the probabilit ies you elicited
from each stakeholder within the group to form a single EPT for the group.
Obv iously, you will need to repeat this procedure for each stakeholder
group, separately.
Take each chi ld node in turn. Using the scores obtained from each individual
stakeholder, calculate the scores for all the states of the child node, as
follows. In cases where the child has more than two states (discrete or
cont inuous sub-ranges) you will know this already as you will have asked
the stakeholder direct ly. In cases where the child node has two states,
sim ply subt ract the score given by the stakeholder from 10 and the
remainder is the score for the other state. Multiply all the scores by 10 to
convert them into percentage probabilities.
For each chi ld node, compare the probabilities calculated from each
mem ber of the group . For each of the situations listed in the EPTs for that
node, calculate the average of the probabilit ies given by each stakeholder
for each state of the child node. An example is shown below for a case
where the ch ild has two states:
Probability  of success  Probability of failure
(state I of the child node) (state 2 of the child node)
In some cases, it may be more appropriate to weight the elicited scores
before averaging them. This may be the case when the child for whom the
value has been elicited represents something that is related to an area or to
a cer tain number of people. For example, If you have followed the guide-
lines in the previous sect ion, a probability elicited for a chi ld called "Crop
yield" should relate to a part icular farmer's field. In this case, you should
weight each farmer's probabilit ies by the field areas, as shown below:
Another example might be a child called "Effect iveness of farmer organisa-
tion" . Different stakeholders you are questioning may belong to different
farmer organisations, which may have different numbers of members. If the
number of members in an organisat ion is relevant to your management
problem , then you should weight the scores from each farmer by the
number of members in their organisation.
Calcula t ing in t erp olat ion fact or s fr om t he EPT
As discussed above, EPTs are designed to limit the number of probabilit ies
elicited from the stakeholder. As a result , they do not contain all the
probabilit ies required by the CPT and it is now necessary to calculate these.
The first stage in doing this is to calculate what we will call " interpolation
factors" . The way in which these are calculated depends, as above, on the
structure of the BN diagram. The general case will be dealt with here while
variations are covered in subsequent sections.
Note that it is not necessary to calculate interpolation factors for all of the
parents — one of the parents (but only one) can be missed out. This is true no
matter what the structure of the BN diagram. The reason for this is purely
mathematical and y ou will understand why when y ou come to use the
interpolation factors to calculate all the probabili ties in the CPT By conven-
tion, y ou should not calculate an in terpolation factor for the parent listed in
the left-most column of the CPT
Once you have averaged the scores from each stakeholder, you should have
a table sim ilar to Table 2. In the table, probabilities P1x and P 1 y refer to the
probability you elicited for question I , in the general approach, which you
have since averaged over all stakeholders in a particular group. Similarly,
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Table 2: El ici ted probabi lity table (EPT) , fol lowing averaging, for general case
probabilit ies P ax and Psy refer to the probability you elicited for question 2
and so on (look at the parent state combinations to work out which row in
Table 2 refers to each question in Table 1). Don't worry about the number-
ing being out of order: it refers to the final position of the elicited probability
in the CPT. This will be shown later (see Table 3, for general case) .
The interpolation factors are calculated for each 'switch' in the state of a
parent from positive to negative. They are all calculated in relation to the
difference between the highest probability for the success state (when all
parents are positive) and the lowest one (when all parents are negat ive).
Expressed mathematically this is Pix - P ax . When one of the parents changes
from a posit ive to a negative state, the probability of the ch ild being in its
success state is reduced. The interpolation factor simply quantifies this
reduction, for each parent , as a proport ion of P1x - P ax . Mathematically, this
is expressed as:
Interpolat ion factor for NMP 3:IF3 = (P2x - P8x) I (Pix- Pa()




You do not need to calculate interpolation factors for the probabilities of
failure. Once the interpolation factors have been used to calculate the
probability of the success state for each parent state combination in the
CPT, the probability of the failure state is simply 1 minus that value.
Fil ling in t h e CPTs using t he in t erp olat ion fact or s
Table 3 shows the layout of a CPT for child node with 2 states (X and Y) ,
which has 3 parent nodes which all have 2 states (positive and negat ive -
this is the same general case shown in Table 1). As you can see, it lists
every possible combination of the parent node states. You will not have
elicited probabilit ies for all of these combinations so you will have to
calculate them, using the interpolation factors you have calculated above.
In Table 3, the probability for state combination 3 has been given by the
stakeholders, wh ile the probability for state combination 4 has not . However,
the on ly difference between state combinations 3 and 4 is that parent 3 has
switched from a positive to a negative state.
In the previous section, we said that the interpolation factors calculate the
way the probability of a chi ld changes when a parent node switches from a
posit ive to a negative state . Therefore, to calculate P 4x , all we need to do is
multiply P3x (scaled by the lowest probability, Psx) by the interpolation factor






Posit ive Posit ive
Positive Positive
Posit ive Negat ive Posit ive
Posit ive Negat ive
Negat ive Positive
Negat ive Positive
Negat ive Negat ive













P ax , elicited from
stakeholders
P ax , elicited from
stakeholders
P 4x , not elicited




P 7x , not elicited








P a , not elicited
P ay , elicited from
stakeholders
P o o not elicited
P r o not elicited
Pey, elicited from
stakeholders
associated with parent 3 switching from positive to negative (IF3 in Equation
1, above) . This is what Equation 3 does.
Similarly, Equation 4 calculates P 8x from P 8x in the same way. Equation 5
calculates the probability of state combination 7 from the probability for
state com bination 5. These state combinations are only different in that the
state of parent 2 has changed from positive to negative, so Equation 5 uses
IF2 from Equation 2.
[(123x — P8 ) X I F 3] P 8x andP 4X
P6X PB1- X( P sx — Pm) x IF31
127), = ( P 8x — Pm) X 1F 2 1 + -Pax
P 4y = 1 0 0 — P 4x
and Pay = 100 —P 6x




A w ar ning!
Once you have entered the probabilit ies elicited from your stakeholders into
a CPT you should take care in subsequently using the autom atic learning
algorithms supplied by Netica and Hugin to improve them. For more details
see the relevant section in Appendix 1.
Ext ensio ns of t he gener a l ap pr o ach
co m p let ing an EPT
When  a  child has m or e t han t hr ee n on-m odify ing p ar en t s
When the BN is structured in this way, simply extend Table 1 by including
further columns on the left . You will also need to include further rows so you
can show the situat ion described by each of the new parents being in its
negative state when all the other parents are in their positive states.
Consequent ly, you will have one additional question for each new parent
added to the general approach described above.
A
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Wh en t he p ar ent s have m or e t han t wo discret e st a t es
Table 4 shows the case where one of the parents has three discrete states
while all the others still have two. Sim ilar tables can be constructed for
cases where the other parents have different numbers of states. The
important thing is to make sure you ask a question for each situation
described by a parent node being in each of its states while the other
parents remain in their positive states.
NMP1 has been given states called A, B and C. It is im portant that state A is
the state most likely to cause the ch ild node to be in its success state and
state C is the least likely. Therefore, state A can still be thought of as the
posit ive state.
Ask questions 1 to 6 in the same way as in the general approach.
Table 4: Elici ted probabi lity table (EPT) when a parent has more than three
discrete states
Wh en t he ch ild has m or e t han t wo discr et e st a t es
If the general case is true with the exception that the child node has more
than two discrete states, then Table I can be used. In this case, however,
som e addit ional questions must be asked.
For question 1, ask each stakeholder to imagine a situation such as that
described by the states of the parents on the first row. Then ask them which
state they believe the child will be in given this situation. Noting down their
answer in the box marked "State and elic ited probabi lity 1", in Table 1, ask
them to im agine that the situation described by the states of the parents
were to last for ten years. Having done this, ask them to estimate for how
many of the ten years that they are imagining would the ch ild be in the state
they say. Write this into your table too. If a stakeholder does not think that
the chi ld will be in the same state for all ten years, then you should find out
the reasons why he or she thinks this, if time permits.
So far this is much the same as for the general case. If the stakeholders
have said they believe that the child will be in a part icular state for all ten
years, then there is no need to cont inue. If this is not the case, then ask for
how many of the remaining years the chi ld will be in its other states. Again
you should try to find out the stakeholder's reasoning.
Questions 2 to 5 can then be asked in exact ly the same way, the difference
being that a new situation (to be imagined by the stakeholder) is described
each time by the states of the parents.
Wh en t h e ch ild h as co n t in u o us st a t es
When this is the case, you should split the full range of values the child node
can take into two or three sub-ranges (you will have agreed what this range
should be, with the stakeholders, in Step 5 of Chapter 4). Do this before
meeting the stakeholders but make sure you use the same sub-ranges for all
stakeholders. Decide on the sub-range boundaries by thinking about thresh-
old values of the child node that have pract ical relevance to you. Earning
above a particular level, for example, may allow a farmer to buy fert iliser.
Each sub-range can now be thought of as being a discrete state, so if you
have two sub-ranges you can follow the guidelines for the general situation
and, if you have three, you can fo llow the guidelines for "When the child has
more than two discrete states". However, the questions should be asked in a
slightly different way. This is because it is best to infl uence the answer given
to you by the stakeholder as lit tle as possible. So do not tell the stakeholder
the sub-range boundaries you have chosen. Instead, for each situation you
are asking them to imagine (fol lowing the general approach), ask them to
choose a single value from anywhere within the full range the node. Note
which of your sub-ranges this fal ls into, but do not tell the stakeholder. In the
discussion below, this will be called the "original" value.
Next , as with the general approach, ask each stakeholder to imagine the
situation lasting for ten years and find out if they expect the original value
hold for all ten years. If they think it will change, then ask for how many
years this child node will have a greater value and the greatest value that the
child will attain in those ten years. If the greatest value is in a higher sub-
range than the original value, you will need to find out how many years the
stakeholder believes the ch ild node will be in that higher sub-range. You will
have to do this by asking them to give a value for every year in which they
believe the child node will have a value greater than first one.
When you have done this, repeat this procedure for the years when the
stakeholder thinks the value will be smaller than the original one. When you
have finished, you should have a count of the number of years, out of the
10, for which the stakeholder believes the child node will be in each of the
sub-ranges that you have given it .
Wh en so m e o f t h e p ar en t s h ave co n t in u ou s st a t es
In this case, you should draw up a table similar to Table 1, if the cont inuous
parent you are considering has two sub-ranges, or Table 4, if the continuous
parent you are considering has three sub-ranges. In the two sub-range case,
the positive state in Table I should be replaced by the sub-range of the
parent that is most likely to lead to the success state in the child. In the
three sub-range case, state A should be replaced by the sub-range of the
parent which is most likely to lead to the success state in the child and state
C should be replace by that which is least likely to lead to the success state.
Of course, this means that you will now have to tell the stakeholder the sub-
ranges you have chosen for the parent. This should not infl uence them




When t h er e is on e m o difying p ar en t 3
In this case, draw up a table like Table 5, which assumes that there are two
non-modify ing parents. If there are more, simply fol low the instruct ions in
"When a chi ld has more than three non-modify ing parents" . It also assumes
that the modifying parent has two states. If it has more than this, simply add
an extra colum n to the right of the table — no extra rows will be required.
Table 5: Elici ted probability table (EPT) when there is one modify ing parent
The form of questioning is exactly the same as that used in the general
approach, except that the whole procedure needs to be carried out twice,
once for when the modify ing parent is in state A and once for when it is in
state B. Ask questions l a to 4a first and then ask questions 1 b to 4b.
Effectively, there are now two different scenarios for each question. Taking
question 1 as an example, the first scenario side is described by NMP1 in its
positive state, NMP2 in its posit ive state and the modify ing parent in state A .
The second scenario is described by NMP1 in its positive state, NMP2 in its
positive state and the modify ing parent in state B.
If the modifying parent only affects one of the non-modify ing parents, then if
the state of that non-modify ing parent is positive, the states and probabili-
t ies elic ited for the child should be the same no matter what state the modi-
fying parent is in. For example, if the modifying parent only affects NMP1,
then the states and probabilit ies elicited should be the same for question 4
no matter what state the modify ing parent is in.
When t h er e ar e t wo m o dify ing p ar en t s
In this case, draw up a table similar to Table 6, where MP1 is the first
mod ify ing parent and MP2 is the second. As in the case above, if the
modify ing parents have more than two states or if there are more than two
non-m odify ing parents, you can adapt the table accordingly.
Ask questions as described in "When there is one modify ing parent" except
that it will now be necessary to carry out the whole procedure 4 times. Ask
questions l aa to 4aa before going on to questions l ab to 4ab.
Co m b inat ions of t he ab ove
Combinations of the above cases may arise. For example, you may have a
case when there are four discrete parents, two of which have three states.
When this happens, simply combine the instructions above.
LA 3 A modify ing parent is one whose effect on (some of) its children is dependent on thestates of other parents of those children (see Step 5 in Chapter 4 for more details) .





Quest ion  4:
Ex t ensio ns of t he ge ner a l appr oach
ca lcu lat ing int er po lat io n fact o r s
For w hen p ar ent s have m or e t han t wo st at es ( discr et e or
co nt inu o us sub- r anges)
Following averaging, you will have a table similar to that shown in Table 7.
Table  7:  Elici ted probability table (EPT) , fol low ing aueraging, when one












Interpolation factors for NMP 3:
= (  P 2x P12%) ( P 1X — P12x)
IF 3BC  ( P 3X P12x) I (Pix— P12X)
Interpolation factor for NMP 2:
IF2 = ( P 4X Pi x) (Pix P 12X)
Child state and score out of ten when the
states of MP I and MP2 (respect ively) are:













The numbering refers to the CPT shown in Table 10.
The logic used to calculate the interpolation factors is the same as for the
general case, except that two factors are needed for NMP3: the first
accounts for the reduct ion in the probability of success when NMP3 changes










Fo r w h en ch ild r en have t hr ee st at es (discr et e or co nt inu ous sub-
r anges)
Aft er com pleting the averaging, you should have a table sim ilar to Table 8.
Table 8: Elici ted probabi lity table (EPT) , fol low ing averaging, for w hen ch ild
has more than 2 discrete states
The numbering refers to the CPT shown in Table 11.
The following scheme will only work when Po( > Psx and 1' 8 > PI t ThisZ  
should be the case if the scores elicited from the stakeholders are logical. If
it is not the case, you should review the stakeholder scores. Check in
particular that Po( and P1z are the probabilities for the parent state
com binat ion most likely to give rise to state X in the child and that P ax and
P az are least likely.
In this case, interpolation factors are calculated for the first state (Ch = X)
and the last state (Ch = Z) of the child.
Interpolat ion factor for NMP 3, for chi ld in state X:
IF 3. Ch X = (P2x Pax) (P1X PBX)
Interpolat ion factor for NMP 3, for child in state Z:
= (P - P ) / (P - PIF3 . Ch • Z 2Z 8Z I Z 8Z
Interpo lation factor for NMP 2, for child in state X:
IF2.Ch X = ( P 3X PBX) / ( P 1 X — PBX)
Interpolation factor for NMP 2, for ch ild in state Z:
IF2. Ch Z P 3Z Paz) I Z P 8Z)= ( — (P -
For the same reasons as outlined in the general case, you do not need to





Fo r w h en ch ild has m or e t hen t hr ee st at es
Follow the procedure above for the most successful child state (state X,
above) and the least successful child state (state Z, above). For the same
reasons as outlined in the general case, you do not need to calculate
interpolation factors for the states in between these two.
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Fo r m o d ify ing p ar en t s
Following averaging, you will have a table similar to Table 9 .
Table 9: Elicited probability table (EPT), fol low ing averaging, for w hen one
parent is a modify ing parent
Modifr ing Non-modifr ing Non-modifr ing Non-modifying Probability of
The numbering refers to the CPT in Table 12.
In the equations below, note that there are different interpolaion factors and
minimum probabilities, depending on whether the modify ing parent is in
state A or state B.
Interpolation factor for NMP 3, for MP state A:
I F 3. = - ex) / (P1x- ex) Equation 13
Interpolation factor for NMP 3, for MP in state B:
MP . A (P2x P P
IF3. MP - B = ( P I OX - P I 6 ) 1 (P9x- Pl6X) Equation 14
IF 2. MP . A - ( P 3X - Pax) / (PiX - P BX)
IF 2. MT, . B = Equation 16(
-P I I X - P I 6X) / ( P 9X - P I 6X )
Equation 15
Interpolation factor for NMP 2, for MP in state B:
Interpolation factor for NMP 2, for MP in state A :





Ex t e nsio ns of t he ge ner a l ap p ro ach
f il l ing in t he CPT s using t he int e r p o lat io n
f act o r s
Wh en p ar en t s have m or e t han t wo st at es ( eit her d iscr et e or
co n t inu o us su b- r anges)
Tab le 10: Conditional probabili ty tab le (CPT) w hen one parent has 3 states
P5X = [(P4X — P12x ) X I F 3Aa ] 4- P12% and P5y = 100 - P ax
P ax [ ( P 4x — P i 2x ) X I F ) ad
+ P 12% and P5y = 100 - P ax
P ax = [ ( P yx — P i 2x ) X I F 3Aa ] P 12x and P ay = 100 - P ax
P gx = [ ( P yx — P i 2x ) X IF 3a d P 12X and P gy = 100 - P gx
*elicited from stakeholders  +not elicited





[ ( P x IF2] and P l ay = 100 - P m Equation 2 1P 1OX 7X P l 2X) P 12X
X I F 3A a ] P 12x and P u y = 100 - P1Ix Equation 22Pi ix [(Piox -  P 12%)
Note that Pi ,x is calc ulated directly from a previously derived value (Pm )
and not direct ly from a stakeholder elicited probability. This becomes more
com mon the larger a CPT becomes.
When a child has t hr ee st a t es
Table I I : Conditional probability tab le (CPT) for a ch ild w ith three states
i
1
*elicited from stakeholders  +not elicited
The interpolation factors below refer to those in Equations 9 , 10, 11 and 12:
Peix = [(Pm - P 8 x ) X I F 3 . c h x l -I- P ox Equation 23
P ox = [(P5x - Pm) X IF3,Ch 3 + Pax Equation 24
P z x = [ ( P 8 x — P 8x ) X lF2. + PBX Equat ion 25
=
P oz ) X I F 3 . c h z ] + P82 Equation 26P 4 Z l ( P 3Z
( P 5Z P8 ) I F 3 z ] + P8Z Equat ion 27P 6Z  
= [(P5z - Paz) x IF2 j + P82 Equat ion 28
Equation 29
P 4Y = 1 0 0 — (Pax +  P4z)
P a y = 1 0 0 — ( P a x P a z ) Equation 30
Pr( = 100 - (P.,x + P7z) Equat ion 31
When  a  child has m or e t h en t hr ee st at es
The same procedure as above should be applied to the fi rst and last states
of the child. However, there are no formal rules to determine the probabili -
t ies that should be given to the states in the middle. Instead, study the
probabilit ies elicited from the stakeholders and try to replicate the trends
they suggest in the state com binations which do not have elicited probabili -
ties. Make sure that the probabilities given to the child states, for any parent
state com bination, add up to 100 .
Wit h m o dify ing p ar ent s
The interpolation factors below refer to those in Equat ions 13, 14, 15 and 16:
YA
Pim = [(P3x - P 8 x ) X I F 3, mp A l -I- PB and Pa = 1 - Equation 32X
P ox = [ ( P ox — P8x) X I F 3. mp . A l + Pex and P5y = 1 - Equation 33
P.m = [(Psx - Pax) x A] + P ox and Pm = 1 -
P4x
P ox
Equation 34 L I
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Tab le 12 : Cond itiona l p robability table (cm w ith one modify ing parent
*elicited from stakeholders +not elicit ed
LI
A ppend ix 3:
Fu r t her read ing
B o o k s
The best introduction to Bay esian networks is:
F.V. Jensen, 1996. An introduction to Bayesian networks. UCL press,
London, ISBN 185728332-5, 178pp.
For a more technical discussion on Bay esian networks:
R. G. Cowell , A . R Dawid, S. L. Lauritzen and D. J . Spiegelhalter, 1999.
Probabilistic Network s and Expert Systems. Springer-Verlag, New York ,
ISBN 0387987673, 370pp.
For a general introduction to Bay esian statistics:
E. Lloyd, 1984 . Handbook of applicable mathematics. Vol. VI: Statistics.
Part A . John Wiley, Chichester. ISBN 047190272 1, 498pp.
For information on management science and decision suppor t app roaches:
G.M. Marakas, 1999. Decision support systems in the 2 15' century. Prentice
Hall, New Jersey. ISBN 0 13744 186 , 506pp.
M. Pidd, 1996 . Too ls for thinking: modelling in management science. John
Wiley and Sons, New York . ISBN 0471964557, 350pp.
Sc ie nt if ic jo u r n a ls
These papers relate to examples of the app lication of Bay esian netw orks to a
range of decision problems:
Anderson,  J .  L. 1998. Embracing uncertainty: The interface of Bayesian
stat istics and cognitive psychology.  Conservation Ecology  2 ( 1), 2.
Avai lable at:  h t tp :/ / w w w .conseco 1.org/j ou rn a 1/ v o12/ iss 1/ art2
Bacon, RJ ., Cain, J .D. and Howard, D.C. 200 1. Belief network models of
landowner decisions and land-use change.  J. Environ. Manage.  (in press) .
Batchelor, C.H. and Cain, J .D. 1998. Applicat ion of belief networks to water
management studies.  Agric.Wat. Manage.  40 ,  51-57.
Cain, J .D., J inapala, K., Makin, I.W., Somaratna, P.G., Ariyaratna, B.R. and
Perera, L.R. 200 1. Part icipatory decision support for agricultural
management . A case study from Sri Lanka.  Agric. Systems  (in press).
Cain, J .D., Batchelor, C.H. and Waughray, D.K.N. 1999. Belief networks: a
framework for the participatory development of natural resource
management strategies.  Environ., Devel. & Sustainabi lity  1, 123 - 133.
Cain, J .D., Moriarty, RB. and Lovell , C.J. 1999. Hol istic developm ent of
natural resources in Zimbabwe: Constructing a Bayesian Belief Network
for integrated management.  2nd Inter-Regional Conf on Environment-
Water - Emerging Technologies for Sustainable Land Use and Water
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A r t icles o n Bayesia n st at ist ics
The Economist,  30thSeptember 2000, p. 58 : "In praise of Bayes".
Prospect,  November 1998, p. 20 : "Flukes and flaws" .
Science,  19th November 1999, vo l. 286, p . 1460: "Bayes offers a 'new' way
to make sense of numbers" .
Science,  240 December 1999, vol. 286, p. 2449: "The Bayesian way".
Th e S u n day Tim es,  18th Apr il 1999, P. 6: "Fancy maths gives banks your
number".
1 U sef u l w e b sit es
Management,  Lausanne. Presses Polytech. et Universitaires Rom andes.
Chong, H.G. and Walley, W.J . 1996 . Rule-based versus probabilist ic
approaches to the diagnosis of faults in wastewater treatment processes.
A rtificial In telligence in Eng ineering  1,  265-273.
Spiegelhalter, D.J., Dawid, A .R, Lauritzen, S.L. and Cowell , R.G. 1993.
Bayesian analysis in expert systems.  S tatis t. S ci.  8 ,  2 19-283 .
Stassopoulou, A ., Petrou, M. and Kit t ler,  J .  1998. Application of a Bayesian
network in a GIS-based decision making system.  In t. J . Geog r. Inform ation
S cL  12 ,  23-45.
Varis, 0 . 1997. Bayesian decision analysis for environmental and resource
management .  En uiron . Mod elling & Sof tw are  12 ,  177- 185.
Varis, 0 . 199 5. Belief networks for modelling and assessment of
environm ental change.  En uironm etrics  6 ,  439-444.
Varis, 0 . and Kuikka, S. 1997. Joint  use  of  m ultip le e nvironm enta l
assessment models by a Bayesian meta-model: the Balt ic salmon case.
Ecol. Mod elling  10 2 ,  34 1-35 1.
Varis, 0 . and Kuikk a, S. 1997. BENE_EIA : A Bayesian approach to expert
j udgment elicitation with case studies on cl imate change impacts on
surface waters.  Clim atic chang e  3 7 ,  539-563.
h ttp :/ / w w w .n w l.ac .uk/ research/ Bay es n et/ fo r  the  web page  assoc iate d
with these guide line s
h ttp :/ / w w w .cs .berk eley .ed u/ - m u rp hy k/ Bay es/ bay es .h tm l  for  a good
overview of Bayesian Networks
http :/ / w w w .norsys.com/ for  an introduct ion to BNs and Netica software
http :/ / w w w .hug in.com/ for  an introduction to BNs and Hugin soft ware
http :/ / b-course.cs.hels ink if i/  for an interactive tutorial on Bayesian
modelling
h ttp :/ / w w w .sp irito n e.co m/ - brucem/ bbn s .h tm  for guidelines on creating
Bayesian network models in ecology
http :/ / w w w .research.m icrosof t.com/ dtas/ for  the Microsoft web page on
decision theory
http :/ / dssresources.com/ for  general information on decision support
systems
A ppend ix 4 :
What 's o n t he CD- ROM ?
The CD included with this booklet contains:
• CPT calculator, a com puter program to help generate conditional
probability tables accord ing to the method described in Appendix 2;
• A demonstrat ion version of Hugin, a commercially available soft ware
package for the construction and analysis of Bayesian networks;
• A demonstrat ion version of Netica, also a commercially available
software package for the construction and analysis of Bayesian network s;
• An example Bayesian network , to be run in Netica;
• Documentation related to the above and including an electronic copy of
the entire guidelines text in portable document format (pdf).
It is strongly recommended that you read the information in Appendix 2
before using CPT calculator. It is important that you understand how it
generates conditional probabilities. Instructions for its use are provided
below. CPT calculator has been written so that its outputs can be cut and
pasted direct ly into Netica. This cannot be done in Hugin, although the
values produced by CPT calculator can sti ll be entered by hand.
H ow t o u se CPT ca lcu lat o r
1. To run the program, click on the Start button, select the Programs menu
and then the CPT calculator program group. Left click on "CPT calculator".
2 . You can only calculate one CPT at a t ime. Choose the variable in your
BN whose CPT you wish to calculate then click in the child variable box in
CPT calculator and type in its name. Click on the "Enter child name" button
and then acknowledge the message box that appears (click on OK).
3. Click on the arrow to the right of the box labelled "Number of states" to
reveal a pull -down menu. From this, select the number of states that your
chosen variable has by clicking on it .  In this version  of  CPT calculator you
may have only up to three states. This fol lows the advice given in the
guidelines about l imiting the number of states y ou give to a variable.
4 . Click on the "Edit state names" button and enter the names of the
variable's states into the boxes provided. Make sure that the first name you
enter is the state that you consider to be the most positive and that the last
is the most negative (see Appendix 2). Click "OK" when you've finished.
5. Go back to your BN and count the number of parents that your chosen
variable has. If the variable has 0 or 1 parent , you do not need to use CPT
calculator. If it has more than 2 parents, then click on the "Add parent to
end of table" button in CPT calculator until the correct number of parents
are displayed in the first column of the table to your left (in yellow).
6 . Select "Parent 1" from the pull-down menu underneath the label "Select
parent to edit" . Click on the "Edit parent" button and enter the requested A
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information. See Appendix 2 for a defi nit ion of non-modify ing and modify ing
parents. Again, make sure that the first state name you enter is the most
positive and the last the most negat ive. Click "OK" when you've fi nished.
7 . Repeat the above step for each parent variable, selecting each one in
turn from the pull-down menu underneath the label "Select parent to edit" .
8 . When you have entered all the required information about the parent
variables, click on the "Edit EPT" button. An elicited probability table will be
displayed (see Appendix 2):
• The names of each of the non-modify ing parents (NMP) will appear in
grey boxes at the head of the columns to the left (one for each NMP). The
states of the NMPs are listed under the names in part icular combinations.
• Start ing above the rightmost NMP column are some lines of text . The fi rst
line (starting at the bottom ) contains the name of the ch ild variable, then
a co lon , fol lowed by its state names. This line is always present. Any lines
above this contain the names of any modifying parents (MPs), followed
by a co lon, together with their state names. If there are no MPs, then there
will only be one line of text (the one with the child variable details) .
• Underneath the chi ld variable details and to the right of the NMP columns,
lies a grid of empty boxes, also arranged in co lumns. Each column
relates to the combinat ion of child variable and MP states (if any)
indicated by the state names in the lines of text above each column.
9 . Enter the probabilities you have elicited from your stakeholders into the
em pty boxes. The click on the "Calculate CPT" button. A message box will
appear asking if you want to save the CPT. Usually you will answer "Yes".
10 . If you answer "Yes" then a further message box will ask you whether
you want to save the parent state names with the conditional probabilities. If
you intend to look at the values produced by CPT calculator before copy ing
it into Netica, then you should click "Yes". If you intend to copy the values
produced by CPT calculator directly into Netica, then you should cl ick "No" .
Enter a name for the file in the "File name" box and click on "Save" . The
outputs from CPT calculator are saved as a text file.
11. If you have saved the file with parent state names first but now wish to
re-save it without them , then click on the "Save CPT" button and follow the
instructions above.
12. If you wish to v iew the file you have j ust saved, click on the "View CPT
file" button , enter the name of the fi le you wish to view in the "File name"
box and click on the "Open" button. Click the "OK" button when you have
finished look ing at the fi le.
13 . To copy the calculated CPT values into Netica, save the file without
parent state names and view it as described above. Highlight all the values
at one t ime (click to the left of the first value, hold down the left mouse
button and drag the cursor to the right of the last value) and right -click on
the mouse and select "Copy" from the menu that will appear. Next , go into
Netica and open the CPT. Highlight the whole CPT by choosing "Select all "
from the "Edit" menu and then paste in the values you copied from CPT
calculator (choose "Paste" from the "Edit " menu).
14 . When you have fi nished, return to the main form and calculate the next
CPT in your BN.L
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